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N®. r.—Rev. J. FAIRLEY DALY. 

Glasgow, ynly, iqo2> 

SALARIES. 

My Dear Dr. Laws, 
In September, igor, the Foreign 

Mission Committee (cp Minute 117) approved a revised list of 
salaries for new appointments in the United Free Church. The 
Minute was sent down to the Livingsionia Sub Committee, with 
the request that this matter of salaries should be considered by 
us also before the new rules were printed. 

After careful consideration, it was agreed that before coming 
to any decision a private letter should be written to you and Dr. 
Elmslie, that we might have before us the opinion of our two 
oldest and most experienced missionaries. The question is one 
of many the union has required us to face, and it is only right we 
should try to unify our different modes of procedure. But, after 
all, the differences have not been so great. 

Tne revised list frankly recognises that certain fields are ex¬ 
ceptional, owing to distance, or difficulty of access, or expense of 
living. The salaries in Jamaica and South Alrica are less than 
tho<e in India and China, and Livingstonia may be classed with 
the latter. In Livingstonia, afier the first three years, the salaries 
begin and end at the same sum—;^25o for unmarried and ;^330 
for mirried mi-isionaries. In India and China the princip'e of 
grading his been recognised, which seems to us a just one, and 
one that has much to recommend it. 

Unmarried. Married. 
1-3 years, - - ^zoo ... — 

5 " ■ ■ ■■■ 

S'"- - £^i>° ■■■ ^300 
5 " - • £i°o .^320 

Maximum, - - ^^320 ... ^34° 

V/e feel that the salaries given after long years of service should 
not be the same as at the beginning. Length of service should 
be encouraged, and when given suitably recognised. This the 
principle of grading secures. It does not follow that Living- 
stonia should have the same scale of grading. It might be found 
advisable to adopt a different scale. E.g.:— 

Unmarried. Married. 
3 years, - ^25° . — 

10 tI £270 £30° 
ro 1! - £^&s £3^° 
Maximum, - £i°° £34° 
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Some such scale would remove the seeming too great difference 
of ^8o between married and unmarried missionaries in Living- 
stonia, without reducing it to a mere difference of £^20 as in the 
revised list. 

We shall be glad if you and Dr. Elmslie will kindly give us 
your opinions fully and frankly on this question, guided by your 
long experience of the country and the Mission. ' 

Points for Consideration. 

L—Advisability of change. 

j IL—Principle of grading. , 

III,—Scale of gradation. 

,■ No. 2.—Dr, ROBERT LAWS. 

20th Decembert jgo2. 

Salaries. 

Dr. Laws writes:—With regard to your letter, marked 
“ Private and Confidential,” regarding salaries, there is much to 
be said in favour of the principle of grading salaries according to 
length of service. 

This is to a certain extent done in our Livingstonia Mission in 
the case of our artisan staff, where unmarried have for the first five 
years £120 per annum, and ;^i7o after, if unmarried, but ^^200 
if married. I do not see we can alter these much up or down, 
and they might be allowed to stand. 

With regard to ordained and medical men, the difference 
between unmarried and married men of ^80 does seem too great, 
and with you I think the ^20 difference in India or China seems 
rather small. seems to me would be a better difference, and 
more akin to the of the artisan staff, and yet not the same. 
On the question of salaries generally, both Dr. Lindsay and myself 
felt that tropical countries approximated more to each other than 
the others, and hence Livingstonia came nearer India than South 
Africa. With as the difference, how would this do : one to 
three years, unmarried, ^240, which is above present rates. 

Then ten years, unmarried, ;^26o ; married ;^3oo. 
„ „ 4280; „ ^320. 

Maximum, „ 

This would seem to meet your difficulty and approximate to 
the Indian and Chinese rates, which, it seems to me, should be 
your best guide. 
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2*3o, 0.—Rev. Dr. W. A, ELMSLIE. 

Ekwekdeni, s^th Ocicber, jgos. 

SALARIES. 

Dr. Elmslie writes t—I have carefully considered your letter 
of July on this subject. Dr, Laws was here last week, but 
Council and other immediate buhiness prevented us discussing 
the matter together during his too biief stay. 

1. Advisability of Change.—I am not sure that it is advisable 
to change the rates—an increase is not called for, and a decrease 
requires careful consideration. The cost of living has increased 
considerably of late, both on imporied and on local supplies. 

The seeming too great -di-fference of between married 
and unmarried rates is not, in my opinion, too great. 

On the other hand, supposing that a rearrangement of rates 
is necessary as the matter is viewed by the Committee, then, with 
some slight alteration to be noted, I do not see that a better 
scheme could be produced than the one proposed. 

2. Principle of Grading,—salaries at last alteration were 
fixed, I suppose, on the basis of no increase in future )8ars. If 
the principle of recognition of jengih of service by an increase of 
salary is adopted, 1 do not see that it is accomplished by the 
proposed scheme except on the basis that the present salaries are 
too high. Should it be considered that the present salaries are 
too high to admit of grading so as to recognise length of service, 
there is a point, to be noted. There is a difference introduced 
between unmarried and married rates which probably should be 
modified, Viz. : the present unmarried rale of ^250 suffers no 
decrease to admit of grading, whereas the married rate of ^33® 
is cut down ^30. The difference between the proposed scheme 
and the present rates over the twenty-three years before the 
maximum salary is reached would work out thus :— 

. Unmarried. Married. 

Present rates, - - .£575° Present rates, - - ^735° 

Proposed rates, - - £6300 Proposed rates, - - 

Difference increase*, £55° Difference decreaset, £4°° 

Thus the proposed scheme results in a substantial increase in the 
unmarried rates and a large reduction in the married rates. 

* Equal to an annua! increase of close on £2^. 
t Equal to aa annual decrease of close on ^18. 
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3. Scale of Gradation.—If there is anything in the point just 
noted and some modification made, I do not think there is any¬ 
thing further I can say, except perhaps to point out that the 
scheme of grading should, as in the case of India, make five years 
the period instead of ten. 

Ko. 4.—Dr. ERNEST A. BOXER. 

Bandawe, glh December^ igos. 

FURLOUGHS.—See Minute 43, /^of. 

Dr. Boxer writes:—Re Minute 43, gth September, 1902, I 

thank you for this opportunity of speaking about furloughs. 
I do not approve of that shortening of the furlough unless some 
elasticity be given to the said rule. I would suggest that 
missionaries be allowed two rainy seasons out of this climate. 
To leave here before one rainy season and to arrive out again in 
time for the next one may undo much of the good meant to be 
done. And yet the old rule of eighteen months’ furlough—if 
that means time from leaving station to time of return to the 
same—works out about twelve months at home; at anyrate, four 
and a-half months (on an averagi) of the eighteen will be spent 
in travelling, and iravehing is tedious work at the best. 

This que''tion of “furloughs” is intimately connected with that 
of “term,”and you will pardon my further taking up your time. 
To put Bin la we, v/ith its chronic relaxing atmosphere, its baking 
moist heat, and its wonderful power of slowly sucking away one’s 
best, on the same year service as, say, Hora, seems strange. 
There one can really live/—here you exist, and daily feel otie’s 
legs a nuisance to one’s body ! 

Everyone who has lived here long—I mean settled here—has 
suffered from it, and they all feel the same symptoms; and they 
find that towards the end of four years eyes look longingly home¬ 
wards. Dr Prentice suffered, and Mr. MacAlpine, in his pro¬ 
longed six months of low fever, was paying tribute to Bandawe. 
Let me remark that Mr. MacAlpine commenced his low fever 
and exhaustion exactly at the end of his fourth year. Five years 
is too long for Bandiwe. There is not a single trading firm or 
mission that has such a terra—all are four year terms. Even 
Blantyre, the healthiest spot in the colony, is only four years. 
The Administration hrve but two-year terms; the Universities 
Mission the same; the London Missionary Society four-year 
terms; the African Likes Corporation four-year terms; and so 
on. Probably Dr Prentice, as one well versed in Bandawe’s 
troubles, would more than corroborate this. 
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No. 5.—Dr. GEORGE PRENTICE. 

KASUNGU, B.C. AfRICAj 

Via Chinqe. December, igoz. 
(Arrived 14th February, 1903.) 

FURLOUGHS. 

Dr. Prentice writes :—Yours of 3rd October reached me 

/do not think the old rule regarding furloughs should be 
departed from unless the term of service in^ the mission field is 
also shortened. As things are at present, it is not the furlough, 
but the term of service at Bandawe and Karonga, that is too 
long. I reckon eighteen months a reasonable furlough after 
a term of five years at a hill station, or after a term of four years 
at a lake shore one. You ask for my opinion as a medical man, 
and I give it for what it is worth, after a spell of work both at the 
lake level and on the more healthy uplands. I think our term of 
service is considerably longer than that recommended by the 
Malaria Commission; and while no one grumbles at that, a 
shortening of the furlough might lead the medical men to recoiri' 

mend a shorter term of service. 

KASUNGU BUILDINGS. 

Plaris of the house were submitted to Council, and iron asked 
for for the roof An exact estimate of the cost could not be giveh 
until someone experienced in building had inspected the timber 
available. I shall endeavour, with the aid of Mr. Murray, to 
prepare a complete plan of the station, with an approximate 
estimate of cost, in time for next meeting of Council. Possibly 
by the time Council meets we shall know whether or not we are 
to get iron couples and purlins for the roof of the new house. 
Owing to unforeseen difficulties caused by recent regulations 
regarding timber it will be almost impossible to get along without 
iron couples. “Royalties” on sawn timber and on firewood 
bring up the cost of work here very considerably. On the former 
the Government charges as high as i|d. per running foot in some 
cases, and for permission to cut the firewood necessary for the 
burning of the bricks made this year I paid £^ los. But we 
shall do our best to keep the total expenditure on building below 
the sum contributed by the children for Kasungu Station. 

The only permanent building already put up is oar school; 
and although you refused me the money for a temporary dis¬ 
pensary, on the ground that funds had already been set apart for 
the permanent buildings and that these included a dispensary, 
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I suppose we had better suspend building operations until after 
the May meeting of Council. H jwever, we may put up a wattle 
and daub hut worthy the present medical practice—a practice 
which I shall certainly not push until we have better accommo¬ 
dation for patients. 

One other item I want to mention before closing. Should 
you ever again have a thousand copies of the Chinyanja 
“ Mateyu ” lo dispose of, will )ou please remember Kasungu: 
I have often wondered why you sent five hundred copies to' 
Bandawe, w’’here Chitongi is used, and five hundred to the 
Institution, but not one copy to Kasungu, where Chinyanja is' 
the language in daily use. 

No. 6.—Dr. ROBERT LAWS. 

Livingstonia, Laks Nyassa, 

British Central Africa, 13th October^ igo2. 

Dr. Laws writes:—From Bandawe you will get details of the 
sad and unexpected blow that has fallen upon us through the death 
of Mrs. M^V^inn. Our sympathies are with our suffering fellow- 
worker, v/ho in a few days has lost his child and wife, and had his 
home made desolate. Truly God’s ways are mysterious! 

The stranding of the S.S. Queen Victoria at Karonga has 
delayed mails, &c. The S.S. Domira went north and has 
come in to-night, but We have not heard the news of the 
Queen Victoria. We do trust it has got off with little damage, 
and so prevent loss to our friends of the A.L.G. 

The Mission Council meets this day week at ’Ngoniland. 

Ne. 7.—Dr. W. A. ELMSLIE. 

Ekwendeni, 2ji/i October^ igos. 

Dr. W, A. Elmslie writes:—Reference was made in my last 
letter to a series of evangelistic services which was to begin in 
July, and I have now to report progress. Fever intervened and 
prevented the whole programme being carried out, and from the 
followir^g brief notes of the work done you will be able to see 
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that we are not always borne along on the crest of a wave of 
special interest and eager seeking after the way Zionward. 

SPECIAL work' among THE TEACHERS. 

Part of July was taken up with special work among the 
teachers of the Njuyu and Ekwendeni districts, which are under 
the care of Mr. Stuart and myself. The more advanced teachers 
were resting, as they had been at Kondowe in June for ^ the 
continuation classes and examination for certificates. The others 
gathered at Ekwendeni, and a special effort was made to give them 
more advanced Bible instruction, to fit them for preaching and 
teaching in their school districts. The efforts were fruitful, we 
believe, and in the last week of July there were special evangelistic 
services. To some of us there seemed to be a want of hearty 
interest evinced by the people of the district. Most of the men 
are absent working for Europeans, and it seemed as if the people 
have become Gospel-hardened. However, it has been very 
encouraging to get names to the number of twenty-three handed 
in by elders since then, of those who have professed to be 
awakened, and of several former catechumens who had been 
suspended for beer-drinking and non-attendance seeking to be re¬ 
admitted. We cannot say that anything like an awakening or even 
a marked revival has been evident, but there has been good 
accomplished, and probably not the least among the teachers, who 
left at the end of the month for their schools in very good spirits. 

FIRST OUTING. 

The first outing was to two districts where there are large 
catechumens’ classes, and where formerly schools were conducted. 
Both places have been vacated as school districts for some time, 
owing to failing interest in educational work, and because the 
villagers allowed the buildings to fall. An euort was made to 
revive their interest, not without some success. The catechumens 
were dealt with, and about half of them suspended for various 
reasons. Some of them seemed to awaken to their responsibility 
in the matter of education, and to one of the classes a teacher has 
been sent. The other class was left to call a teacher when they 
rebuilt the school, but, alas! no call has yet come. Evangelistic 
services were held in both districts. 

NEXT OUTING. 

Our next outing was to the lake villages taken over from 
Bandawe eighteen months ago. The road from Ekwendeni is not 
an easy one, and in some parts is perilous, but what we found 
there made us forget the toils of the journey. On the way we 
found many scattered hamlets in the bush, where but a few years 
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ago there were only wild beasts. The gross population is 
considerable, but from the nature of the country they live apart, 
and to organize a school would be very difficult. It is a fine field 
for native evangelistic effort. The people have enormous stores 
of millet for the making of beer, and in one village of four houses 
we found over sixty young men and women from 'Ngoniland and 
the lake villages who were there to buy grain. We had two services 
in the densest part, but I scarcely realised the evils resulting from 
such gatherings of young people till my attention was called to it 
by the native teacher who was with me. 

TEN DAYS AT THE LAKE. 

We spent altogether ten days at the lake, and divided the 
time between Usyisyaand Ruarwe, the two chief school districts. 
We were unable to visit all the schools owing to a storm on the 
lake. The Christians had a large canoe waiting to take us 
to the out-schools, but we had to content ourselves with those 
near at hand. The people gave us a hearty welcome, and at both 
centres turned out to the meetings in large numbers. The work 
is in a very satisfactory state, and shows that under our Bandawe 
friends it had been vigorously carried on, and with good results. 
There are large hearers’ classes, and the schools contain both 
children and adults. Hearers had waited for over two years to be 
admitted as catechumens, and never have I met v^ith a more 
satisfactory set of candidates as regards ability to read and answer 
questions on the Gospel story. Between the two districts I met 
over 140 applicants, and admitted 84, who were all able to read 
the New Testament, j We had fine moonlight, and on the beach 
every night had over' a thousand adults gathered to a service. 
Children and adults were baptized at a moonlight service. Mr. 
MacAlpine can tell you what Usyisya was when he opened work 
there. It was a stronghold of Arab and East Coast influence of 
the worst kind, the evidence of which in the foul diseases prevalent 
still is seen. SaddSst of all is the number of little children 
beginning life with ah incubus of inherited disease, while other¬ 
wise the change is so evident. What a fine field for a medical 
missionary! Every evening at sundown we endeavoured to alleviate 
suffering, but a few days in such a place is insufficient to effect 

RETURN JOURNEY. 

On our return journey we chose another path in order to visit 
a newly-occupied ^strict high up the mountains, a long day from 
Ekwendeni. Some time ago two youths from this place made 
application to us for a teacher, so it was necessary to visit the 
district. The people have gathered there from the lake villages, 



and almost the only crop they cultivate is for beer-making. They 
live without God, and the two young men referred to, havmg 
been admitted to the catechumens’ class at Usyisya, were deeply 
concerned as to their state. They have been trying to Pjeach to 
them and get them interested m school work, but, finding their 
influence weak, desired the help of a teacher from us. When we 
came to the district, beyond the outward hospitality we usually 
meet with, there was no response, until their minds were opened 
when we opened our medicine chest and offered to treaty the sick. 
I spoke of their godless life, and how the two Christians were 
concerned as to their state, and urged them to build a school and 
begin to serve God. There was no ready response at the time, 
but soon after the youths came to us to report the school buildings 
as ready for occupation. They left armed with lesson-sheets, and 
told to do their best until we are able to send them help. 

Our next stop was at a cluster of villages where some years ago 
there was a flourishing school. It was closed about two yeans 
ago owing to the misconduct of the teacher, and the people fore 
down the buildings they had erected. Here, also, beer-dririking 
is paramount. A catechumen from another district is now living 
there, and he has made an effort to have the school re-opened. 
We visited the place going to the lake, but found the people 
drunk, and they were in the same condition on our return. The 
only Christian in the place is overpowered by their evil, and we 
altogether failed to re-awaken their interest in our work. This 
was the last centre visited, and our triumphant progress to the 
lake and back was thus considerably lessened by seeing a district 
utterly set against the work through the misconduct of the teacher 
who had been among the people. This is but another instance 
of the evils which followed the diminishing of the ’Ngoniland staff 
by removing workers to other stations, and the impossibility of 
efficiently supervising the work of the native teachers. 

VISIT TO THE NORTHERN DISTRICT. 

After a few days on the station a visit to part of our northern 
district was arranged. Nearly all the men of the place were absent 
at work elsewhere, so our audiences were mostly composed of 
women and young people. We had special services for the 
members of the hearers’ class, and admitted four catechumens, 
the first fruits in that place. Two evangelistic services were also 
held daily for five days, and the interest was gratifying. The 
work is not far advanced, but schools are well attended, and the 
district is a good one in which to locate a certificated teacher, to 
open schools over a wide area as yet untouched. The scholars 
have done well in the matter of fees, and where they could not 



pay in money or fowls, &c., they carried sawn boards from our 
saw-pit there to the station, a distance of twelve miles, in lieu of 
fees. Unfortunately I had fever for two days, and was not very 
energetic in embracing all the opportunities offered, I fear. On 
the way out I met and conferred with the teachers of two school 
districts, at which I could not stop to hold services. 

VISIT TO DISTRICT OF MPEREMBE. 

The last outing was a hurried visit to the district of Mperembe, 
to one of the two surviving brothers of the late Mombera, a 
typical old ’Ngoni in most of his ways. The work there has been 
entirely in the hands of natives, and a wonderful change has come 
over many people. The head teacher had to live down great, and 
oftentimes secret, opposition and distrust; but now there is no 
hindrance to his operations, and as results we have some church 
members and a large class of catechumens, most of whom can 
intelligently read the New Testament The people turn out well 
to the services, and the education of the young is supported to a 
gratifying extent. Daily services were held while our visit lasted, 
but, although the chief himself made an effort to get all his people 
to attend, he would not come himself. He has since returned our 
visit, and stayed on the station two days, so we are thankful for 
his friendship. In his district and the neighbouring district of a 
son of the late Mombera, which was also visited, the examination 
of applicants for admission to the catechumens' class resulted in 
a large number being admitted. The admission services were 
very solemn, and the crowd of onlookers were talked to very 
plainly as to facts which had come to our notice, where young 
Christians were set upon by opposing heathen and stumbling- 
blocks put in their way. 

During our tours the schools were visited and advice given to 
the teachers in their work, and a considerable number of medical 
and surgical cases were relieved. Nothing of the nature of an 
awakening or revival was noted, but the work more than holds 
its own, and we have had much to strengthen our faith and 
expectation, notwithstanding the darker tints which we have had 
to introduce in sketching the work done. 

COMMUNION SERVICES. 

My letter is too long already, so I shall only refer to the 
communion services at Njuyu and Ekwendeni. My time during 
the past months was given to hearers, and only a few catechumens 
were examined and baptized on these occasions. The services 
were largely attended, and a fine tone pervaded them all. At 
Njuyu Mr. Stuart assisted; and at Ekwendeni Mr. Fraser, from 
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Hora; Dr. Boxer and Mr. M'Minn, from Bandawe; and Mr. 
Moffat, from Kondowe, gave valued help to Mr. Stuart and mpelf. 
I enclose the programme, which was fully carried out at Njuyu, 
but had to be modified at Skwendeni, where speakers were left 
to choose their own subjects. The line of teaching followed at 
Njuyu was found to command great interest and attention. 

PROGRAMME OF COMMUNION SERVICES. 

Njuyu, Oct. 1-6 ; Ekwendeni, Oct. 8-13. 

Wednesday, 4 p.m. 
Thursday, 7 a.m. 

„ 10 a.m. 
„ 3 p.m. 
It 7 P-m. 

Friday, 7 a.m. 
„ 10 a.m. 

ri 3 P-fn- 
11 7 P-!n. 

Saturday, 7 a.m. 
,1 10 a.m. 
„ 7 p.m. 

Sabbath, 7 a.m. 
), 10 a.m. 
It 3 P-ni. 

II 7 P-m. 

Prayer Meeting. Elders. 
Prayer Meeting. 
Service, Address—Rev. ii. 1-7- 
Service. Address—Rev. ii. 8-ii. 
Prayer Meeting. Elders. 
Prayer Meeting. Address—** Christian Giving. 
Service. Address—Rev. ii. 12-17- 
Service. Address—Rev. ii. 18-29. 
Prayer Meeting. Elders. 
Prayer Meeting. Baptisms- 
Service. Address—Rev. iii. 1-6. 
Prayer Meeting. Elders. 
Prayer Meeting—“ Heart Preparation. ’ 
Service. Address—Rev, iii. 14.-22. 
Communion Service. 

. c, • How to Evangelize 
Thanksgmng Service—| Vacation. 

No. 8.—DR. ROBERT LAWS. 

Ocisber^ igo2. 

KAMWARA. 

Dr. Laws writesAlong with this you will find copies of 

the Minutes of our Mission Council held at Ekwendeni, and the 
estimates for the year 1903. There is also a copy of the Minute 
of the Committee of the Mission Council regarding the Kamwara 
business. Though this latter has not been dealt with so 
thoroughly as some of us would have liked, the main principles 
of justice have been secured and a distinct step taken in 
advancing the v/elfare of the country. 

THE BUDGET.—MWENZO. 

In connection with the Budget I have to make the following 

notes:— 
While Mr. Codington, the Administrator of N.E. Rhodesia, 
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was at Fife I had a telegram from him saying he was ready to 
put his surveyor to work on the survey of the Mwenzo Estate and 
grant title deeds for the same at a quit rent of (one pound) 
per thousand acres. For the grant temporarily given this meant 
an annual rent of ^£'13. The question was whether or not we 
should take less than the twenty square miles arranged for at 
Mwenzo. After consulting with those here I replied that we 
would keep to about the original, or from 10,000 to 13,000 acres, 
as might be most suitable for the boundaries. I was surprised 
and disappointed at this action of the British South Africa Coy., 
and shall be more so if a similar demand is made for the Institu¬ 
tion ground, which has all along been on the understanding of 
a free grant, with reservation of mineral rights. 

BANDAWE. 

In connection with Bandawe, you will notice there is a surplus * 
in the bank in favour of that station. There is, however, an 
outstanding claim for the Bandawe Hospital being half-share of 
the pink leaflet, which was for the Bandawe and Karonga 
Hospitals. The money was sent out from home to Karonga, but 
the Bandawe share was deducted from the working expenses of 
Karonga, and so, naturally, Mr. Dewar could not send the money 
to Bandawe and keep his station going too. The exact amount 
of this sum Mr. MacAlpine can give you. I would propose that 
this amount should be paid over to the Bandawe Hospital 
Account, and the balance be what is available to reduce the 
amount requiring to be sent out to meet the Bandawe Mission 
Expenses for 1903. 

THE INSTITUTION, 

You will notice that in connection with the Institution the 
industrial departments are not mentioned. This is left out 
purposely, because I feel a special letter is needed to deal with 
this and the other matters referred to in your letters. As an 
indication, however, I may mention here that I count on the 
printing department clearing itself. The agricultural department 
is in some measure bound up with the boarding of the educa¬ 
tional department. Then, in the surveying, engineering, and 
building departments, the more work we can get carried through 
for the Mission the better use is made of the staff and plant and 
the efforts of us all. We would hope in these departments to 
overtake work costing about ;^!2ooo. 

As there may be an opportunity of getting this away soon, I 
close now, with best wishes to all. 

1 
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No. 9.—MINUTES. 

Special Committee of Mission Council, July, 1902. 

At Livingstonia, the 21st day of July, 1902, which day the 
Committee of the Livingstonia Mission Council met and was 
constituted. 

Sederunt.—Revs. A G. MacAlpine, James Henderson, 
and F. R. Mackenzie; Messrs. R. D. M‘Minn and M. Moffat; 

and Dr. Laws, Secretary. 

Dr. Laws read letter of loth June of H.M. Commissioner in 
reply to the Minute of Mission Council and Dr. Law’s letter of 

May. 

After full and careful consideration of the correspondence 
before them, the Committee are convinced there is grave mis¬ 
conception as to the facts of the case. 

They reassert the position taken up by the Mission Council 
in its Minute, and they are constrained to urge H.M. Commis¬ 
sioner to take the steps necessary to vindicate the Justice of the 
Government in the eyes of the people. 

True Copy, 

Robert Laws, Secretary. 

Alfred Sharpe, Esq., C.B., 21st July, igo2. 

H.M, Commissioner and Consul-General, 
Zomba. 

Dear Mr. Sharpe, 

I am instructed to forward to you the 
enclosed copy of the Minute of Committee of the Livingstonia 
Mission Council. 

Since I wrote you in May I have seen Mr. MacAlpine, and 
find I had misunderstood his statement as to what he knew of 
Major Pearce’s decision at Nkata. He did know Major Pearce 
had imposed a fine of work upon the people of Chintechi and 
Bandawe; he did not know that the term of this work was one 
month until he learned it from your own letter. 

I regret having made this mistake, and apologise for having 
misled you on the point. 

I am, yours sincerely. 

Robert Laws. 



No. le—MINUTES OF MISSION COUNCIL. 

October, 1902. 

At Ekwendeni, the 20th day of October, 1902, which day the 
Liviogstonia Mission Council met and was constituted by 
Rev. Dr. Elmslie. 

1. Sederunt.—Revs. Dr. Elmslie, A. Dewar, D. Fraser, and 
Dr. Boxer; Messrs. M‘Minn and Moffat; and Dr, Laws, Secreiary, 

2. Rev. D. Fraser was elected chairman for the coming year. 

8. Reasotis for absence v/ere given in for Dr. Prentice, Dr. 
Chisholm, and Revs. J. Henderson and D. R. Mackenzie; also 
for Rev. A. G. MacAlpine and Dr. Innes, who have just left on 
furlough. 

4. The Livingstonia Mission Council expresses its feeling of 
the great loss sustained in the death of Mrs. M^Minn. During 
her years of service in ’Ngoniland and at the Institution her 
untiring devotion and unfailing sweetness of temper, her success¬ 
ful and solid v^ork among the women and girls, as well as her 
translation of Harry’s Catechism, have left a monument and 
memory which will not soon be forgotten. The Council would 
record their sympathy with their beloved colleague, Mr. M‘Minn, 
who in one short fortnight has given back to God his son and his 
wife. Their prayer is, that the consolation of the companionship 
of God may be with him in his bereavement. 

5. The Secretary read the Minute of the Committee of the 
Mission Council regarding the Kamwara affair, which met at 
Livingstonia. 

6. He also reported a visit of Judge Nonan to the Living¬ 
stonia Institution, who had been asked by H.M. Commissioner 
to investigate the matter. He also reported having had an inter¬ 
view with H.M. Commissioner on the subject. 

7. The Secretary reported having afterwards received a tele¬ 
gram and a letter from Judge Nunan, intimating that compensa¬ 

tion would be awarded 

8. The Mission Council express their satisfaction that the 
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Government have recognised the principle of giving compensation 
for wrong done by their representatives, and that the charges of 
hostility to the Government on the part of Rev. Mr. MacAlpine 
have been withdrawn, * 

9. The Mission Council express their sympathy with Rev. 
A. G. MacAlpine in the illness which has necessitated his taking 
furlough earlier than intended, and hope he will be speedily 
restored to health and vigour. 

10. The Rev. Mr. Dewar proposed, and Dr. Elrnslie seconded, 
that the Rev. A. G. MacAlpine and iDr. Innes be elected 
represeniaiives^ as minister and elder respectively, of the Living- 
stonia Mission Council to the United 'Free Church General 
Assembly for the year 1903. 

11. The Livingstonia Mission Council took into anxious 
consideration the staffing of Bandawe, and the following arrange¬ 
ments were made;—That in connection with the Bandawe con¬ 
gregation steps be taken for the election and ordination of Mr. 
M‘Minn as an elder, and that Dr. ElmsHe be proposed at the 
Presbytery as Moderator of Session of the Bandawe congregation, 
and that the superintendence of the church and schools be Mr, 
M'Minrds special care. 

12. Dr. Laws reported that Bishop Trower, of the Universities 
Mission, had paid him a visit, the special object of which was to 
propose: 

18. (i) A delimitation of boundary for their Kotakota district, 
within which they might extend their work without feeling they 
were intruding upon the spheres occupied by other missions. 
His proposal was that on the south the opening between Lake 
Chia and Lake Nyasa should be taken as the boundary, while on 
the north he proposed the Dwangwa River, thus occupying 
Kotakota and the villages between the lake and the hills, , 

14. The Livingstonia Mission Council have not heard from 
Rev. Mr. Murray, of Mvera, with regard to the southern boundary 
proposed, but are ready to acquiesce in this on receipt of Mr. 
Murray’s favourable answer. With regard to the northern boun¬ 
dary, the livingstonia Mission Council had arranged for the 
River Bua as their boundary between tbe Mvera and the Living- 

i 
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stonia Mission, and this river is recognised as such on the hills. 
They are ready, however, to agree to the wishes of the Universi¬ 
ties Mission, and to consider the Dwangwa Riveras the boundary, 
on the lake shore and west to the hills, between the Universities 
Mission and the work carried on from Bandawe as a centre. On 
the hills, however, an arrangement had already been come to, 
whereby from Kasungu work between the River Bua (where it is 
coterminous with that of the Mvera Mission) and the River 
Dwanga is being carried on, meeting there with that of our new 
centre at Lwasoze, and so continuously northward. 

15. (2) Bishop Trower also referred to the case of a number 
of people who had been at Likoma when the Universities 
Mission began work there, and who had been evangelized and 
become Church members while at Likoma, but had now returned 
to their original homes on the west side of the lake, chiefly ai 
Chizi^ a?id m the Chiniechi neighbourhood. He would like to 
place a teacher among these people, and visit them in the Uni¬ 
versities Mission steamer from time to time. 

16. The Livingstonia Mission Council feel this is a much 
more difficult matter to deal with than the former. They 
recognise a natural enough desire on the part of one mission to 
follow up and care for those brought to Christ through its 
agency when they go to a different locality. To do so, when the 
Christians go to live amid a heathen population, with no Christian 
influence near them, may be a bounden duty, but where there 
are already schools at Nkata, Chizi, Sanga, and several at 
Chintechi, and others between there and Bandawe, and these 
schools, Bible classes, and church services are available for all, 
the case assumes a different aspect, and the placing of a teacher 

i in that neighbourhood, which has for years been steadily wrought 
I by our Mission, would lead to the emphasizing of sectarian 
I differences, by no means helpful to the Christians themselves, 
1 and damaging to the cause of Christ among the heathen. 

\ This view of the question has prevented the Livingstonia 
^Mission from following the members of the Bandawe Church who 
[ have gone to settle or work at Kotakota since the Universities 
i Mission began work there. 

/ 18. Were there not such a vast field of untouched heathenism 
f facing the missions at work in this country there might be a 
<■ greater call to follow church members of one mission into the 
( field of a neighbouring one. Meantime the Livingstonia Mission 

c 
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^Council feels that it would be more to the glory of God, and the 
: good of souls, were a reciprocal arrangement come to whereby a 

member of the church of one mission going for a time into the 
district of another should get a certificate of membership, which 
would be recognised as admitting him to the communion service, 
while for those going permanently to reside in such a district a 
similar certificate of disjunction should be given, enabling the 
person presenting this (on proof, if found advisable, that he is 
living a Christian life) to become a permanent member of the 
church to which he goes. To the Livingstonia Mission Council 
such an arrangement seems the natural corollary to the delimita¬ 
tion of districts for work. 

19. Dr. Laws intimated that an arrangement had been made 
for the school year at the Institution beginning in December 
instead of June, and that new pupils should enter then. 

20. In connection with the proposed new station at Lwasoze^ 
a report was given in as to the result of the observations of Mr, 
Fraser thus far. The question of permanent water supply in the 
district was discussed. Dr. Elmslie hopes to be able soon to 
accompany Mr. Fraser on a visit to the district, as already 
arranged by the Mission Council. 

21. In view of the necessity of a house being built for Mr, 
Fraser, the Mission Council agree to plans for the same being 
prepared, to be sanctioned later. 

22. A reference was made to the Mission Council from 
Kasungu with regard to getting iron couples and purlins for the 
roof of the new house there, owing to difficulty in procuring 
timber. Since Dr. Prentice’s letter was written Dr. Laws had 
seen H.M. Commissioner, who had given permission to cut the 
timber required for the station free of charge. Taking into 
account the cost of iron couples and purlins at home, freight out, 
and the cost of carriage from Kotakota, and that zinc has been 
provided to make the walls ant-proof, the Mission Council think 
that wooden couples should be made from the timber of the 
district, as less expensive. 

23. With regard to the buying of twelve or fifteen plots of 
la?id for schools and dispensaries, and building schools thereon, 
the Secretary of the Mission Council has had no withdrawal from 
Mr. Sharpe of his arrangement for a plot of land, where a brick 
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school is built, being secured to the Mission while the school is 
used for mission purposes; and the Mission Council believes 
decidedly in the principle of villages at out-stations building their 
own schools. ——- — 

24. Site for Hill Cottage in connection with Karonga 
Station,—Rev. Mr. Dewar reported that a place had been found, 
about twelve hours’ march from Karonga to the north-west, in 
the Masuba country, at an elevation of 5000 feet above sea level, 
with good water, and a large population within reach. A com¬ 
munication from Dr. Innes was read regarding the other parts 
of the country he had visited, and had not found anything quite 
suitable. He had not seen the place recommended by Mr. Dewar. 

25. The Mission Council instructed Mr. Dewar to get a small 
house erected before the rains, with a view to testing the place, 
so as to have a permanent cottage built next year. 

25a. The Mission Council proceeded to consider the Budget 
for 1903, but this was not completed when the meeting was 
adjourned. Closed with the benediction. 

Donald Fraser, Chairman, 

Robert Laws, Secretary. 

At Ekwendeni, the 21st day of October, 1902, which day the 
Livingstonia Mission Council met and was constituted. 

26. Sederunt.—As before. 

27. The Minutes of last meeting were read and confirmed. 

28. The Mission Council resumed the consideration of the 
Budget for igoj, and the estimates of the various stations were 
carefully considered and amended. 

29. In connection with the Bandawe estimates,, it is proposed 
that the Committee should be asked to sanction the replacing of 
the thatched roof of the doctor’s house by one of iron, and the 
necessary alterations for the same. 
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30. The Mission Council received the report of the Com¬ 
mittee appointed to consider the esiablishment of a native paper, 

31. They resolve that a monthly native paper, of, say, eight 
pages, should be published; that in addition to a part for 
general news, there should be lessons in school management and 
English, a course of lessons for the hearers’ and catechumens’ 
classes, a series of lessons in devotional daily Scripture readings, 
papers on the practical duties of life, and local news of missionary 
work. The main aim is the advancement of the cause of Christ 
by the assistance of native teachers and Christians, and the 
widening of the mental horizon of the natives. They estimate 
that a circulation of 500 could be obtained, and that its cost 
would probably be under 2d. per copy. The difficulty regarding 
lack of type has been met by the gift of a new fount of type to the 
Livingstonia Institution printing department. 

32. They appoint Revs. Dr. Elmslie and D. Fraser, Mr. 
M'Minn, and Dr. Laws a Committee of Management, and they 
ask Rev. James Henderson to take up the subjects of school 
management and English lessons, Dr. Elmslie to take up general 
and local missionary news, Rev. D. Fraser the daily readings, and 
Dr. Laws lessons for the hearers’ and catechumens’ classes. 

33. They appoint the missionary of each station to receive the 
copies of the paper to be sent to him for distribution in his 
district, and to pay for the same by cheque. 

34. They resolve that for the vernaculars ch be used to 
express the sound of ck in chair, and not c nor tsh. 

35. The Mission Council fix the pay of those who have taken 
the Acting Teachers Certificate at los. 6d. per working calendar 
month. 

38. The Mission Council appoint the next meeting of Coun¬ 
cil to be held at Livingstonia on first Thursday of May, Closed 
with the benediction. 

Donald Fraser, Chairman, 

Robert Laws, Secretary. 



At Ekwendeni, the 22nd day of October, 1902, which day the 
Livingstonia Mission Council met and was constituted. 

37. Sederunt.—As before. 

38. The Minutes of former meeting were read and confirmed. 

39. Thereafter the business of the Mission Council was con¬ 
cluded^ and the meeting closed with the benediction. 

Donald Fraser, Chairman, 

Robert Laws, Secretary. 

No. II.—Mr. CHARLES STUART. 

Ekwendeni, West Nyassa, 

British Central Africa, via Chinde, 

30th October^ igos. 

Mr. Charles Stuart writes:—It is now more than ten 
months since our arrival here at Ekwendeni, and both Mrs. 
Stuart and myself have had excellent health all the time—no 
fever thus far. It was like coming home to see the old place 
again after so many months’ absence, although we found a good 
many changes. 

LARGE NEW SCHOOL. 

We missed the old church school, which, as you know, had 
been burned down, and in place of it we found a large new 
building on the top of the rising ground behind the station. This 
was built by the free labour of the people. The burning of the old 
school was thus, one might say, a lucky misfortune, for it taught 
the people a splendid lesson in generosity—a quality which is 
sadly lacking in the Ekwendeni district. The whole station, with 
the exception of our house, has now been removed to the higher 
ground—a much better and airier site, and, in fact, where we 
ought to have built the station at first. The school is thus a 
considerable distance off, and this has its disadvantages for me; 
indeed I could hardly manage to walk up and down three times 
a day in the blazing heat However, this difficulty is overcome by 
my being the fortunate possessor of a fine white Muscat donkey, 
which I bought from Dr. Prentice. It would be a good thing, by 
the way, if the Mission could see fit to import a number of these 
animals. They would soon pay themselves in the saving of 
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travelling expenses, and help to do away with the present uncom¬ 
fortable Portuguese method of maschila travelling. 

The division of ’Ngoniland into two districts, Ekwendeni and 
Hora, is proving a very suitable arrangement Our large number 
of schools can now be much more frequently visited than for¬ 
merly, and consequently much better work is being done by our 
teachers. Last session (February May) I was able to visit ail cur 
schools, and during the present session Dr. Elmslie has visited the 
most of them. To get anything like good work done requires very 
frequent visitation, for our teachers, even the best of them, soon 
drift into careless methods—too easily get discouraged in the face 
of a little wholesome heathen opposition. Yet, notwithstanding 
all the defects, and these are many, of our school work, we can 
see that a genuinely good work is being done. A trip round the 
schools acts on one like a good tonic. 

SEEING THE VALUE OF EDUCATION. 

The people are now beginning to see the value of education, 
and we are gradually introducing a system of school fees. Tney 
have for a good many years been accustomed to build their 
own schools. This was a comparatively simple matter j but it is a 
different thing to get them to contribute towards the expense of 
educating their children. The church members even do not 
realise as they ought their responsibility in this matter. The result 
here has been somewhat disappointing, only about having been 
contributed during the present session. We must not forget, 
however, that our schools are largely evangelistic agencies, and 
anything like making fees compulsory would almost seem like 
putting a tax on the Gospel. It is to the church members that 
we must look to settle this matter. 

COMMUNION SERVICES. 

We have just had our half-yearly communion gatherings here 
and at Njuyu. There were at each place the usual large and 
attentive audiences at all the services during the week days, and 
on Sabbath the solemn congregation of church members at the 
Lord’s table. Here at Ekwendeni we have had with us a number 
of visitors who took part in the services—one of them, Mr. 
M‘Minn, from Bandawe, bearing up bravely under his recent sad 
bereavement. A few quiet words from him in the Sabbath 
evening meeting on the peace of God made a deep impression 
on all present. 

LACK OF PRACTICAL CHRISTIANITY. 

These gatherings, let us hope, were profitable to all concerned. 



There is certainly no lack of lip profession of Christianity, but one 
longs to see more of this profession carried into practice in 
the ordinary v/ays of every-day life. Engage a number of people 
to do work, catechumens and church members among them, and 
one finds that it almost seems to be a virtue with many of them 
to do just as little as they can. On visiting an out-school we 
sometimes find that the teachers have all their school work over 
long before midday, and the rest of the time is spent in idleness. 
The lack of hospitality, too, is becoming very marked among the 
Ekwendeni people. When we go round the schools our carriers j 
are usually hospitably entertained by the villagers, and have to I 
buy no food for themselves. We recently had Mr. and Mrs. | 
Moffat staying with us, and we found that their carriers were being 
charged exorbitant prices for the food they required. Food is no 
doubt scarce this year, but it is the same when food is plentiful. 
I sometimes think that we are partly to blame for this condition 
of things. We do not seem to get into close enough touch with 
the people in their village life, meeting with them mostly, as we 
do, in school and church, and in the ordinary work of the station. 

All this notwithstanding, we have much, very much, to 
encourage us, and to show that a work of grace is being accom¬ 
plished among the people. For this we thank God. 

N©. 12.—Dr. ROBERT LAWS. 

Livingstonia, Lake Nyasa, 

British Central Africa, 

26th November^ ig02. 

Dr. Laws writes;—As there are a number of questions which 
have been ariswered for some but not for other letters, I have 
gone over your letters and shall take up the subjects referred to, 
asking you to excuse me if I repeat what I may have already 
written regarding some of these, and hoping to supplement the 
information which may have been deficient. 

BURSARIES. 

With regard to these, the greatest care has been taken that no 
one giving or willing to give a bursary should be overlooked. 
Mrs. Henderson, Miss Lambert, and Mr. Mackenzie also have all 
taken a great deal of pains in making up the school result 
schedules, and having these reports sent to those giving bursarie^ 
as well as a letter from the pupil, say once a year, when this could 
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be managed, and in many cases letters from Mr. Henderson or 
myself as well, where personal knowledge or friendship made a 
note helpful or advisable. 

The full list, corrected up to our latest information, should be 
in your hands, and communications of the nature mentioned 
above have been sent to all whom we could reach, so that, in the 
case of any complaint reaching you, you know what has been 
done from this end. 

On the other hand, from a good many we have received no 
acknowledgment of any of our communications. The subscrip¬ 
tions of some we notice acknowledged in the Missionary Record^ 
but in the case of some others we are at a loss to know whether 
they are continuing to subscribe or have dropped off. With your 
new work in the office I have no doubt you will be able to help us 
in clearing up these matters ; and when next list of buj'sars is sent 
you, we may call attention to those of whom we are in doubt or 
regarding whom we need information. As an illustration of how 
our efforts may be baffled or misunderstandings arise, take the 
following case. A C.S. society in Inverness has for a number of 
years given us a bursary, and letters and reports were sent to the 
correspondent—Mr. M‘Kay, a student. Some time ago Dr. 
Chisholm told me that a society in Inverness had a boy at the 
Institution, but had heard nothing about him for long. We 
naturally supposed this was a new bursary, as the people were 
friends of Dr. and Mrs. Chisholm, and so a lad from Mwenzo was 
appointed to it. Afterwards, on meeting Dr. Chisholm and talk¬ 
ing over the matter, I learned it was the same bursary'. The 
student had gone elsewhere, and the letters sent to him had not 
reached the society, and they felt neglected. 

To the Mayfield Mission School a report, as you will see, had 
been sent. 

I told you and the Committee of how I had got no answer 
regarding the Glasgow Queen’s Park West (Rev. Mr. Scott’s 
church) bursaries, and I found on my return here that one .of 
Mr. Henderson’s reports had been sent back with “ Gone—no 
address.” Doubtless these things will get righted with the greater 
facilities that now exist for doing so. 

Mrs. W. A. Campbell’s teacher-evangelist will be allocated with 
the new arrangement of bursars when next session begins, due 
attention being given to her wishes in the matter. 

I think the above clears up all bursary matters up to date. 

KARONGA HOUSE. 

The minutes of Mission Council on this matter will, X think, 
have made matters clear. Any further explanation can be given 
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by Dr. Innes at home. Mr. MacGregor hopes to have the work 
finished soon. Thereafter accounts may be cleared up regarding it, 

PHOTOGRAPHS, NEGATIVES, AND LANTERN SLIDES. 

I already wrote to you about Mr. Imrie’s willingness to put his 
negatives at your disposal. Since my return I have been unable 
to do anything at photography, 

FINANCE. 

With regard to this there are a good many references which 
I shall take up in detail, and there are some general principles 
I thought had been made quite clear by me when at home, but 
seem to need to be re-stated that the situation may be clearly 
understood. I am very glad to be asked any questions, and to 
give what help I can to make plain to you any item or statement 
which may not be evident, and I trust to your asking for such 
explanations should I not have given them. 

Mr. Dewar’s expenses to Mission Council at Banda we, 
“ Dr. Innes’s expenses for the same distance, ^£’3 3s. 6d.” The 
mistake lies in supposing both were at Karonga. From the 
minutes of Mission Council of November, 1900, you will see 
Mr. Dewar was sent to Mwenzo and Dr. Innes to Ekwendeni. 
Mr.-Dewar’s removal from Mwenzo to Karonga (;!£‘24) occurred 
at a later date. Mr. Dewar came from Mwenzo to Bandawe and 
back, Dr. Innes from Ekwendeni to Bandawe and back. In 
connection with this I ought to state that several times one or 
more members charged part only of their travelling expenses 
attending Mission Council meetings, otherwise these expenses 
would have been heavier in the past than has been the case. 

Mr. J. M. Henderson’s expenses, London to Scotland, 
As desired I shall ask such sums to be provided for by the 
African Lakes Corporation and charged at home. 

Three Bs/E of ;^Soo against Station Buildings Account (i) 
and against Institution Buildings Account (2). Before I left home 
you will remember that in the statement Dr. Elmslie sent home 
for the previous year ;^ioo had been supplied from the Institution 
funds to meet the Treasurer’s Bank Account. As there were 
several other items requiring adjustment this was left over till my 
return, and these I got so far put in order at the end of last year, 
and the remainder will be ready with the close of this year if 

I can possibly manage it. 
In the Budget estimates for the past year various items were 

noted as likely to be needed during the year—the land at 
Kasungu, land at Kasangazi, land at Hora, and the money for 
the hill cottages at Kasangazi (Bandawe) and Karonga. I did 
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not anticipate these sums being sent out at once, but rather that, 
bein<r sanctioned by the Committee, I could fee! at liberty, as 
treasurer, to draw upon the Stations Building Account for the 
amount needed to meet these items when required. 

In explanation of tvhy we cannot tell the exact sum required 
when we ask for a sum to buy a piece of land, let me give you the 
procedure required here as meets our case, say Kasungu or 
Kasangazi. Application has to be made for a piece of land, and 
its boundaries in an outlying place are roughly measured and 
compass bearings given, or simply bearings and an approximation 
of area. This is certified by the collector of the district as not 
otherwise taken up, and is advertised in the Gazette to be sold by 
auction at the upset price of- per acre. Kasangazi was 
knocked down to the Mission, and so also Kasungu. The Govern¬ 
ment surveyor, being near Kasungu, surveyed the block there, and 
so its area being known the price was charged. The upset price 
was 3S. per acre for this and Kasangazi. I told Mr. Sharpe I had 
estimated for it at zs. 6d. per acre, and after the 3s. for Kasungu 
had been paid both were reduced to the 2s. 6d. A deposit should 
be paid when an estate is bought, and the difference of 6d. per 
acre on Kasungu has become the deposit for Kasangazi. This 
has not yet been surveyed, but as soon as this is done by Mr. 
Hardie the money will have to be paid. The price, as you can 
see from the above, v/ill depend on the ascertained acreage. 

The money for Kasangazi was sent to Mr. MacAlpine, who 
sent it on to me, and I put it to the credit of the Treasurer’s 

Account. . , . 
Hora ground is not yet bought, and will not be til! the survey 

is completed, and the same with Ekwendeni. The money for 
Hora was sent to Mr. Fraser, and is in his hands. In the sarne 
way the money sent to Karonga for the hill cottage there is in 

Mr. Dewar’s hands. 
To me it seems a pity to withdraw money from the Stations 

Building Fund at home till it is actually needed, as here we 
cannot get for a short-time deposit the interest available for you at 
home. The survey of these blocks has been delayed by the illness 
of Mr. Hardie and yarious circumstances I could not anticipate; 
and hence it seems to me the better plan would be in such cases 
to give us the required sanction, and then let the amount be drawn 
upon by the treasurer as required. What is thus in his hands can 
be used where the necessity for its use first calls, but under the 

sanction already given. 

LAND SPOKEN OF TO BE BOUGHT FOR TIMBER. 

At present new sales of land cannot be negotiated (probably 
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pending railway concessions), but apart from this there is con¬ 
siderable diversity in dealing with timber throughout the country, 
so this may stand over for a little, 

INSTITUTION ACCOUNTS. 

Your desire to have the detailed expenditure for the year 
corresponding to the estimates for the year is a natural one with 
which I fully sympathise. For certain parts it has been done ; 
for other parts it is likely soon to be done; for other parts it 
cannot be done. 

For the rural or out-schools a certain sum was asked for, and 
its expenditure during the year was accounted for. 

For the medical work, in a similar way a certain grant was 
asked for, and it was -expended during the year, or, as in the case 
of last year, had been expended in a previous year; while for the 
the present yeai' accounts for drugs on the way may not reach me 
before December closes. 

The Agricultural Department was in the past wrought along 
with the boarding for the following reasons. In the neighbour¬ 
hood we could not buy the food required for the pupils, nor 
could we get all from Bandawe. Thus we had to grow part, but 
we could not grow enough and prepare it for use, over a quarter 
of a ton being required for the day’s rations. As a rule mtive 
cereals can be bought cheaper than grown by us, so had we 
counted our farm-grown crops at native selling rates this would 
have been too low a value. On the other hand, as the land of 
the farm was being taken in, cleared of roots, laid out, and pr^ 
pared for future husbandry, the price of grain produced would 
have been ridiculously high, so far as native-used produce was 
concerned, while by selling the wheat raised a profit on this was 
made, reducing the general expenses of the department. Per¬ 
manent machinery and what seemed a fair charge for the 
improvement made on the estate were charged to the Institution 

Building Fund. . . u ^ ^ 
During 1901 we got the closest approximation we have had to 

the cost of the pupils, and the result was that, with the numbers 
we previously had in the Institution, some had been supported by 
the Institution Building Fund through the Agricultural Depart¬ 
ment Guided by the figures of last year, we this year restrmted 
our numbers with the desire of keeping the cost within the £^oo 

granted from home, plus gifts in this country for the purpose. 
This year Mr. Moffat, at my request, has been keeping iiiore 

detailed accounts for his own department, and it may be possible 
next year to have the farm and the boarding made independent 
accounts. With the ground already cleared we hope to require 
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much less native flour from Bandawe, and when our farm-steading 
is up and our mill is running we hope to be saved the expense of 
freight of flour from Bandawe altogether. 

We thus hope to give the expenditure of our boys and girls 
corresponding with the estimates more completely. 

For the Industrial Departments it is, however, impossible to put 
into the accounts for the completed work of the year the work 
estimated for and sanctioned, say, at the beginning of the year. 

The reason of this I thought I made clear when at home, but, 
as it seems there is misapprehension on this point, let me try to 
explain matters thus :— 

Ask me to build a house at home costing, say, ;^5oo. I can 
get bricks from the brickmaker, stones from the quarry, and, as 
carpenter, buy seasoned wood from the woodyard, and, in fact, 
within two or three months have materials all at hand. If I can 
get suitable men, and the required number, the thing is done and 
the money transaction finished. The money estimated and voted 
for a house is replaced by the house built. This would give yoii 
for that job v/hat would be satisfactory for us all. 

Suppose the same job here, and, for the sake of illustration, 
at the same, ;^5oo. Instead of buying the bricks, I have to make 
them. Stones I have to quarry, and prepare the quarry by its 
necessary roads, &c. Timber I cannot buy in boards, but it has 
to be cut, and from the time the trees are cut to the time they 
become part of the fittings of'a house two years should elapse, if 
the work done is not to prove disappointing afterwards. Hinges, 
glass, nails, paint, &c., must be got from home. Tools for the 
masons, carpenters, &c., have all to be provided. When an order 
for such things is sent home, money should be at our credit in the 
African Lakes Corporation Bank at Mandala to meet it. Mean¬ 
time, while the goods are on the way out, the river falls lov/er than 
usual, delay takes place, and from six to nine months may elapse 
from the time the money is needed, till the time I can use for the 
job the things bought with it at home. 

Instead of one job take the requirements of all the industrial 
departments here, and you can see what it means. 

From the above you will notice that a great deal of work and 
money has to be expended for work to be undertaken a year or 
more later. This is specially seen in getting supplies of timber, 
stone, brick, lime, and the like prepared. These, again, being 
kinds of work employing to a great extent unskilled labour, what 
can be done in the way of preparation depends much on the 
supply of native labour. During the present year, for instance, 
Mr. Moffat had to go to ’Ngoniland to try to procure labourers, 
and, though over was spent in paying for the necessary labour 
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permit and going to the villages, very few were enrolled at the time 
needed, owing to large bids from firms transporting goods from 
Nyasa to Tanganyika. 

Owing to cold on the mountains we cannot get natives to 
tackle timber cutting there till August, and they come down in 
November. Failure of labour during these months means stop¬ 
page of carpentry work later on. 

Before I went home last, anticipating a dearth of labour and 
rise in wages, I got several hundred tons of limestone dug, 
burned, and transported to the lake shore at Young’s Bay. The 
last of it will be brought to Florence Bay this year. During the 
intervening time this supply has kept the Building Department 
going, and during the past year we could not have got the native 
labour required for this work, and without it some pieces of work 
would have had to come to a standstill. The original cost of the 
burning of this was paid several years ago and debited to the 
Building Department, and so also has the cost of its transport 
from time to time since then, as it has been accomplished. Part 
of this cost 1 can now show you in certain finished cottages, in 
other buildings being erected, and in forty or fifty tons of lime 
still in stock. Yet I can no more tell you to-day for what job 
these forty or fifty tons, or any single ton of it, may be used than 
I could three years ago. 

The outcome of this is, that for the carrying on of the depart¬ 
ments here, as I said at home, there must be an amount of capital 
in the shape of plant and stock in the different departments If 
this is too small for the work going on. then that work will be 
hampered and the cost of it very much increased. 

Of the accounts referred to (Industrial), the sum in the book 
store is practically goods on hand, which will eventually be paid 
for from the educational grants to this and other stations, by sales 
to natives and to other Europeans. The book store usually meets 
its own cost and a little more. In the same way, the Printing 
Department (apart from the printer's salary) pays its own way 
through the work done, and there is a profit usually from work 
done to parties outside the Mission. The sum opposite it comes 
to be an asset, in paper or the like, wiiich will come back in a 
similar way to the book store. The store for calico and other 
goods is exactly in the same condition. The sum of 48 i8s. 
gd. against the Agricultural Department represents the difference 
between the credits to the department (including so much per 
head for the boarders and all the produce sold to Mission 
members and others) and the debits, in the shape of wages the 
horde cost of threshing-mill machinery, freight out on the same, 
ploughs and other implements and gear, as also the repair and 
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upkeep of cattle kraals. This is like the money spent on the 
other departments mentioned above, but will not corns back to us 
so much as ready money, but as an increase of plant for producing 
food better and more cheaply, and at the same time itself gradually 
deteriorating and vanishing, except so much as represents improve¬ 
ments on land added to the farm. 

The debits against Carpentry and Building represent tools, nails, 
&c and the preparation of stock of brick, stone, lime, timber, and 
other materials, which eventually show themselves as jobs^ done 
for others outside the Mission and for buildings in the Mission. 

Practically all these items represent sums of money drawn 
from the Institution Building Fund at home, and changed into 
the needed books, paper, nails, tools, &c., &c., cut here, and to 
become the schoolbooks and slates of our schools, the tools of 
our workshops, and the buildings on our stations sanctioned from 
home, and which, voted as ^ s. d., has to be turned into the 
above articles to become the houses wanted. The part which 
goes outside the Mission as work done comes back as money to 

get new supplies. 
N.B._All this capital, as it may be called, has come from the 

Institution Building Fund (of which it forms part) and not from 
the General Livingstonia Mission Fund. 

The accounts are incomplete in so far as they do not give the 
value of stock in the different departments. Stock was taken in 
the book store and printing office, but as it could not be done in 
the other departments at the time I left it out entirely. 

Next as to the Bs/E drawn against the Institution Building 
Fund. As 1 said at home, it is quite right and necessary that the 
Committee should keep in its hands the sanctioning of expendi¬ 
ture and the buildings to be erected. You will also recollect that 
for this purpose I was anxious that a programme of the work to 
be undertaken should be laid before the Committee and sanctioned 
by them. This was done, and a Minute passed confirming this 

programme. 
The advantage of having such a programme sanctioned lay in 

this, that here, in carrying it out, I could look ahead in getting 
tools, &c., and apprentices forward, and, subject to ^ the genera! 
order arranged, take up the bit of work which circumstances 
seemed to show could be most efficiently and economically 

undertaken. 
It was under sanction of this Minute that I drew the two 

Bs/E of ;^5oo each, and you will notice I referred to this minuted 
programme in my letter to you of 7th November, 1901, covering 
the estimates for 1902. I feel that I ought to have drawn again, 
but the low balance prevented my doing so; but I expect by the 
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end of the year it will take another _^iooo to meet the debits 

against us for the year, and including the tools and stores on the 

way. . j 1 -A 
In connection with the programme sanctioned, let me remina 

you that the electric installation and water supply are additional 

I have to confess that I have exceeded this, or rather added an 

unsanctioned part—the road to the lake. This road was not 

unmentioned by me to the Committee, but it had to be done 

sooner, and in a more permanent way, and hence at a greater 

expenditure, than I anticipated. As Dr. Innes will tell you, many 

labourers from ’Ngoniland went fifty miles further to Karonga for 

work, in dread of being asked to carry loads up the hill if 

came here. That it will be an increasing means of economy, by 

substituting wheeled carriage for human muscle, is very evident, 

as well as dispensing with mere burden bearing and preparing for 

more skilled labour. . . 
As to the items of ;^2i8r due by the Institution, while only 

;^443 was due to the Institution. The explanation is that there 

were several large accounts, of which invoices were to hand, but 

the final accounts not adjusted, chiefly to the African L^es 

Corporation. Freights, duties, &c., were included in these, ihe 

Mandala account came to be ;^i68o, and there were accounts to 

the other African Lakes Corporation stations also. 1 hese could 

not be rendered by them till the end of December, and so were 

not paid by me, but noted, so far as I knew them, as due. 
The lost case of electric plant re ordered. The African J-^kes 

Corporation here notified me the case was short delivered, and 

asked for value to recover insurance. As the case was part oi a 

a large contract I could not give this value. Until by having it 

replaced the cost of replacement was in my hands. I notified the 

African Lakes Corporation accordingly, and ordered the things. 

On learning the cost they were to apply for the insurance.^ , 

latest is that the case has now been delivered here, with _ the 

number altered. I have remitted the matter again to the Atrican 

Lakes Corporation as to the payment of the replaced goods, which 

they are to see to. , . v -r t u 
I hope I have given the explanations you desire, but it 1 have 

not done so please let me know, and I shall be glad to give you 

further information. 
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No. 13 —Dr. A. ELMSLIE. 

Ekwendeni, iSi/i December^ igo2. 

Dr. Elmslie writes Our outside work has been brought to 

a close for a season, and as all the schools are closed for the usual 

holiday to permit the teacliers to attend to their gardens, the 

having begun, the station is very quiet. I have just completed 

our Report and prepared the Schedule of Statistics, as we are 

leaving for the communion services at Bandaw'e next week. 

DORMITORY STRUCK BY LIGHTNING. 

A week ago our new dormitory—combining dining hall, food 

store, and kitchen—was struck by lightning and the roof entirely 

destroyed by fire. We were able to save the doors and window 

shutters. As the building was standing empty it was a far slighter 

loss than if the store and shop or the dispensary had been struck. 

Unfortunately it will prevent us from having boarders next session, 

as we will be unable to re-roof it till the middle of the year, when 

grass is available. 
With cordial greetings, and prayer that the coming year may 

have large blessing for the Church’s work at home and abroad. 

We came to Bandawe last week, escaping rain on the road, 

and now we are into the services. This morning there were over 

700 present, and we trust the interest will extend, and that a great 

blessing may be given. If you see MacAlpine please tell him that 

we are here. I have no time to write him to-day. 

No. 14.—Rev. D. R. MACKENZIE. 

LlVlNGSTONlA, B.C.A., 

December sj, igos. 

VISIT TO THE COUNTRY BEHIND LIVINGSTONIA, 

' Rev. D. R. Mackenzie writes :—In the vacation Just ended 

I made a trip into the country lying behind Livingstonia. During 

the session there had been a growing interest among our pupils in 

the people living beyond the hills which close in the Institution 

on the west. No one of them had ever crossed those hills before, 

or knew anything of what lay beyond, except, in a general^ way, 

that they were unevangelized and w'aiting for the Light of Life to 

come to them ; yet when near the close of the session volunteers 

were called for to accompany Mr. Henderson and myself—he to. 

the southern section of the district and I to the northern—a large 
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number, including many of our best pupils, offered themselves. 

I set out on October 9th, intending to make my way across the 

hills to Mwenzo, where I had been appointed by the Presbyte^ 

to administer the Sacraments. As I have given some account in 

the Aurora of my journey out, I need not here repeat what I have 

already said. Enough to say that after a severe march of four 

days across a plateau 8000 feet in height, and bitterly cold, we 

reached the other side of the hills, and descended to a great 

rolling country, interspersed here and there with long ranges of 

low hills, forming sometimes huge amphitheatres, with villages 

scattered in the midst of the flat area, and sometimes long narrow 

glens, in the midst of which ran perennial streams, somewhere on 

the banks of which one is always sure to find one or more villages. 

The magnificent scenery of the first four days was not repeated, 

however. The huge mountain masses, rolling in a boundless 

panorama far as the eye could reach, and inhabited only by the 

herds of deer that roamed unmolested on the grassy hills, gave 

place to the more level ground with its villages and gardens and 

human population. Among these villages our little expedition 

moved for a fortnight, seeking suitable centres in which to place 

for a month the lads who had accompanied us as volunteers. 

They are all hill worshippers these people of the west, and offer 

sacrifices, each village on the top of the hill which it regards as 

its own particular deity, and having within the village a house for 

their gods, which is always kept scrupulously clean. Everywhere 

we were most kindly received, as soon as the reason of our coming 

was made known, and in no single case was my offer to leave 

teachers refused. Houses were at once provided, and generally 

before I had left the work of teaching and preaching was ready to 

begin. In this way a beginning was made to bring light to these 

dark places of the earth ; but my supply of preachers was wofully 

inadequate to the needs of the people. After I had said good-bye 

to the last of them and pushed on farther weshvards, I had to face 

villages not a few where teachers were asked for, and I had to tell 

them that I had none. Long before I had reached the River 

Loangwa the last teacher was left behind, and I was obliged to 

pass on, leaving scores of villages still to sit in their age-long 

darkness. 

A TRYING EXPERIENCE. 

Except for one tragic incident, of which I shall speak presently, 

there was nothing very exciting in the whole tour. One day, 

however, I had a somewhat trying experience. After crossing the 

Loangwa. and four days from Mwenzo, I struck what is known as 

the Milongo Road, a branch of the Stevenson. Beyond the large 
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villaee of Milongo this road goes through an interminable forest, 

in the depths of which the villages are hid, but none are near the' 

road One morning, striking camp before sunrise, I set out, 

having had only a cup of tea and a biscuit, intending to have an 

earlv lunch by some stream on the road. But we tramped on, 

hour after hour, over the hot, dusty road, every half-hour or so 

coming in sight of a river-bed only to find on reaching it that it 

was dry. Morning passed into afternoon, and still we were 

trudvinv on, looking in vain for a stream or well by which we 

mivht rest and have food. Slowly the day wore on, every moment 

making it more difficult to keep marching on and to stir up the 

fast-flavging spirits,of my men. The water in my bottle was long 

exhausted; the scouts, whom I sent into the woods to recon¬ 

noitre, reported that no villages were near; and at last, after the 

sun had set in a great red mass of fire, I determined that if water 

was not soon found I would let my men choose between camping 

in the open, without food or drink, or going on till we did find 

water. I flung myself down, in the rapidly gathering darkness, by 

the side of another river bed which had raised false nopes, and 

waited for my weary carriers to come up. But almost as soon as 

I had sat down the merry sound of a child’s laughter broke on 

my ears, and in unspeakable delight I realised that at last we were 

near a village. It was now quite dark, and with great difficulty 

we discovered the path, and, guided by the village fires, we were 

soon within hailing distance of the villagers, who came out to 

meet us and gave us a hospitable welcome. But not ail my 

carriers came in that night, and I had to sleep without tent or 

bed, thankful for a native hut which was at once placed at rny 

disposal; and though that night my supper consisted of a couple 

of biscuits and a drink of very questionable water, I slept as 

soundly as ever I did in my life, and resumed the journey to 

Mwenzo next day not any the worse for my little experience of 

hunger and thirst. 

A REGREITABLS INCIDENT. 

Another, and infinitely more regrettable, incident took place 

two days before reaching the Institution on the return journey. 

On the nth of November we camped by the lake shore at a 

village called Mrali, about six hours from Karonga. We reached 

the village by moonlight, and, tired out by hunting on the way, 

I went to bed shortly after supper and slept soundly, undisturbed 

by any sense of approaching danger. About two in the morning 

I was suddenly awakened by a loud shouting outside the tent, 

I sprang up to listen, and soon realised the seriousness of the 

situation. “Bw’ana, bwana, nkaramo yafika,” were the words I 
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heard (“Master, master, a lion has come”). I was now 

thoroughly awake, and grasped my rifle. Meantime indescribable 

terror and confusion reigned outside, and four or five men, lifting 

the edge of my tent, crept in, imploring protection. I ordered 

them to unloose the tent-strings and let me out, but in the con¬ 

fusion the order was mistaken, and those outside began to pull up 

the pegs instead. The shouting continued, torches were hastily 

lit, and in a few moments the whole village was gathered in front 

of my tent, some armed with spears and all shouting wildly. 

Slowly the noise died down, and soon after a man was carried up 

to me, bleeding profusely about the lower limbs. It seems the 

lion had crept silently up to the sleeping men (they slept in the 

open), seized one, and carried him a distance of twenty yards, 

when the shouting and uproar frightened him into dropping his 

victim, and he disappeared into a garden of maize and escaped. 

I dressed the poor man’s wounds as well as the materials and skill 

I possessed permitted, and as soon as day dawned sent him off in 

my machilla to Dr. Laws, there being, unfortunately, no doctor at 

Karonga. Unhappily, a march of two days, over ground in part 

very hilly and difficult to traverse, intervened between the camp 

and the Institution; and though all that skill could do %vas done 

as soon as he arrived here, septic poisoning set in, to which the 

poor fellow succumbed the day after arriving. 

INTEREST IN THE GOSPEL STORY. 

'fhe reports of the preachers, who have now all returned to 

the Institution, indicate a deep sense of need among the people. 

In many, cases the ignorance was so great that they did not under¬ 

stand w'hat the preachers meant by sin; but when definite acts of 

evil were pointed out to them, and their relation to God explained, 

they asked, as one lad reported, “ What shall we do that we may 

worship God aright ? ” One old chief asked the teachers in his 

village, “ How shall we pray to God, of whom you tell us. seeing 

that the hills do not hear us ? ” Every report tells of the same 

keen interest in the Gospel story and the awakening of a sense of 

need in the hearts of the people. And everywhere, too, the 

preachers were earnestly urged to return as soon as possible. 

“Why do you leave us now? "one was asked; “your words are 

good, and we wish to hear more.” It cannot foil to be seen how 

inadequate to the need are the efforts we are able to make from 

here. A small contingent, going out for a month or six weeks a 

year, can indeed make an impression ; but that only indicates how 

much greater fruit we might expect if we were able to give the 

west an opportunity of hearing the Gospel, such as their more 

favoured brethren have enjoyed now for over a generation. It is 
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a mild statement to say that they are waiting for us; they are 

eagerly calling to us. From Kampholi’s little village, just beyond 

the hills, to Mirongo, across the Loangwa, is an eight days’ jour¬ 

ney. and throughout all the district traversed, in that time the 

people are sitting in darkness. Witchcraft is still believed in, and 

divination was actually employed in my presence; and worse, 

nameless horrors abound in the villages, but they abound among 

a people whose eyes are already turning towards the light. 
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N©. 27.—EXTRACTS OF LETTERS. 

Mr. Kidney writes:— 

LIVINGSTONIA ROAD. 

March loth, igo$. 

Went out with Dr. Laws at 7 a.m. to see the work going on in 

connection with the electrical and water works. Livingstonia is 

quite a hive of industry, and when all the present schemes are 

Completed it will indeed be a wonderful place. I think what im¬ 

presses me most is the splendid wide road they are making 

between the lake shore and the Institution. I have seen notning 

better in road-making, not even in the Himalayas. Its total 

length will be about twelve miles, and the steepest gradients will 

be 5 in 20, and seldom more than 1 in 25. They are now at 

work on the middle section, in which there are some very ugly 

difficulties to be overcome. ^Vhen completed this road will be a 

great boon, and should also have a marked effect on cost of trans¬ 

port, &c. 

Ne. 28,—Dr. GEORGE PRENTICE. • 

Xasungu, British Central Africa, 

Via Chinds, 14th March, igo^. 

Rev. Dr. Prentice writes:—Your welcome note of Jan. 6th 

makes me hurry up to perform a long-neglected duty. 

If letters from Kasungu are few it is because Kasungu has not 

yet got to that interesting stage of a mission’s history when 

numerous conversions are to be reported. We are plodding 

away, sometimes in hope, sometimes almost in despair; and if 

you will insist upon having a quarterly letter, you must be pre¬ 

pared for some dry and dull ones. Missionary addresses, like 

missionaries themselves, may be “dry.” Christians at home have 

patience or charity enough to sit them out provided the speaker 

does not keep his audience five minutes beyond the time usually 

devoted to public worship; but missionary letters and reports, 

unless full of exciting items, are so much waste paper, are they 

not ? Well, I must tell you of some of Kasungu’s difficulties and 

drawbacks. 

THE LAND SURVEYED AND BOUGHT. 

First of all we had a certain amount of difficulty in getting the 

land required by the Mission in this district. This is the second 

site we applied for, and it was quite providential that we were 
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prevented from buying the first. The place we now occupy is the 

one I always fancied, more as being the healthier of the two; but 

.a desire to be near the young chief Mwasi led me at first to 

purpose settling close to his village. A fuller knowledge of the 

history of the people and of the distribution of the population 

makes me thankful that we were led to settle where we now are. 

We built a wattle-and-daub house here, and went to the 

trouble of making two good roads before the land v/as surveyed 

by a government surveyor. To my horror the surveyor, who was 

careful to put the roads in the plan, remarked that ground adjoin¬ 

ing a public road was always more valuable than at a distance 

from it. Possibly for that reason, and certainly from some cause 

■or other, the estate was advertised at an upset price of about ;^i6 

more than we had offered for it. However, the land is now 

secured, and we may proceed with the erection of permanent 

buildings v/ithout fear of future trouble. 

ROYALTIES ON TIMBER AND CLAY. 

But in the erection of our buildings we encounter difficulties 

not hitherto experienced at other stations. Working expenses are 

high owing to “royalties” exacted by the Government, and owing 

to the fact that all skilled labour is imported from other districts. 

Royalties mainly affect timber, which, owing to its scarcity and 

its distance from the station, would be costly enough without the 

tax imposed. We received notice that a royalty of 6d. per looo 

would also be charged upon bricks made on crown lands. That, 

however, we never required to pay. The best bricks are made of 

the clay got from white ant heaps; and as the destruction of a 

heap means the destruction of a nest of these pests, I decided to 

clear out our own pests rather than pay for destroying the Govern¬ 

ment ones. This led us to select a brickfield nearer the station, 

and necessitated the carrying of water (upon which no royalty has 

as yet been imposed!) a greater distance; but it had the very great 

advantage of enabling me to keep the workers more constantly 

under my eye. I have since received a notice that no royalty 

will be charged upon clay provided we give a written guarantee 

that all clay-pits will be fcled up, at our expense, to prevent the 

breeding of mosquitoes. For this embryonic sign of interest in 

the prevention of malaria we are truly grateful. 

After a good deal of trouble we got permission to use 

“ordinary bush timber for our semi-native houses” without paying 

a tax upon it; but upon timber for the saw-pit a royalty must be 

paid. The tax upon firewood for brick-burning purposes still 

remains. The wood we require is such as any native may cut 

down to his heart’s content for his beer garden without paying a 
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penny for it; and it seems strange that the Governraent should 

seek to make gain out of a mission using it for the building of a 

school and dispensary for the benefit of the thousands of natives' 

here who have neither a Government school nor a Government 

dispensary within their reach. 
With an allowance of £60,000 annually from the pockets of 

the British taxpayer, 10 per cent, duty on imports, road and river 

dues, and a native hut tax of 3/ to 6/ per hut, there should be no¬ 

need for thus bleeding missions. 
When it is remembered that the missions convert raw 

“junglies’^ into skilled artizans, and that in taxing wood for the 

saw-pit the Government is deriving an income from what is really 

educational work, the injustice of the tax becomes more apparent. 

The trees we want never cost the Government a penny. John Bull 

simply declared all unoccupied lands to be crown lands, then said 

the trees were his, and any European wanting them must pay. 

I think the missions ought unitedly to protest against the tax, and, 

if the. Commissioner refuses exemption from it, our committees- 

should bring their political influence to bear upon the Foreign 

Office. However, as our buildings must be put up this year, any 

alteration would come too late to benefit Kasungu. 

THE FIRST PERMANENT BUILDING. 

I daresay you know that Mr. Murray got here much too late 

last year to allow of the building of our house before the rains set 

in. We determined, rather than go to the expense of another 

temporary house, to make the best of our wattle-and-daub. I 

had plenty of bricks stacked and ready for building, and,as our 

most urgent need was a school-church, Mr. Murray succeeded in 

building us a very fine one before the rains set in in earnest. 

Enclosed you will find a photo, which will give a much better 

idea than any description of mine could, of the first permanent 

building at Kasungii. The building comfortably accommodates- 

600 natives, and when occasion demands it we can pack in a 

much larger number. We would greatly prefer to have our church 

quite apart from the school, and we have reserved the finest site- 

on the station for the future church, but meantime we cannot 

make a better of it. Owing to high working expenses and the 

serious loss we have had in bricks, all we can hope to build out 

of the money available for Kasungu are the dwelling-house, school, 

dispensary, dormitory, and possibly one or two smaller buildings,, 

such as a store, a house for native carriers, and a shed for oxen. 

I had quite enough bricks prepared for the school and dwelling- 

house, and possibly for the dispensary, but a great amount of 

damage has been done by the rains, and it will be necessary to 
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make about 100,000 bricks this year again. By using only 

selected bricks (the “picked stocks” of commerce) for walls 

exposed to the rains, we can safely use those of an inferior quality 

for protected walls; but as the latter are usually the top and 

sides of a kiln they are exposed to the worst of the storms, and so 

the loss is great when they are left in stacks during the ^vet season. 

CALL UPON THE BUILDING FUND. 

I had thought of waiting till Council met before making 

another call upon you for building funds, but I do not now think 

that delay would be justified, seeing that Mr. Murray and his 

trained assistants are here to resume building operations upon the 

house whenever the weather is settled enough to allow of their 

doing so. Upon the building of the school, foundations of the 

house, and freights and preparation of materials (bricks and wood) 

for building, we have used up all the money already sent us, and we 

reckon that this year’s outlay will be ^^300. You will know how 

much money collected for Kasungu has already been paid out at 

home for material shipped. My last order to Mr. Binnie will, if 

■executed, complete our needs from home. (I would fain have 

asked for iron couples and purlins for the main roof, but dreaded 

the expense.) You v/ill thus see how much of the ;^iooo 

■collected for Kasungu buildings is still available. Would it not 

be better to place the balance at the credit of the local treasurer, 

to whom I could render my accounts ? Or you could pay it into 

Mandala Bank, having it ear-marked for the building fund. 

Should there be a balance after erecting the buildings above 

referred to, Council would give directions as to what was to be 

done with it. For while a house, a dispensary, and a school are 

■essential parts of a station, a hospital or a church thus early in the 

day are not so regarded. 
It is impossible to give you an exact estimate of the cost of 

each building. There are no contractors here to undertake such 

work. Part of the roof comes from home; doors and windows 

■come from the Institution; bricks are made locally; and wood 

has to be procured a two-days’ journey out, and has not, as yet, 

been all located. Then no one can estimate the loss upon bricks. 

Had our buildings been put up last year, as intended, it \yould 

have been trifling, but owing to the delay and the heavy rains it 

has now become very great. 
Please forward me a statement of expenses incurred at home 

on behalf of this station’s buildings. Recently the African Lakes 

Corporation credited us with three bales of corrugated iron short- 

shipped by the Rennie Company, and as I had no notice of their 

shipment I’m at a loss to know what to do. 
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BUILDING AT PRESENT. 

We are at present building a dormitory, an essential in con¬ 

nection with our educational work, and at the same time a job for 

the builders while waiting to tackle the larger works. I should 

like to get my dispensary soon, but feel that, next in importance 

to the school, already up, comes a dwelling-house. Our w^attle- 

and-daub has done its duty in that it has housed us during three 

jainy seasons. It is in anything but good order now, notwith¬ 

standing its frequent repairs. Borers are busy in the roof, and 

white ants in the 'walls ; mosquitoes find a convenient hiding-place 

in the thatch. As the house was built during rain it has never 

been quite to our liking, and now that it grows musty through 

age, and weak through the ravages of ants and borers, we shall be 

glad to quit it for healthier and more secure premises. 

HOSPITALS. 

I also note what you say regarding hospitals. Medical work 

cannot be satisfactorily done without a hospital of some kind, 

though we, like you, feel that the annual upkeep is no small 

matter, and not to be undertaken lightly. We praise God for the- 

lerosity He has put into the hearts of such ladies as the Misses 

tiordon and Mrs. Loudon; and as He never wearies of our 

requests, w'e ask that into the hearts of many others He will put 

the desire to serve Him as they have done. In drawing out the 

plan of our station we have left a very nice space for a hospital, 

and the finest site available for a church. In doing so we have 

walked by faith. We have also left room for the house of another 

European, Professor Lindsay being a true prophet when, one day 

in Committee, he said we would soon be asking for more. I hope 

you will soon have a letter from Mrs. Prentice, giving a woman’s- 

account of our work and our district. Her health has been ex¬ 

cellent—malarial fever is still unknown to her. I hope to send a 

rough plan of the station before long. 

No. 29.—Rev. JAMES HENDERSON. 

Livingstonia Institution, 

Laks Nyasa, 

British Central Africa, 24th March, igoj. 

Rev. James Henderson writes :—I am sending you with this- 

a copy of the card of membership of our Christian Endeavour 

Society. The Society came into being about two months ago 

through the urgent need we felt of giving employment to the 



young Christians and of helping them to regular devotional read¬ 

ing of Scripture and to meditation. There are now seventyi 

members on the station, and the Society is already making its 

influence felt. Do you know anything about the C.E.S.^ m 

Europe ? Would there be any advantage in having our Society' 

joined to it ? , 
“ Serving the Lord." 

Livingstonia Missionary. If^Tixi,;(r,iON Band of Christian 

Endeavourers. 

Session. Privilege undertaken— 
I ...regarding myself as no longer my own, but the 

servant of Kim who redeemed me, in order that I may realize the privilege of 
serving Him more faithfully and with more orderliness, do now make promise 
to Him and to myself that I, during the months of.... will set apart 
a portion of time every week for definite work for God and a part of every day 
for the study of His Word, Prayer, and Meditation ; that should I fail of any 
privilege I will duly report the same ; and that, p regularly as I am able, i 
will attend the meetings of the workers joined with me m this promise, look¬ 
ing to the Spirit of God for guidance and strength. 

By love serve one another" 

Work to be undertaken, and lime set apart for study, prayer, and 
meditation, to be reported on the Monday of each week to the Secretary, and 
by him to be entered in a book kept for the purpose. 

2. Failures of privilege to be reported in the same way on the Monday 

following the failure. 
3. Meetings to be held monthly on the first Wednesday of the month at 

8 p.m. 
4. Work undertaken must include work with the hands, except under 

peculiar circumstances. 
5. Privilege to be reported under the following form 

Name. 
Manual Work.Nature. 
Intellectual Work.Nature. 
Reading of Scripture........Place . 
Private Prayer and Meditation .... 

.Time. 

.Time. 
.Time, 
.Time. 

No. 30.—Mrs. DEWAR. 

Livingstonia Mission, 

Kasumbi, March ^oth, 1^03. 

KASUMBI—THE HILL STATION. 

Mrs. De¥MR writes;—Your letter reached us at Kasiimbi; 

For two months or so we had been feeling that we should get 

away to the hills, but Mr. Dewar had so much to see to that one 

thing after another kept us until February came, then I had 
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rather a sharp illness. This made us determine to leave the 

plain. When I was able we came up here. 

Though the little house was doorless, the two windows 

paneless, and the walls pretty well mudless, yet in a day or two 

we both felt the better for the change. 
I made some rough sketches to send to our little Margaret. 

I will enclose copies that .you may have some idea of the place. 

THE VIEW. 

The view is simply magnificent. Can you imagine the pale 

blue liivingstone Mountains in the extreme distance, most days 

capped by massive banks of cumuli, then lying at the foot Lake 

Nyasa—fickle Lake Nyasa—calmly strong, keeping all her sad 

secrets hidden away in the depths of her own bosom. She is very 

beautiful to look at, but oh ! so unkind to sail upon. She might 

say, could she speak, “ I have volume enough to carry with ease 

your majestic liners, why do you test me with your toys? Your 

liliputian craft deserve no better treatment.” Then come peeps 

of the hot, steaming, energy-extracting Kondeland, flats extend¬ 

ing back from the water’s edge from eight to ten miles. Range 

upon range of mountains now He between us and the plain for 

some twenty miles, varying from deep purple in the shadows to 

the brilliant green immediately in front of the house.' Sometimes, 

when the clouds hang dark and-lowering overhead, the details on 

mountains, valleys, plain, and lake stand out bewilderingly grand; 

then, again, when the sun sinks to rest, such a glory of colouring 

is reflected on the whole scene in front that it baffles description. 

THE PLACE, 

As to the dwelling. Mother Earth is our carpet, Mother 

Earth our wall-paper, and Mother Earth our small verandah ! A 

lovely soft terra cotta colour she is too, contrasting prettily with 

the pale green wheat growing up all around. Three minutes’ 

dis ance from the house behind is a small forest—one of the 

sacred spots of the Wasukwa. As the people pass this way they 

never mention the word Kasumbi (little lake), because they say 

that if they do the rain is sure to come down. The deep shade 

and stillness always appeal to the African. It is as good a 

specimen of a real tropical forest as could be seen for its size. 

Handsome trees covered from base to top with ferns, something 

like the hare’s foot, while from the branches overhead hangs the 

whitey green, beard-like lichen. These grave old African giants 

love to woo and then entangle the mist as she sails along in her 

damp drapery on the back of the south-east wind, but she takes a 

pretty revenge of her tormentors by telling of their tricks. The 

lovely lichen is the outcome of her moist embraces. 
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Immense wild plantains stand up proudly, the stem fully two 

feet in diameter. They are useful only for their ebony-like seeds, 

worn strung round the ankles, by the natives. Tree ferns abound, 

and innumerable climbers and creepers, some as thick and thicker 

than a man’s body, making very convenient bridges for the lively 

monkeys. In all the clefts there are gurgling streams, their banks 

lined with maiden-hair fern and mosses of many kinds. The 

forests hide, and yet make known every clear, cool mountain 

spring, while in the valleys the larger streams are banked by 

banana groves and trees of a smaller growth. 

THE PEOPLE. 

The people are tall and muscular, with numberless rules of 

etiquette, which, alas, we “ignorant” whites break at every turn. 

They think of us pityingly as barbarians with no rules at all. The 

amount of clothing is almost nil, small boys and big ones too, 

contenting themselves with a little banana fibre. It is delightful 

to watch these natives coming up or going down the mountains. 

Their light elastic step and easy rhythmical gait proclaim them at 

once to be lords of the soil for generations. Those of the plain 

puff and pant quite painfully on coming up, and often seem on 

the point of collapsing with a load, while the Highlanders are 

quietly enjoying the joke. 
We have always been interested and amused by the African’s 

love of hairdressing, but here in the Misuku country they make 

it quite a specialty. I began to sketch some heads one day, but 

found that of all the children who attended school and the people 

who came about scarcely two had the same design, so gave it up. 

There are lines elliptical, horizontal, perpendicular, and parabolic, 

stars, stripes, and points, half-moons, quarter-moons, whole-moons, 

and no moons, partial eclipses and total, sun spots (though they 

don’t betoken storms), then a forelock only left, something like 

old Father Time. There is certainly nothing to hold on to 

behind. There are others who bind their curly wool into 

innumerable little cords, making a heavy matted wig, which they 

do not shave off for years, if ever; the more inconvenient it seems 

to be to the wearer the more it is prized and admired. 

Sometimes we wonder if the parents in these secluded moun¬ 

tains are lovers of Euclid in his higher branches, and for want of 

a more suitable material use their children’s heads to demonstrate 

the problems. 
I am not for a moment wishing to make fun of these dear 

people ; their children are bright and clever, the teachers being 

delighted with their progress. They are sorry when holiday 

time comes, and when our boys are coming away they say, “ Will 

ye no’ come back again 
B 
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The Wasukwa neither have the huge wooden ear-ring cf the 

Winamwanga worn in the distended lobe of the ear nor the heavy 

ivory block worn by the Atonga in the upper lip, nor again the 

button like ornament used by the Arab women and their imitators 

in the side of the nose. The love of being “ done up regard¬ 
less ” shows itself on their heads. Their artistic tabnt seems to 

find vent only in the variety of designs when wool-shearing. 

The exactitude of these markings is really astonishing, cut 

with a native knife only. 

BUSH FERSl/S CITY. 

It would be difficult to say from which point our best view is 

found—on all sides it is grand and yet pretty. We are the only 

Europeans as yet in this Misuku country. We are living just now 

more like what you all at home imagine us. Karonga is city life. 

This is work in the long grass, work in the bush ; these people as 

yet are almost untouched by civilization. The place is charm- 

incr, because it is more the old Africa, free from the old horrors, 

and yet free from the dark ugly spots of a spurious civilization 

which the poor natives mistake for the morale of the old home¬ 

land ; the women and girls are fascinating in their modesty and 

trusting familiarity. 
Everywhere there is the sound of splashing streams. Accord¬ 

ing to the wind, we hear either the Mwakeyi, winding down the 

valley, all among the banana groves looo feet below, finding its 

way into the Songwe, or the Chiranga, which flows into the Lufira. 

At Mwenzo we were on the watershed of the Congo and the 

Zambesi, while here we are on that of the Songwe and the Lufira. 

At poor steaming Karonga, 3500 ^set dosvn, we simply groaned 

under the minimum of clothing possible; while here we are glad 

of the maximum of what we brought, and could do with more. 

At night we turn a flannel blouse and a pyjama jacket into im¬ 

promptu night-caps !—the cold wind plays around us rather too 

familiarly, and the rats are unusually merry and inquisitive, while 

earwigs keep themselves very much in evidence directly the sun 

goes down. As will be seen in sketch No. II., the mud has fallen 

off freely both inside the house and out. The natives here 

promised to re-plaster when the weather is suitable. The building 

of this temporary house is not a charge on the Mission. 

NINE SCHOOLS—SEVEN HUNDRED SCHOLARS. 

In this interesting development of our parish we have nine 

schools and eighteen teachers—all Wangonde. There are nearly 

seven hundred scholars; they tramp over ten miles many of them 

—from home and back again—over hill and dale, through forest 
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and stream, in sunshine and storm, from north, south, east, and 

■west. They are not content with studying only in school-time, 

they come often one or two hours before the bell sounds (we 

haven’t a bell, but a boy plays a native flute with a gourd attached 

partly filled with water) and go shouting out the syllables along 

the return journey. 
On our mountain top we have planted already wheat, home 

and native potatoes, home-seeds, and bamboo and banana groves. 

These latter the children brought up gladly when they came to 

school, and received a spoonful of salt “mungu.” They are 

sprouting now, and will give shade and fruit, besides adding much 

to the beauty of the place. Apart from the woods, cork and 

custard-apple trees grow about. Several kinds of gigantic balsams 

are found, while the purple iris abounds in some parts, only 

minus the bright yellow splash in the home variety. 
It will only be a little time now before Council meets at 

Kondowe, all being well. We expect to go. Afterwards I hope to 

begin my various classes. 
Sunday and week-day services have been carried on here just 

as at Karonga, with very encouraging attendances ; in this district 

alone 1200 come. 

No. 31.—Rev. D. R. MACKENZIE. 

The Institution, 

Livingstonia, British Centrai. Africa, 

^ist March, igo^. 

Rev. D. R. Mackenzie writes;— 

THE VILLAGE PREACHERS. 

Saturday morning from nine o’clock onwards is a busy time 

at the Institution. As a rule we send out twenty to twenty-five 

pupils to preach in the surrounding villages on the Sabbath, and 

these, before setting out, have to receive their allowance of salt 

or calico with which to buy their food and pay for their lodging 

when they reach their destination. Then with a cheerful Good 

morning” to their teachers they set off in twos or threes for the 

villages, some of them at great distances, in which they have 

volunteered to preach. , , „ . ^ , 
It is sometimes possible for some of the Europeans to take a 

week-end trip also. On Saturday Mr. Moffat went to a place far 

up in the hills, called Mulyezi; Mr. Meldrum to another hill villag^ 

called Tuyuni; and about half-past ten Mr. Hardie and I set off 
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for Mulowe, on the lake shore, a walk of about eight hours. The 

road lies by Port Stewart, down the steep hill where the new road 

is being cut. Those parts of the hill where the road has still to 

be made give delightful walking exercise; at one moment we are 

creeping carefully along a narrow slippery footpath in the side of 

a sheer precipice, clinging to rock or overhanging tree, nego¬ 

tiating boulders or specially difficult places with a care born of 

the knowledge of what would happen if we slipped; again flying 

unrestrainedly down the steep hillside, or climbing on hands and 

knees up the opposite side, till at last, panting but triumphant, 

we reach the next stretch of the road, and enjoy its pleasant, 

level ease. In this way we push on towards the lake shining in 

front of us, till we reach Chitimba, or Port Stewart. Occasionally 

on our way we startle a band of chattering monkeys, who climb 

hurriedly into their leafy fastnesses, or a solitary timid deer bounds 

through the wooded valleys as we pass. From Port Stewart, after 

a short rest, we start along the level shore of the lake, sometimes 

walking on hard, firm sand, but for the most part the sand is of 

that soft, yielding nature which makes very exhausting walking. 

A few hundred yards to the right rise the almost perpendicular 

hills which once formed the limit of the lake, wooded from top to 

bottom, except where a long, bare scarp of red stone occasionally 

looks out from the surrounding foliage. On the left is the great 

expanse of the lake, glittering in the afternoon sun, which soon 

will set behind the hills; and beyond the lake rise the great 

Livingstone Mountains, terminating our view eastward. We pass 

some villages on our way, and never fail to receive from the 

people the kindly greeting so like our own, “ Mukale paweme” 

(“ May good be with you ”)• 
Hour after hour we plod on, till at last, as the sun is sinking, 

we approach the long, low promontory on which Mulowe lies. 

Darkness has fallen before we reach the river Rukuru, on both 

sides of which the village is built, and we decide to spend the 

night on the hither side. 

THE HE.\RERS' CLASS AND CHURCH SERVICE. 

On Sabbath morning, at six o’clock, two young men came to 

ferry us across, for the larger part of the population is on the 

other side. We set out at once in the cool morning air, pushing 

our way through gardens of tall vegetation dripping with last 

night’s rain, and getting quite soaked before reaching the river; 

but the rising heat of the sun soon put that right We crossed 

in a very shaky canoe, and another half-hour’s walk brought us to 

the school, where the Hearers’ Class is held. A number of the 

members were already gathered about the door, and others were 
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making their way through the innumerable gardens of maize and 
cassava, gathering from all parts of the great scattered village, 
very much as Highlanders do at home—twos and threes now and 
then uniting to form a little stream coming from the same direction. 
The bell was going round, and its tinkle could be faintly heard as 
it passed from place to place, till, having completed his round, 
the ringer returned to the school, and the service commenced. 
The subject for the day was “Sin,” which I tried to explain, with 
the help of Scripture texts, as simply and plainly as I could. 
The importance of these classes, which are held in all our villages, 
can hardly be overestimated. It is not only that they are a 
medium for giving systematic instruction such as could not be 
given in the public service; they are also centres of light for the 
whole village in which they are held, for the members are 
recognised as having taken a definite step towards Christianity, 
and are expected, by themselves and others, to lead a Christian 
life. 

Shortly after the class is dismissed the bell is again sent 
round, and the people gather this time in the church, a much 
larger building than the school. In a short time the building is 
filled with old and young, the old in the place of honour in front. 
On this occasion the chief speaker was an old Angoni chief, once 
well known to the people of this very village as a terrible scourge ; 
now he was standing up before them, telling them of the power 
of Christ to save men from all sin. Very impressive it must have 
been to these men and women to see their once dreaded enemy, 
who had taken the lives of not a few of their friends, standing 
among them to tell of life everlasting. After he was finished I 
spoke briefly; and when the service was over I returned to the 
other side, to a breakfast which the walking and work of the 
morning had made not a little welcome. 

PRIVATE TALKS. 

This meal was no sooner over, however, than a stream of 
people began to come in to talk privately with me. Their 
difficulties cover a large range, from the most elementary question 
in morals, or some problem in Scripture history which would 
seem amusing at home, to such questions as “ How to hear the 
voice of God in the heart,” or “ How to have power in prayer.” 
But even the simplest lead up to something else; and anything 
which gives an opportunity for personal dealing is to be welcomed; 
for though the Africans are capable of being profoundly moved 
in mass, I think the most lasting results are always obtained from 
private talks with individuals. Real privacy is not easy to secure, 
however, for they usually come in little groups, and all listen 
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while the missionary talks to one at a time. We have not a 
revival here, but I believe we are going through the indispensable 
preliminary to it—a careful course of earnest teaching by the 
native preachers; and the response by the people is such as to 
encourage us to believe that the reaping time may not be far 
distant. The number of inquirers reported from each village by 
the preachers is large, and we earnestly hope that the fruit may 
soon be seen. During the last few motiths the mtmher on the 

Hearers' roll has risen fro7H IJO to 250. 
Four little boys have just come in from this village of Mulowe 

to ask to be admitted to the Institution. I pointed out to them 
that the session was now near an end, and that it would be better 
for them to wait till the beginning of the next. With this they 
went away, very sad ; but I had hardly resumed my work when 
the earnest face of the spokesman, the smallest of the four, 
reappeared at the door, backed by his three companions, pleading 
to be allowed to stay. Poor little fellows, they had tramped all 
the way from Mulowe with no money, very little clothes, and 
nothing to encourage them but the hope that the missionaries 
would yield to their pleading. However, if they are in earnest, 
they will be none the worse for waiting a little. 

No. 32.—Mrs. LAWS. 

Livingstonia, April 

OPEN LETTER TO WORK PARTIES. 

Mrs. Laws writes:—Long ere now you may have concluded 
that no acknowledgment is to be expected for your very kind help 
and much valued gifts ; but as the boxes—ten of thein at one 
time—arrived here only in December, our opportunities for 
outgoing mails have been few, with much correspondence of a 
mixed kind to overtake within the few days the steamer passes 
north and south of us. Here someone may say, “Why not 
have a method in writing up so much in the intervals between 
mails?” So far that is done for home circles, but it is a ticklish 
matter to ransack one’s memory re the unpacking, handling, and 
piling up of so many good things on a table at one time. 

While thanking most warmly all our fellow-helpers, I wish 
they would appoint a correspondent to write me or anyone else 
specially connected with a congregational circle as individual, so 
that we may be enabled to meet the wishes of many who help us 
as to being interested in return by receiving some little account 
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of the work going on here. In order that you may see and enter 
into my difficulties with regard to acknowledgments of both 
garments and material sent, will you kindly come along with me 
now to the very small office where the boxes stand already 
opened, and very carefully so, because the boxes and their zinc- 
linings are very valuable for further uses ? No. i (as packed at the 
Home Office, which is a big work in itself, and for which we are 
very grateful, because of the trouble, care, and skill given and 
taken with the special packing required for the very trying trans¬ 

missions from steamer to steamer not a few) may have a memo¬ 
randum of lists sent along with parcels, and that is a great help ; 
but the private lists are few and far between, so they have been 
acknowledged first. We learn from the invojce that all the boxes 
are not yet forward, so the “ continued memorandum ” may be in 

last box. Meantime let us unpack layer after layer of gar¬ 
ments and material, with simply for So-and-so—frequently minus 
even from such-and-such congregation, society, or party—and 
where are we? Simply overwhelmed and confused, while our 
hearts are overflowing with gratitude to one and all who have 
helped, but powerless to acknowledge them in detail! How 
different in the case of one box from U.F., Cathcart, Glasgow. 
Although addressed to me it was a special pleasure to have Miss 
Lambert take it over and acknowledge it, because at one time her 
brother had been minister to that congregation, and she knew 
many whom she could interest with the freshness of a new-comer. 

Now, if you are not tired, I am, having had a backache in 
the morning. Behind my household duties, which begin at six 
a.m., and with dinner coming on at noon, with two happy, patient 
guests, whose furnishings followed themselves some three months 
later, and their stove still later, we’ll pass over Nos. 2 on to 10, 
and behold and admire the piles on the table, which must be 
quickly transferred to the mission stores for valuation before 
choice and division as to suitability for the boys’ and girls’ 
departments, and so that they may be charged up against the 

tipkeep of both^ as freights run high, so high that all your many and 
careful wrappings are removed, and hence the layers with every 
corner filled. There was only one box had been soaking 2. little. 
The contents were saleable. In earlier days we have known the 
experience of a private unlined box arriving with contents rotten 

and unsaleable. 
These boxes were longed for, and from the contents many 

boys were clad the following day. We long for the time when 
pupils shall present themselves with necessary and decent cloth¬ 
ing. There are improvements on above lines, also on the 
amount of fees. Anyone paid for work clothes himself and buys 
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his books, &c. Every opportunity is taken to teach them to aim 

at self-support. , . 
All garments—plain, strong, and reasonable—are welcomed 

here, and what may be too large or too small for the pupils are 
soon bought up at the store. Pieces of material are in great 
demand by those who sew their own garments. Needles and 
thread, buttons, and scissors are in constant demand. In the 
future both we and your kindly helpers may have to be satisfied, 
less or more, by an acknowledgment of work and gifts through 
one general medium, unless special letters are sent, and only one 
was this time, from one in Rosehall congregation, Edinburgh. 

No. 33.—EXTRACT FROM LETTER OF Dr. ELMSLIn 

TO Mr. BINNIE. 

Ekwendeni, 6th April, igoj. 

ROADS AND ROAD-MAKING. 

You ask about the road to ’Ngoniland. Ruarwe (where we 
have a school) is nearer than Bandawe, but the hills are not such 
as can be negotiated by men with loads, and, as there is no agent 
of the African Lakes Corporation there, our best route is from 
Bandawe. The new road at the Institution, to which you refer, 
will serve its purpose well, but it cannot become the landing-place 
for our goods. Unless we have very heavy loads we have little 
trouble getting goods from Bandawe. I should be very sorry to 
spend money making roads to be appropriated by the Administra¬ 
tion when they settle here, for which we would get no compensa¬ 
tion. I am not allowed to go outside ’Ngoniland to cut the only 
available wood for building a bridge over the river here, on the 
main road from north to south, although a few years ago Mr. 
Fraser spent about ;^4o in roads. Even when they are made 
they remain a burden on mission funds for upkeep, or speedily 
become bush again. 
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No. 34.—Eev. ALEXANDER DEWAR. 

Livingstonia Mission, 

Karonga, British Central Africa, 

tith Aprils ^903- 

Rev. Alex. Dewar writes:—We got back here a few days 
ago, and now write by the first mail. 

We were glad to get yours of 6th January. It is rather strange 
that just as it arrived we had been remarking we ought to send 
you a letter. 

We have been noting from month to month in the Record 

the deficit in the Foreign Mission Fund. As you say, it is 
disappointing. We do trust that the special efforts now being 
made will not only remove the burden of debt, but yield a larger 
regular income. It will be a great pity if we have to retrench, 
especially when the work is progressing and there are openings 
for renewed and fresh activity on every hand. 

It seems but yesterday since I sent my report, and yet three 
months have already gone. 

Mr. and Mrs. Henderson, who in ordinary course would have 
arrived here in January, did not reach Karonga until five weeks 
later, 24th February, ov/ing in the first instance to the former 
having to go on shore, through illness, at Bandawe, and then 
again the steamer passing next trip without calling. 

KASUMBI—THE KILL STATION. 

Ov/ing to Mrs. Dewar’s illness v/e had, when she was strong 
enough, to set out very hurriedly for Kasumbi. 

We are very pleased with our hill station. It is not only a 
good sanatorium, but is in the centre of a fairly populous 
district. Many who on the introduction of taxes had migrated 
across the Songwe to German territory are now returning. All 
the chiefs came to visit us. At the request of the people schools 
were opened in new villages. Lack of teachers alone prevented 

us beginning in all. 
This hill country is a large and important part of Karonga 

parish. 
Already, from Kasumbi as a centre, teachers are at work one 

day’s journey off. At the nine new schools the eighteen teachers 
have to attend to nearly seven hundred scholars. Meantime— 
we hope it will long continue—all are anxious to learn. 

The pupils have at some of the places built small reed 
schools. At the station the attendance had so increased during 
the month of March that the building had to be enlarged. There 

c 
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is no village at this place—the nearest is-a mile away. The 
children and adults come, in some cases, a distance of five miles 
—not along level ground and good paths, but up and down steep 
mountain sides and across swollen streams. Still they do come, 

and we are glad. 
FREE-WILL OFFERINGS. 

I explained to them the Karonga church members were 
helping to pay the teachers, and towards this were giving their 
tenth, and in addition some were giving their monthly collection 
for God’s work. We said we would like them to do the same. 
It was, therefore, with glad surprise the following Sunday we saw 
first one child, then another and another, come forward with' 
their little basketfuls of beans, flour, peas, a few cobs of maize, or 
some bananas. The parents had been too shy to give it them¬ 
selves, so sent their children forward. Some who had forgotten 
sent their contributions during the week. 

While the total value was not great—is. gd.—still, when we 
remember it was only this year these people had been taught 
anything about God, the Giver of all, and just the previous week 
had been asked to give, it was wonderful, we thought, that about 
forty of them should respond so well. 

SUNDAY SERVICES IN THE VILLAGES. 

The Sunday before coming away I accompanied the workers 
to one of the out-schools. We started at r-30. It was tiring work 
climbing the hills and going along the narrow path through the 
tail grass. As we approached the village the people saw us 
coming and made for place of service. Eighty-four assembled, 
and most attentively they listened. 

On reaching home at 6 p.m. I felt more sympathy for the 
teachers who had to tramp that road every day to school and 

sfirvicc. 
At present the total Sabbath attendance at the nine villages is 

over 1200. 
On the Wednesday evenings we had our usual native prayer 

meeting in the house, when the workers at the place met together. 
We pray that God’s kingdom may come in the hearts of many of 

the Wasukwa. 
Mrs. Dewar has said something about Kasumbi, so I need not 

repeat. 
WORK AT KARONGA. 

At Karonga the work is very encouraging. Quite a number 
wish to join the Hearers’ Class. One woman has been told by her 
husband he will beat her if she does so. Another woman, for 
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refusing to make beer for her lord, has been whipped at the Boma 
and put in prison, while at Mpata the son of one of the chiefs 
has been forbidden by his father to go to school, and that if he 
persists his books will be burnt and he will forfeit the chieftain¬ 
ship. Although these seem trials, they are really healthy signs. 

Everybody now seems anxious to possess a book. A new 
edition of a primer has Just been printed, and within a week over 
three hundred have been sold. Six hundred books have been 
sold since the beginning of the year. I am busy with a new 
translation of Luke’s Gospel in Kinkonde. 

I have now found that a boy, Mutwana, was sent to 
Kondowe by Dr. Cross over six years ago. Last October he 
finished his Normal course as teacher, and is now employed at 
the Institution as a paid agent. He is an unusually nice boy, 
and we believe he will be a great help in the work. We had him 
here for six weeks last year, when he examined and reported on 
some of our out-schools. Mrs. Bennie and her children will 
be pleased to know that their annual contribution has yielded 
such a good return. Now that this bursary is free we would be 
glad if they will allow it to go for the training of a little orphan 
boy belonging to Karonga. His name is Alphaeno. He is very 
bright, at school, and likes to look clean and neat. Mrs. Dewar 
corresponds with those who are supporting children we know 
about. 

I am just now bearing the shooting pains of a big boil in my 
armpit, the fifth in the same place within a month, and find it 
rather hard to write. 

N©. 35.-Dr. JAMES A. CHISHOLM. 

Mwenzo, Fife, N,-E. Rhodesia, 

Via Chinde, Africa, sol/i April, iqos. 

Dr. James A. Chisholm writes:—I have yours of 6th January, 
and thank you for same. I would have replied before now, but 
waited to see if the minutes referred to would turn up. They 
haven’t come yet, so I suppose they have got lost somewhere. 
I was very glad to hear that Dr. James Stevenson had agreed to 
subscribe my salary, but we learnt from the Central African Times 

of his death on 28th January, so of course I have not written as 
you suggested. I will see Dr. Laws next month at Council, and 
if he has a son, or other friend, who is likely to carry on his good 
work, and to have a special interest in this station for his sake, I 
will write him according to your suggestions. I think it is a very 
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good plan indeed to get subscribers at home to have a representa¬ 
tive out here—a pupil, a native pastor, a European Missionary, 
or a whole station, according to their ability. We are delighted 
to hear of Mrs. Loudon’s generosity to “ Loudon ” Station, and 
hope to hear of others following so good an example. 

As we are now in the second quarter of the year this letter 
may better expand into a quarterly. 

Mrs. Chisnolm has now fully recovered her health, and is as 
strong and active as ever. Baby is doing first-class, and I myself 
have enjoyed good health. The health of Europeans in the 
district has been fairly good during the last quarter; but in 
January I had a case of blackwater fever, which necessitated my 
being away from the station for about a week. Again, I was 
called by telegram to a patient four days in the opposite direction, 
and had to leave the station again. These, and others, mean 
over to “ medical fees ” for the quarter; but while I am in 
the middle of translation and other work on the station, I do not 
look very favourably on calls which take me away from it. 

Last month the schools were reopened, and the attendance so 
far has been very satisfactory. A number of the older people— 
men and women—v/ho have never been in school, came wishing 
a class to be started for them. I was very pleased at this, coming, 
as it did, spontaneously. I agreed that school would be held for 
them alone from six to eight a.m., and now some fifteen or twenty 
are working away at their ABC with great zest, some, indeed, 
having already advanced to syllables. I have also seven out- 
schools going on at present. We are, as you know, amongst a 
sparse and scattered population, and I am puzzled to know how 
to work the district for the best. I must have a talk with Dr. 
Laws when I go to Council. My difficulty is the want of teacher- 
boys I have not been able to get a certificated teacher from 
Bandawe, and the boys who are acting-teachers here, though 
wonderfully advanced with the opportunities they have had, can¬ 
not be safely sent to conduct a school three or four days away, 
where I can only see them once in two months or so. If I, or 
someone, could be continually on the round, staying a few days 
at each out-school, they might do. Since their return in a body 
from the Institution I have been trying to keep up the training 
of these boys, but for the next six months or so that will be 
impossible, as I will have to see about brick-making and building 
of the hospital. I am sorry they have not as yet shown any desire 
to return to the Institution, but I am hopeful that some of them 
may by-and-bye. Even their short stay there has improved 
them and increased their outlook. The only alternative is that 
the teaching supply for this district be trained here, but I feel, 
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with the many and various duties which I have to undertake, 
that is impossible without having a European teacher stationed 
here, and the demands are so urgent in more populous districts 
that 1 do not feel confident in advising that to be done. 

The Sunday and other religious services are now well attended. 
We have had during the last quarter several of the Garenganze 
and London Missionary Society missionaries staying here. Both 
Mr. Campbell and Mr. Lawson took the Sabbath services while 
here, and, though the language is slightly different, they were 
attentively listened to. 

Now I will close. Mrs. Chisholm joins me in kind regards. 

have paid lately the sum of ^^13 7s. 6d. for quit-rent 
and stamps on the 13,000 acres of Mission property. This will 
be an annual expense. It was not included in my estimate, so 
would you please get this amount credited to Mwenzo Station 
Account out here The ground is to be surveyed shortly by the 
British South African surveyors, which will mean an expense of 
perhaps ;^ioo or more. 

Ho. 36.—Rev. Dr. W. A. ELMSLIE. 

Skwendeni, 20th Aprily 1903. 

The Rev. Dr. W. A. Elmslie writes:—I have not written you 
for a long time. I could plead many excuses, but shall not waste 
time in doing so. 

We had the usual school vacation in December and January, 
and some parts of the work were less urgent, as all the people 
were busy in their gardens. A break in the usual routine of 
work gave opportunity for overtaking arrears of work in other 
ways, and for preparing notes of lessons for native teachers for 
the following session. Part of the time was given to a careful 
revision of Mark’s Gospel in Tumbuka, which may be printed 
this year as the first portion of the Word in another African 
tongue—a language which will be available among a hundred 
thousand people. As I had been appointed Moderator of the 
Bandawe Congregation during Mr. MacAlpine’s absence on fur¬ 
lough, a visit was paid to Bandawe in December and a series of 
meetings conducted prior to the Communion. There was much 
interest manifested, and subsequent reports relate how that 
interest has deepened and extended, but of that no doubt the 
workers at Bandawe will let you know. It was a great pleasure 
and privilege to be again so closely connected with the church 
and work at Bandawe, and to note the great progress which has 

been made in recent years. 
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THE WORK MOST CALLED FOR AT PRESENT. 

Of the v/ork in the Ekwendeni and Njuyu districts not much 
of special import requires to be noted. What we realise is that 
instruction for the Church members and catechumens is most 
called for. A Church membership of over nine hundred, and 
eight hundred catechumens scattered over a wide area, require 
constant attention, and meantime there cannot be so much per¬ 
sonal attention as through the medium of native teachers. With 
certificated teachers from the Institution, and the very marked 
improvement in the ability and character of our own teachers, the 
work among Church members and catechumens is increasingly 
effective year by year. But still the weakest feature in the native 
teacher’s work is Scripture teaching, and for district mission work, 
if he is deficient in that, it is of small moment how high a 
standard he can pass in merely educational subjects, because his 
scholars are away from school before they pass Standard III., 
while he is in the midst of a permanent adult population wholly 
dependent upon oral teaching. But there is light even here, as 
the native magazine, which we hope to see issued regularly before 
many months are over, will have special pages for teachers, with 
notes of lessons to help them. For more than a year we have 
issued type-written manifolded sheets giving notes of the lessons 
for catechumens, and have proof that when a teacher is guided in 
a method of study, and such helps supplied, he can make effective 
use of them. 

AWAKENED INTEREST IN DIVINE THINGS. 

During last vacation, instead of the Catechumens’ Class I held 
a Bible Class for ail who could read. Others came also, and 
since the Catechumens’ Class has resumed it is gratifying to see 
that many Church members continue to come. The sale of 
Bibles was increased, and the class was a success. The subject 
of the Church in the Old Testament and New Testament was 
taken up. 

From some of the districts where native teachers are at work 
we have received reports of awakened interest in divine things, 
and of large daily gatherings for prayer and reading the Word. 
Some of the certificated teachers who have recently returned after 
their course of training at the Institution have shown an excellent 
spirit, and are zealous for the spiritual good of the people. 
Through them it is now possible to carry out a much-needed 
scheme for consolidating the extensive operations of the past, and 
we have good hope of effective service from such helpers. 

HEZEKIYA TWEYA. 

February and March were mostly given up to converse with 
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candidates for baptism and visits to outlying districts as the 
weather permitted. In connection with the Njuyu Congregation, 
Hezekiya Tweya, who recently completed his Theological Course 
at the Institution, began work in February, and has overtaken 
three districts where there are many members and catechumens, 
holding in each special services, visiting members and candidates, 
and examining those of the Bible Classes who are seeking 
admission as catechumens. He has begun his work with much 
heart, and his character, well known, gives promise of faithful 
service. 

BAPT1S^^S—COMMUNION SERVICES. 

Last year it was agreed by the sessions of the two congrega¬ 
tions that, instead of having one communion gathering in April 
as usual, as far as possible the different centres should be visited, 
and four or five days’ meetings held prior to the communion 
service. On account of sickness on the station all the places 
marked out for visiting could not be overtaken, but in connection 
with the efforts made in those visited there was seemingly a good 
impression made. 

We have thus had four communion services during the past 
tv/o months, and, in all, twenty-four special services, not including 
the meetings with the classes. In connection with these 706 

comnmnicaied^ and 77 adults a7id $g children were baptized. 

Eighty were admitted to the catechxime7is' classes. 

It is v/orthy of note that from among those who were baptized 
as infants, four have come forward at this time desiring to make 
public profession of their faith, and have been entered as cate¬ 
chumens, while another, who has been for some years in the 
class, was admitted as a communicant. But we are not without 
anxiety as to the hundreds of young people on the Church roll as 

baptized adherents. 

A STRIKING SPIRITUAL MOVEMENT AT BANDAWE. 

Bandawe, 4th May. 

I add a line before posting. We have been h.ere for a week, 
and have seen something of the spiritual movement which 
has been going on for some months. When we were here in 
December it was apparent that the Church was on the eve of an 
awakening. Sin in various old forms was reasserting itself in the 
community, and it was an urgent question whether the life of the 
Church would appreciate the situation, and unite to stem the 
rising tide of evil in the form of song, dance, and witchcraft. It 
was as if the devil were calling for a trial of strength. Why did 
we fear? Spiritually awakened men and women at first resorting 
to private prayer, and later, gathering together for prayer and 
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reading the Word, revealed the latent power of the divine life, 
and soon there spread from village to village along the lake shore 
and inland among the hills a spirit of witness-bearing and active 
effort which has turned the tide. Instead of the noises of 
heathenism, the voice of prayer and praise is heard in almost all 
the villages both near at hand and far away. The spontaneous¬ 
ness (humanly speaking) of the movement, and the entire absence 
of everything extraneous which might merely produce a passing 
effect, give every confidence that it is a real revival of religion, 
for which we thank God. Few, if any, of the Church members 
have been unaffected, and during the past few months the 
ordinary services have had largely increased attendances of 
heathen, while the nightly village services have reached in the 
aggregate many thousands of people of all classes. 

We have had a series of services preparatory to the com¬ 
munion yesterday. Two or more were held daily since ^Ved- 
nesday. The attendance ranged from fifteen hundred to two 

iJwusand five hundred, the latter meaning a packed church and a 
large congregation outside. Eighty meii and women, who have 

been from two to five years in the candidates' class, ivere baptized, 

and eighty-eight infants. There were seventy -nine adults admtiUd 

to the catechumens’ class. Four hundred and fifty-five communi¬ 
cants were present on Sabbath. 

It has been a privilege for Mr. Fraser and myself to stand by 
the local workers on this occasion. 

Ho. 37.—Miss AGNES E. LAMBERT. 

Kondowe, Livingstonia, B.C.A., 

jM May, rgoj. 

Miss L.ambert writes :— 

CLOSE OF THE LONG SESSION. 

I suppose it must be time to write to you again, though it 
only seems like last week when I wrote you my last letter. Our 
long session came to an end on Wednesday, 29th April, and on 
Thursday the boys and girls, with few exceptions, set off in 
different directions. Friday was spent in writing Bursary Reports, 
and Saturday in planning out Syllabuses for the coming session; 
so it was not till yesterday that we felt our holiday had really 
begun. To-day Dr. Chisholm arrived from Mwenzo; to-morrow 
we expect other missionaries to arrive from the different stations, 
and then the Council meetings begin on Thursday. After they 
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are over I hope to get off for a rest. I expect to go first by 
steamer to Bandawe, and then on with the Frasers to Kakoma, 
and back by Ekwendeni. Our holidays are changed this year, 
and we are to have May and June and then November, instead 
of May and October and November as formerly. 

DISAPPOINTMENTS AND ENCOUR.^GEMENTS. 

We have had a long and busy session, but I do not know that 
there is anything special to chronicle. We have had our dis¬ 
appointments amongst the boys, it is true, but we have also had 
much to cheer and encourage us. I am thinking specially just 
now of one boy who sorely disappointed us by disobedience and 
rudeness. He was sent away to brick-building for a month as a 
punishment, and came back completely humbled and eager to 
show his penitence for what he had done. He has lost all his 
old pride and reserve, and has developed in many ways. Shortly 
after I wrote you last January a very pleasing incident happened. 
A boy appeared in my class one day who had left last September 
and had not returned with the others in December. On making 
enquiries I found that he had not been able to get the necessary 
seven shillings as entrance fee, and so was obliged to stay at 
home in one of the lake shore villages. An ’Ngoni boy heard 
of this, and he managed to give seven shillings out of his own 
earnings—he is one of our teachers—so as to enable this boy to 
come back to school. He had no connection with the boy, and 
belonged to a different tribe, but, as he said himself, he wanted 
to do this kind thing for Christ’s sake. 

THE NEW CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOUR. 

I forgot, when I said there was nothing outstanding to tell, 
about the starting of our Christian Endeavour. We call it by 
that name, though it is really not the same as the Christian 
Endeavour Society. I shall enclose a pledge card, and you will 
see the rules. \Ve felt there was a need for something of the 
kind, so as to get the younger boys and girls to do something 
definite for Christ’s sake. We have nearly eighty members. 
Every week reports are given in of work done. Many of the boys 
have what they call “God’s garden,” that is, a small piece of 
ground where they plant beans, or maize, or sweet potatoes, and 
then they give all the produce to the Church. One boy who 
writes well has copied out a hymn book for another who can’t 
afford to buy one. Others who can draw have copied maps on 
cloth, to send to out-schools where a map is an unheard of 
luxury. The reports are very amusing often, the work done is 
so varied. In the beginning of March the Juniors gave a short 
kinderspiel—“The Alphabet” They did wonderfully well. 
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considering that it was all in English, and that those taking part 
had never once been all present together at a practice. The 
Seniors’ Concert was on the 17 th April You will see from the 
enclosed programme that we are getting more ambitious. The 
older boys have worked very well this last session, and are 
beginning now to appreciate good music. 

BAPTISMS—THE COMMUNION. 

On the first Sabbath of April there were twenty-two adult 
baptisms. Nine of those baptized were schoolboys. The follow¬ 
ing Sabbath—^Easter—was Communion Sabbath. So many 
people came up from the lake and neighbouring villages that the 
school was too small to hold them all, and so we had the services 
out of doors. It was a very impressive sight. 

Next morning, at six o’clock, we had a meeting out in the 
playground. Mr. Moffat’s workers were present, as well as the 
schoolboys and apprentices. There must have been seven hun¬ 
dred there. All the speakers spoke of the obligation resting on 
those who were Christ’s disciples to carry the Gospel to those 
still in darkness. The following Sabbath over eighty people were 
admitted to the Catechumens’ Class. 

FIFTY-FIVE VOLUNTEERS. 

During those days after the Communion, at every suitable 
opportunity, the boys were reminded of the villages in Marambo 
that were waiting for teachers. You will have already heard of 
the two boys who went off there some weeks ago as permanent 
teachers. We hardly dared hope that as many would volunteer 
this time as in September, for May and June are cold and trying 
months, and then the boys are accustomed to have all May as 
a holiday, and had been looking forward to getting home and 
seeing their friends. Many of them, too, were tired after the five 
months’ hard work at school. Only a few volunteered to begin 
with, and then, on the last Saturday of the session, they were told 
all the names of volunteers for missionary work in the west must 
be in by Monday. Thirty-three, I think, was the number of 
those who went away last vacation, and on Saturday there were 
not more than a dozen names from amongst the school boys. 
They had had long discussions over the matter among themselves, 
and many of them had time to think it over quietly by themselves 
on Sabbath, with the result that on Monday we had no less than 
fifty-five names. Most of those volunteers went away on Thurs¬ 
day ; a few will go later with Mr. Henderson or Mr. Mackenzie. 
Several of the apprentices and workers volunteered also, and they 
also may go later on. 
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I am glad to be able to say that I have not had a single 

attack of fever this year. 

SCHOOL CONCERT. 

End of Session, J7th April, 1903. Rev. R. Laws, D.D., MID., Chairman. 

Programme. 

1. Organ Solo,.Miss Fleming. 
2. Solo and Chorus, - “ Old Folks ai Home,” - - Charles Tabata. 
3. Reading, - - “ King Hacon’s Last Battle,” • Aaron Kopeka. 
4. Solo and Chorus, • “ Poor Old Joe,” - - Alifeu Zichoka. 
5. Recitation,.' . . . Mr. Campbell. 
6. Solo, - “ The song that reached my heart,” - Charles Domingo. 
7. Glee, - - - “Canadian Boat Song,” - - • - Choir, 
g, Reading, - - - “ The Brook,” • Jonathan Chinthaka, 
9. Solo and Chorus, “ I’se gwine back to Dixie,” Philip Kamwanika. 

10. Reading, • • • “ Song of the River,” - - Thomas Tembo. 
11. Solo, • * - “ Lang, Lang Syne,” - * Mr. Adamson. 

Chairman’s Address. 

12. Solo, 
13. Reading, • 
14. Anthem, - 
15. Anthem, - 
16. Recitation, 
17. Anthem, - 
18. Recitation, 
19. Anthem, - 
20. Anthem, - 

“ Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep,” Isaiah Konje. 
“ The Legend Beautiful,” - Simon Karumba. 

In all their affliction,” • • - * Choir. 
- “ Comfort, O Lord,” - - - - Parly. 

- “ The Reaper and the Flowers,” - Lamek Mankwala. 
“ In the fear of the Lord,” • - - Choir. 

“ Wisdom from Ecclesiastes,” • Roger Kotakota. 
“ Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace,” - - Party. 
“ How beautiful upon the mountains,” - * Choir. 

Closing Hymn, • No. 360. 

Benediction. 

No. 38.—Dr. ROBERT LAWS. 

20th May, /goj. 

Dr. Laws writes :—I enclose copy of Minutes of our Mission 

Council which has just been held here. 
As will be seen, a number of very serious matters came up 

for adjustment, and we trust the best solution of the individual 

difficulties has been accepted in each case. Certainly great care 

was taken to seek such and adopt it. The sending of Mr. J. M. 

Henderson to Loudon for a time to help in the building of that 

station involves considerable expense, but seemed the best course 

to follow. 
MR. Mackenzie’s future work. 

Minute ii practically cancels, for the time at anyrate, the 
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Minute of the Senatus already sent home as to Mr. Mackenzie 

and his future work. The Mission Council highly value Mr. 

Mackenzie and his v/ork, and hope to retain his services in the 

Mission. 
LOUDON STATION. 

This has been agreed to, but it is possible trouble may arise 

in securing the site, as at present land sales are discontinued. 

The case may be treated as one already taken up before the 

change was gazetted. 

KARONGA NEW HOUSE. 

An alternative plan to that shown Mr, Dewar has also his 

approval, which is, to make it the same as the double storey part 

of the house already up, with kitchen attached. This would 

make the dwelling-house the same for medical and ordained 

missionaries there, the difference being that in the single storey 

part of the doctor’s house there is a waiting-room and surgery 

included. This might save comparisons in the future. 

MONEY NEEDED FOR KASUNGU. 

Minute 34 is to provide for the money needed for building 

Kasungu Station being in hand. Dr. Prentice would prefer it 

sent this way, and draw as needed on the local treasurer within 

the limits fixed by the Livingstonia Committee. 

He has been able to get wood now in his district, which is a 

boon for-him. 

APPENDIX. 

At Livingstonia, the 6th April, 1903; which day Dr. Laws, as 

Secretary of the Mission Council, requested Rev. J. Hen¬ 

derson, Rev. D. R. Mackenzie, and Mr. Moffat, members of 

the Mission Council, to meet him in consultation. 

Mr. J. M. Henderson arrived from Karonga the previous day 

with the view of laying before the Secretary of the Mission 

Council causes of friction which had arisen between Rev. A. 

Dewar, in charge of Karonga Station, and himself, which, he 

states, have led to his being suspended from work by Rev. A. 

Dewar. 

In the absence of Rev. A. Dewar, one of the parties in the 

case, and in view that the Mission Council meets next month, 

the above-named members decline to enter upon the merits of 

the case, but they ask Mr. J. M. Henderson to prepare a state¬ 

ment of the matter in dispute, and send this as early as possible 

to the Secretary. 
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In the meantime, without in any way interfering with the 
•suspension of Mr. J. M. Henderson by the Bev. Mr. Dewar, 
they consider it advisable that, till the Mission Council meets, 
Mr. J. M. Henderson and his wife should come to Livingstonia, 
not for work, but that further friction may be avoided till the case 
-is disposed of by the Mission Council. 

A copy of this minute to be sent to the Rev. A. Dewar and 
.another to be given to Mr. J. M. Henderson. 

Robert Laws, Secretary. 

No. 39.—MINUTES OF MISSION COUNCIL. ' 

May, 1903. 

At Livingstonia, the irth day of May, 1903, on which day the 
Livingstonia Mission Council met and was constituted— 
Rev. D. Fraser in the Chair. 

1. Sederunt.—Revs. D. Fraser, James Henderson, D. R. 
Mackenzie, A. Dewar, Dr. Prentice, Dr. Elmslie, Dr. Boxer, and 
Dr. Chisholm; Messrs. M. Moffat and R. D. M'Minn; and Dr. 
Laws, Secretary. 

2. After devotional exercises, Dr. Laws read the following 
letter from Bishop Trower, of the Universities Mission, Likoma, 
and the Mission Council confirmed the letter of Dr. Laws as 
their answer to that of Bishop Trower. 

_ ^ Likoma, B.C.A., 27/A 790^. 
Dear Dr, Laws, 

I am very glad to know that your Committee are 
■willing to recognise the Droangwa River as a boundary between 
-us and yourselves, and I thank them for the friendly way in 
which they have met my proposal. 

As you say, the Nkata Bay question is more difficult. It 
would of course, in the ordinary way, be undesirable—-indeed, 
impossible—to follow up individuals, or even single families, who 
move into the spheres of other Missions. But in this case there 
.are some fifty families near together. Their relations are at 
Likoma, or elsewhere in our Mission, and go to visit th^m. One 
•of our native deacons has relations amongst them, they have 
been brought up on the positive (not controversial) lines of the 
•Church of England, and believe in the grace of confirmation, 
.absolution, episcopal orders, &c. I hate controversy, and recog- 
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nise with delight the great body of belief and teaching we of 
different denominations- have in common ; but I believe with all 
my heart in the Church whose orders I bear, and by whose com¬ 
mission alone I have my right to teach. Since, unhappily, the 
Churches of England and Scotland are not in outward^ com¬ 
munion, I am the more anxious that we should work here side by 
side with mutual regard and goodwill, and that'we should act as 
far as we possibly can in concert and agreement. For yourself 
and your staff, and the great work you have done and are doing, I 
have only admiratiori, and I count it a privilege to have made 
your acquaintance and to have seen Kondowe. I hope, too, that 
I may count you amongst my friends. 

However, to come back to the question in point. Will you 
be willing that we, surrendering the question of putting a native 
teacher there, and doing nothing to prevent any of our converts 
who wish to attach themselves to your Mission, should come 
over from time to time—it would not be probably more than 
half-a-dozen times a year—to hear the confessions and to give 
the communion to such as desire these ministrations ? The case 
is exceptional. It is not by any act or will of ours that our people 
have moved, and is not likely to be a precedent for overlapping. 

I have stated my mind as frankly as I can, and I am sure, 
dear Dr. Laws, that, even if you think me conceited, bigoted, 
and mistaken, you will not credit me with any wilful lack of 
charity or desire for emphasizing differences. 

With very kind regards, 

Believe me, sincerely yours, 

(Signed) Gerard Likoma. 

3. A letter from Miss Knight was read, resigning her post in 
connection wifh the Livingstonia Institution as from 8th May, 
1903. The Livingstonia Mission Council desire to record their 
warm appreciation of the honorary services of Miss Knight and 
the work she has done, and express their hearty good wishes for 
her future happiness as the wife of Dr. Boxer. 

4 A proposal was received from the Missionary Conference 
held at Blantyre, British Centra! Africa, for a weekly cycle of 
prayer on behalf of the missions at work in Central Africa. 

The Mission Council sympathize heartily with the aims of the 
proposal, leaving each member to use his own discretion as to- 
how far he can carry it into practice. 

5. Dr. Elmslie proposed that the name of Mr. C. Stuart 
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be submitted to the Livingstonia Mission Committee as a 
member of the Mission Council, so as to represent Ekwendeni 
district during Dr. Elmslie’s absence on furlough. This was 
agreed to. 

6. The Secretary read a letter he had received from Mr. J.. 
M. Henderson regarding friction that had arisen between Rev. 
A. Dewar and himself, resulting in his suspension from work at 
Karonga. The Secretary read accompanying Minutes, The 
Mission Council heard the statements of the parties, rescind 
the suspension, and, after deliberation and mutual explanations 
by Mr. Dewar and Mr. Henderson, their cordial relations were 
re-established; but because of the requirements of two families,, 
and the house accommodation at Karonga, the Council decide 
that meantime Mr. Henderson be sent to Loudon for the building 
of that station. 

7. The Secretary reported that the furlough of Miss Fleming,, 
after three years, was due this year, in view of her returning for a 
second period of service, which she intended doing if found 
physically fit for this. The Mission Council recommend her 
being sent back, and agree to her furlough on close of session. 

8. Dr. Elmslie’s furlough is due in February, but as schools 
are closed in December and January, it might prove more advan¬ 
tageous to take furlough in November rather than to wait till 
April, which he would otherwise have to do. To this the Mission 
Council agreed. 

9. The Mission Council proceeded to consider the needs of 
the Institution in view of the Minute of Senatus regarding the 
furlough and resignation of Rev. D. R. Mackenzie. A decision^ 

was deferred till next day. 

The meeting was closed with the benediction, 

Donald Fraser, Chairman. 
Robert Laws, Secretary. 

At Livingstonia, the isth day of May, 1903; which day the- 
Livingstonia Mission Council met and was constituted. 

10, Sederunt.—As before. 

11. The Mission Council, in view of the needs of the Institu- 
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.tion and the furlough of Rev. James Henderson, ask Rev. Mr. 
Mackenzie to take furlough in November, coming Dack to relieve 
Mr. Henderson, on whose return Mr. Mackenzie should be set 

'free for station work. That, considering the present lacx of 
.funds, the Senatus would endeavour to make arrangements 
whereby the Livingstonia Mission Committee mignt be able to 
defer the appointment of another ordained man to the Institution 

■for three or four years. 

12. The Mission Council ask that at the October meeting 
.^ach station should give annually an estimate, a year m advance, 
of the number of certificated teachers hkely to be reqmrea m 
•connection with the work of its district, as a guide to the Senatus 

in their arrangements, 

13. Dr. ElrasUe proposed, for the consideration of the 
Senatus, the giving of a special course to those becoming certifi¬ 
cated teachers, so as to help them more fully to instruct cate- 

-chumens in the districts to which they may be appointed as 

teachers and evangelists. 

14. In cpniiectiori with this the Senatus brought forward a 
proposal for a change in the Normal Course, whereby it would be 
jixtended for six months, the pupils- going- to their stations for 
one year's practical work under a certificated teacher, and return¬ 
ing for other two years’ tuition at the Institution. With this 

■change the course suggested by Dr. Elmsiie could be more or 
less fully carried out. The Mission Council agreed. 

15. Eev. Mr. Fraser reported, with regard_ to Kakoma, that 
.Dr. Elmsiie had been unable to visit the district. The Rev. C, 
H. Murray (of Mwera), Mr. William Murray, Dr. Prentice, and 
Mr. C. Stuart, as well as Rev. Mr. Fraser and Dr. Fraser, have 
seen the place, and report favourably of it as a centre of worjs. 
•Considerable discussion followed as to the stability of the water 
supply. By both doctors who have seen it and tested it tne 
water is considered good. Owing to the configuration of the 
•country, the supply for the future as a stream running all the 
year round cannot be guaranteed, but no better is available in a 
place suitable as a centre for work. There is every reason t,o 

•believe that well water will continue to be available in abundance 

in the future as at present. 

16. It was agreed to sanction the building of the station, to 
ibe called Loudon, and that Mr. Fraser be authorised to proceed 

-with the work. 
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IT. Rev. Mr. Fraser detailed financial arrangements whereby- 
Mrs. Loudon, in memory of her late husband, the friend of 
Livingstone,' had generously put ;^iooo at the disposal of Mr. 
Fraser for the building of his house and other work of the 
station, and that the natives had agreed to build the church, 
hospital, and other public buildings as their contribution to- 
the work. 

18. The Mission Council record their grateful thanks for, and 
appreciation of, Mrs. Loudon’s generous help. 

19. Rev. Mr. Fraser showed general plans prepared by his- 
brother for the station, the church, and other buildings. The- 
plan for the house has not yet come forward. 

20. These plans were examined by the Mission Council, and 
Dr. Elmslie, Rev. J. Henderson, and Dr. Laws were appointed a 
committee of reference for Mr. Fraser, to consider, and with 
authority to approve of, the plans of the houses. 

21. The alterations and repairs required for Bandawe Station 
were next taken up. A letter from Mr. J. M'Gregor, written at 
Dr. Boxer’s request, gave estimates as to the proposed alterations 
on Mr. MacAlpine’s house at Bandawe and re-roofing of Dr.- 
Boxer’s house. He estimates that to raise the walls of Mr- 
MacAlpine’s house ail round would cost about whereas to- 
build up gables for end windows, and to provide ventilation from 
the eaves, with wire netting to exclude bats as well, would cost 
only j^2$. Dr. Elmslie and Mr. Fraser, who had just come from 
Bandawe, as well as Dr. Boxer, considered this would prove 
effective, and so this plan was agreed upon. 

22. For Dr. Boxer’s house it was agreed that an iron roof 
should be provided. The cost of this, with wooden ceilings for 
thre^ main rooms and repairs, Mr. M‘Gregor estimates at ;^2oo, 
Dr. Boxer at a lesser sum. 

’28. The Mission Council agreed that when Mr. J. M'Gregor 
has finished thd work at Bandawe he should prhceed to help with 
the buildings for Loudon Station. ‘ ^ .. 

24. Rev. Mr. Dewar submitted a sketch plan of the new 
house proposed for Karonga, with adjoining cottage of two rooms 
as office and travellers’ room. The Mission Council proposed 
the addition of an attached kitchen to the house, and send the 
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iplans home to the Livingstonia Committee for advice and 

sanction.* 

25. Dr. Prentice reported favourably as to the use of zinc 
■instead of lead in the walls as a protection against white ants, as 
■being so much lighter in transport, and the Mission Council 
recommend this for the walls, with wooden couples and corrugated 
iron sheets for the Karonga house. 

26. Dr. Chisholm asked advice as to the best way of dealing 
with the remaining part of his hospital yet unbuilt. A plan was 
.agreed upon, the cost of which, if more than the money on hand, 
Dr. Chisholm can provide from medical fees. The part already 
built has cost about £,60, and the rest may amount to other ;^8o. 

27. The Mission Council desire to convey their grateful thanks 
to the Misses Gordon for their munificent gift of the David 
Gordon Memorial Hospital to the Livingstonia Institution. 
They empower Dr. Laws to prepare draft plans, which he will lay 
before the Mission Council for consideration at a future meeting, 
as the building cannot be proceeded with till work at present on 

ihand is completed. 

28- Dr. Boxer reported that the two sums, consisting of the 
portion of the leaflet scheme for Banda-we and Karonga Hospitals 

■(;^88), and also the proceeds of Dr. Soby Fletcher’s estate 
(^145 7s. gd.), have not yet been remitted to him, and that he 
irunable to proceed further in the building of his hospital until 
these are sent. The Mission Council request that the money 
thus due be remitted as soon as possible. 

29. The Mission Council recommended that the legacy^ of 
Miss Tulloch, which has been put into the Stations Building 
Fund, for the building of hospitals at the various stations (see 
Committee’s Minute), be considered as available for Ekwendeni 
Hospital, with upkeep, when the building is proceeded with. 

SO. The Secretary" read communications from the Blantyre \ 
Mission Council regarding the recruiting of labour in British \ 
Central Africa for the Johannesburg mines, and inviting the i 
■co-operation of the Livingstonia Mission Council in the matter. 1 
The Rev. J. Henderson proposed, and Rev. A. Dewar seconded, ^ 
the following motion, which was unanimously agreed to by the J 
Mission Council:— 

*In Minute 24 see Dr. Law's laiter. 
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31. “ That- the Mission Council view with apprehension the 
moral results which will follow from recruiting labour in the 

: British Central African Protectorate for the Johannesburg mines, 
i They strongly protest against the Administration acting as a 
• recruiting agency. Already a feeling of alarm has been created 
j in the West Nyasa district, where the Collector, to whom alone 
i the native can look for protection against coercion or injustice, 

is calling for labour through his messengers, in the case of whom 
the ^natives may^not distinguish a request from a command.” 

32. A discussion took place regarding the proposed native 
paper, and a rearrangement of its details was proposed and 
accepted. The Rev. J. Henderson agreed to undertake the 
preparation of one or two numbers, as an experiment, before 
next meeting of Mission Council. 

33. An intimation has been received from Rev. J. Fairley 
Daly, Honorary Secretary, that it is necessary the estimates for 
Mission expenses for the year be reduced by ;^4oo. It was 

eed that each station has to consider the sum available for its 
Mission expenses reduced by one-sixth, so as to meet the above 
amount 

34. The Mission Council ask that the balance available for 
Kasongu Station be remitted to the local treasurer. 

35. The Mission Council empower the Secretary to make 
application for one square mile of land for the new station at 
Loudon. 

36. Regarding Dr. Smith’s communication about placing 
drug indents with Scottish hrms of druggists, the Mission Council 
would call attention to the offers of some leading English firms, 
who offer inclusive terms which, on drugs alone, amount to twenty- 
five per cent, on list prices, that these might be taken into con¬ 
sideration in asking for tenders as proposed. 

S7. It was decided that the next meeting of Mission Council 
be held at Livingstonia Institution on 8th October, 1903. 

38. The Minutes of Mission Council were read and confirmed, 
and the meeting closed with the benediction. 

Donald Fraser, Chairman. 

Robert Laws, Secretary. 
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m. 40.~Dr. ERJJEST A. BOXER. 

Banbawe, sgi/i Jum., /poj. 

Dr. Ernest A. Boxer writes:—The half-year has come 

round, and I have. been neglectful enough not to send you the 

half-yearly letter. 
Last year, 1902, closed with some measure of expectancy in 

our hearts. It is a curious premonition that comes sometimes— 
something comparable to the “ sound as of abundance of ram y 
and we at Bandawe had felt that for some time. At the latter 
end of December Dr. Elmslie, our Interim Moderator of Session, 
was with us, conducting oar large December Communion. At 
such times Cliristians and catechumens converge on to Bandawe 
in large numbers, bringing with them an increased sense of the- 
oneness in Christ. And they, perhaps by the expectancy of their 
own hearts, bring a wave of expectancy and hope to us all.^ Of 
course, Bandawe Congregation tends very much to centre itself 
around and near Bandawe, while the numbers of Christians tends- 
to thin off towards north and south. This seems to be the 
natural result of a localised church. One could wish that there 
were stronger centres of Christian influence and life at other 
places than at Bandawe itself; I mean in our own district. But 
one cannot but be more and more struck with the amaxing 
opportunities of past days, when, for fear of life and property, 
the people were collected in larger centres. One such centre to- 
the north, Chintechi, seems to be getting thinner every time one 
visits it. Indeed, now, all along the coast for 25 miles to the 
north and 45 to the south it is one long succession of huts, here 
and there becoming small villages by virtue of a few extra huts. 
But as for centres, I fear we shall look in vain for them now. 
One cannot blame the people returning to their old homes, those 
they' had before the ’Ngoni came. Wood for building and for 
fires is plentiful—old clearings have become forest again. New 
clearings can too easily be made of virgin soil to grow their millet 
for beer and to plant their cassava. They are becoming in som'e 
districts more “ natural ” than they were when herded together. 
But then this increases the difficulty of schools, as you will 
readily seel It means more teachers But now, with the 
increased pays that Kondowi teachers receive, it means our 
resources are stretched to the snapping, and that means that we 
may have to remove teachers from some schools in order to pay 
those returning from Kondowi to us. And all this in the face of 
the reduced Budget! However, during the January-A-pril Session 
we have every cause to be very thankful. The teachers have 
done well and pulled together, and though some of the teachers- 
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have not done their best, others have given the liveliest satisfac¬ 
tion. As for the actual numbers of teachers, scholars, and the 
like, I trust Mr. M'Minn, who has charge of the schools, will give 
you more definite details. 

That expectancy that commenced last December became 
speedily changed during the succeeding months into an actual 
blessing. I he services at Bandawe grew more steadily The 
church was usually fairly well filled—from looo to 1200 being 
the average attendance at the 10 a.m. service. The Preachers’ 
Class grew larger, and that meant that a large number of young 
men went Sunday by Sunday to preach in outlying villages. 
1 he Hearers’ Class became twice its ordinary size, and fully 300 
used to attend. The prayer meetings on Wednesdays also "rew, 
and in intensity. The Sunday Schools became much iTetter 
attended, because better taught. The village evening services 
became better and larger, The “sure and certain hope” seemed 
to draw people to make more careful inquiry into these things. 
An outbreak of dancing and other old practices, which had 
occurred in September-November of 1902, entirely ceased, and 
that last kick of the evil one seems to show that he, too, felt 
that souls might be snatched as brands from his burning. And 
yet the most happy part of all this revival has been its intense 
stillness. There was no revival preaching, fiery exhortations; no 
playing on the childishness of natives, to be moved here and 
there by passing gusts; nothing but the quiet Spirit of God 
moving like the quiet evening breezes, soughing amidst the hearts 
that are yet in the gloaming. Perhaps to an outsider nothing 
was taking place, but God was carrying out His own purposes. 
Then, as the May Communion Services drew on, great numbers 
of people came forward for admission as catechumens and to be 
baptized. The tests were always hard. Because a man merely 
wanted to become a catechumen that was no sufficient reason, 
and his test was a knowledge of Christ’s life and work. Of a 
chance list of fifty names of those desirous of becoming catechu¬ 
mens, only some ten are marked as having sufficient knowledge 
of simple things, which both shows that the ignorance of our 
folks is very great, and, also, that by no means all who apply are 
enrolled. It was particularly gratifying to find that a great many 
seekers came from fairly distant villages, showing that teachers 
had been faithful there. Then at the services, April 29 - May 3, 
the attendance was remarkable. There were some ten services in 
the series, and at those no less than 14,596 were present, am 
average of 1450 at each service. These are large numbers. Thel 
same expectancy filled all our hearts, and this gave great point to| 
the speakers’ addresses. As before. Dr. Elmslie, our Moderator,' 

D 
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was with us, also Rev. Donald Fraser, who came to Bandawe en 
route to Kondowi for Mission Council. Some eighty-nine children 
were baptized, some seventy-nine were adinitted as catechuinens, 
and seventy-nine were baptized into Christ f 
At Bandawe the tests for baptism are particularly hard, harder 
perhaps, than elsewhere, for Bandawe has had so many years of 
opportunities and responsibilities. I he Shorter Catechism 
Chitonga offers as many difficulties to heavy minds as d does to 
lighter minds at home. These services, of course, were all leading 
up to the Communion Service itself, and it was with very thankful 
hrarts that some 45° sat down together as redeemed by their 
Lord’s blood. To see dark faces, old and wrinkled, scarred and 
disfigured, with lip and ear ornaments ; bright young wives, old, 
old Irandmothers; young boys at their first Communion, and 
older, graver, steadier faces of the elders, all acknowledging by 
bent head that death offered once for all, makes the happy sound 
of “ All one in Christ Jesus ” ring loud m one s heart 

During first week or so of May we were at Mission Council, 
and returned by loth. Immediately after my marriage we had 
the sad work of nursing the African Lakes agent, Mr. Blair, m 
black-water fever, only to see him slip through our fingers mside 

a week of our marriage. 
The week following we started on tour towards the north. 

Barely had we been three days away before I was summoned to 
another case of black-water. So, leaving tent and all, Mrs BoMr 
and I went to nurse this second case. He did very well. We 
returned to our touring work, and since then have been living in 
tent It is cold, windy, and wet, and some days are as dis¬ 
agreeable as the West of Scotland can be. We have had a more 
delightful time during the last three weeks. Our services had 
been fairly large and been very attentive. It is indeed casting 
bread on many waters, and after many days receiving the tftmn. 

Our next session begins in a few days, and we hope it will be 
as good as the last. We return to house-life to-morrow, after three 

weeks of tent-life. 
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VOTE FOR CHURCH UNION. 

Preshyteriana at Buffalo Favor Join¬ 

ing Cumberland Branch. 

[by telhoraph to the tribune.] 

Buffalo, May 27.—Union with the Cumberland 
Church received another forward movefOent to¬ 
day when the Northern Presbyterian Assembly by 
“.an overwhelming vote,” to quote the moderator s 
words, adopted the report of the committee and 
sent to the presbyteries the overture asking them 
If they approved it. This is the constitutional 
method, and the contest will now be transferred 
from the Assembly to the presbyteries scattered 
throughout the world. 

The discussion to-day lasted an hour- and a half. 
Dr. Grimke, a colored minister, and Dr. Hamlin, 
both of Washington, took opposite sides. The for¬ 
mer made an eloquent plea against the proposed 
union, because it would separate the colored peo¬ 
ple from the white, this being one of the conditions 
of union on which the Cumberiahd people Insisted. 
Dr. Hamlin, qji the other hand, said that he be¬ 
lieved the plan proposed would favor the negroes 
He explained further that he was in favor of union 
and reunion, and In favor, moreover. Of the re¬ 
union of Christendom. Just now he wished to vote 
for the union of the Cumberland church because 
thsit was available. Dr. Roberts closed the debate. 
He denied that it was the Intention of the com¬ 
mittee to widen the Church. The Cumberland peo¬ 
ple insisted that they were Calvinists, and he be¬ 
lieved them. He then read the following resolution, 
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which was later adopted: 

Resolved, That the Assembly, in 

Pr!shyisLtchfrcS!^Jp's ef- Engineers, 

gfed“iS S'S n?t SS.-paMTut|r| 
system of doctrine contained In the , 
taught in Holy but was designed to re 
move misapprehensfon as to the proper interpret 
tion thfereof. 

The Assembly adopted the report of the com¬ 
mittee and enlarged the committee. Dr. J. Addi¬ 
son Henry, the moderator; D. H. gevevance, of 
Cleveland, the vice-moderator; President Patton 
and Professor De Witt, of Princeton Theological 
Seminary; President Moffat of Washington and 
Jefferson College. Dr. S. J. Nlccolls, of St. Hfuls, 
and H. .C. Gara. of Philadelphia, are the nev 
members.VDr. John Fox, President Patton and 
four othert signed a protest against the action of 
the Assembly, and a committee was appointed to 

answer it-. 
Hereafter separate presbyteries for Colored people, 

or for whit© people where the majority in existing 
presbyteries Is colored, may be organized if the 
presbyteries apiirove the overture sent to them by 
the assembly to-day. The assembly increased the 
salary of Dr. W. H. Roberts, the stated clerk, to 
$5,000. It decided to meet next year in Winona, Ind. 
Dr. B. N. White, of New-York, made an effective 
appeal in behalf of the board of church erection. 
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jl^^odist Clergymen Say Bailroad Men Are 

Temperance Pioneers. 

Los Angeles. May 27.—At the session of the Meth¬ 
odist Conference to-day. B, M.-Randall, of Tacoma, 
Wash., was elected secretary of the Epworth 
League, and J. T. McFarland, of Topeka. Kan., sec¬ 
retary of the Sunday School Union. 'Both elections' 
were hdtly^ contested, and it required half a dozen 
ballots In each case to arlve at a choice. 

The feature of the session was the appearance of 
a delegation fj*om the convention of the Brother¬ 
hood of Locomotive Engineers, now In session In 
this city, bringing greetings of that organization. 
Delos i^erett and G. R. Doherty, Grand Chaplain 
of the brotherhood, made brief speeches, acknowl¬ 
edging the courtesy of the conference in sending 
a delegation to the engineers’ convention and eu¬ 
logizing the wor'k of the Methodist Church. 

Mr. Everett said that the Brotherhood of Loco¬ 
motive Engineers was almost the pioneer in the 
temperance movement In this country, that for al¬ 
most forty years that organlzatlofi had advocated 
total abstinence, and that If it w’ere left to the 
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, With its fifty 
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No. i&—Rev. DONALD FRASER. 

LoudoNj British Central Africa, 

24th Decemhery igos. 

NEW BUILDINGS ERECTED. 

The Rev. Donald Fraser writes:—Our building season is 
over, and I am able to let you know in brief what has been done. 

We have built now (i) a store, which serves at present as Mr. 
and Mrs. Henderson’s dwelling-house; (2) an office; (3) a tool- 
house; (4) a boarders’ house, which serves as our dwelling-house; 
(5) a native pastor’s house, in which the carpenter will live when 
he comes next month; (6) a good-sized hospital, containing two 
wards, waiting-room, operating-room, dispensary, surgical dressing- 
room, and two nurses’ rooms; (7) a church, with schools attached. 
The school-rooms will be separated from the church by movable 
partitions, so that on the occasion of great gatherings they may 
be thrown open, and give accommodation for a congregation of 
3000 people. The church has two towers, not quite completed, 
and is built in cruciform. It is the largest church in British 
Central Africa. (8) We have also built houses for the joiners 
and builders, and a large temporary carpenters’ shop; (9) and, 
finally, we have cut down the superfluous trees, cleared the 
ground, and made short roads. 

For these houses a million bricks were made and built during 
the past six months. The roofing of the church alone has meant 
the sawing up of about 100 logs, between 400 and 500 beams 
being required for the couples. 

To do all this has involved a very strenuous life for Mr. 
Henderson and myself during the past six months. What we 
owe to Mr. Henderson we cannot reckon. The thorough and 
first-class workmanship of all that has passed through his hands 
will be a monument to him here, and amid all the stress he has 
worked with a like intensity to bring the knowledge of Christ’s 
redemption to the workers. 

COST OF THE WORK. 

So much work has not been accomplished without expenditure 
of money. Yet this would have been much greater but for the 
fact that 4000 people have given us a fortnight’s free labour, and, 
besides this, we have had the advantage of an abundant supply of 
workmen at low wages, and the material for brickmaking and 
building are at our doors. So that, I believe, we have erected 
these houses with unusual economy. 

So far the whole work has cost about ^1100. To meet this 
we have received locally in gifts, from the natives in labour, in 
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^tore profits (which amount to ;^i5o)> and in a few subscriptions 
from Europeans (about ;^45o). So that I have already used 
^650 of Mrs. Loudon’s gift, and have only about ^^56 left with 
which to complete the station and build our dwelling-house. 

When I wrote to you I reckoned that we would require about 
^1000 from the Committee to build this station, over and above 
the free labour of the people, and I have now received ;^7o6, 
Mrs. Loudon’s gift. But I fear that our conception of the size 
of the necessary buildings has somewhat increased since then, 
and we have planned to complete the station at once, so that we 
.may be free for the great work which lies beside us ; and, since I 
wrote, the cost of building a house, with a wooden floor, has gone 
up considerably, owing to the Government suddenly informing us 
that we shall require to pay a royalty on all sawn timber. This 
royalty is so heavy that the cost of wood will be raised by about 
30 per cent. I petitioned the Commissioners to get this royalty 
remitted, especially for church and hospital, as these are public 
buildings, erected by the people, and the royalty for the timber for 
them would amount to about ;^iSo. Dr. Laws backed me up in 
an interview he had with the Deputy Commissioner, but the only 
concession he got was a remission of the royalty on the roofing 
only of the church and hospital. (Personally I fail to recognise 
the legal or moral right of this royalty. Government has not yet 
taken over ’Ngoniland, and has no treaty rights with the chiefs. 
They have not spent anything on the country, v/hile the 
Mission has spent not less than ;^2o,ooo from first to last, and 
has saved the Government thousands by the pacification of the 
country. Yet we are asked to pay royalty on wood which has not 
been protected nor possessed by them, and this royalty will be felt 
keenly by the schools. The cost of blackboards, seats, and school 
furniture will be raised 30 or 40 per cent., and Government from 
first to last has not given one penny to promote educational work 
or encourage any effort for the elevation of the people. But this 
is an Irishman’s yell “agin’ the Government.”) 

LOUDON DWELLING-HOUSE. 

Well, this royalty means a material addition to the cost of my 
dwelling-house, if I build with wooden floors. Dr. Elmslie’s 
house cost about ^^800,1 think, and we also would require about 
that amount. I reckoned when I wrote last year that we would 
require about ;^3oo or ^^400 from the Committee, over and 
above the gifts of the people, for the general buildings. Well, I 
have been so extravagant and ambitious that we have used 
instead; but large permanent houses have been erected, and the 
Tultimate efficiency of the station greatly increased. In these 
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matters I believe we have been very economical; but now we 
find ourselves without money to build our dwelling-house, and I 
believe your building fund is low. So I want to ask you for 
instructions as to which of three things we should do :— 

(1) Delay the building of a dv/elling-house and remain in the 
little house we are in meanwhile. This we can do quite well, and 
with pleasure. The economy of building now will come from the 
fact that we have now a large band of builders, sawyers, and 
joiners with us, who must be paid olf and dispersed if we delay, 
and whose wages increase every year. 

(2) Or the Committee might give us a grant of, say, ;£soo, 
and tell us to build a simple cottage, with mud or brick floors. 
That could be done well also. 

(3) Or the Committee might be willing to give us a grant of 
;£Boo from the building fund (from which we have not yet drawn 
anything), and we would erect a two-floored house, with five or 
six rooms, and a wooden floor. The advantage of this last and 
expensive plan is that a two-floored house, with sleeping rooms 
upstairs, is healthier, and that a wooden floor makes a great 
difference in comfort. On which point ask Mrs. Elmslie’s opinion. 

Now, our building season must begin again in May. So may 
I ask for instructions by cable? If you accept the first proposal 
cable the word delay; if the second, the word cottage; if the 
third, the word wood. But in the event of either of the last two 
being accepted you would require to send out money to the 
Loudon Station account in the African Lakes Corporation Bank. 
And if you want to censure me for my extravagance, you can just 
tell me by post. I won’t be in a hurry to hear by cable ! 

No. 19.—Mr. CHARLES STUART. 

Ekwendeni, 

West Nyasa, British Central Africa, 

Via Chinde, abth December, 1903. 

THE ANNUAL SCHEDULES. 

Mr. Charles Stuart writes:—I now send you the Annual 
Schedule of Statistics and Financial Statement. 

You will notice that some of the information required I have 
been unable to give, the records having been lost in the fire. The 
school attendances are for the month of November only. The 
figures of native congregational work are up to October, and are 
transcribed from a list which Dr. Elmslie left. They may, how¬ 
ever, be taken as up to this date, there having been no alteration 
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■since then, only I think they do not include a number of children 
which he baptised immediately before leaving—the Church books 
having been destroyed I cannot tell. I have not been able to 
give the number of marriages—probably about 8o. 

LOSSES THROUGH THE FIRE. 

In the financial statement I have placed in the expenditure 
3s. pd. as loss through fire. This represents the cost of 

store goods which were burned, but it does not include over 
worth of Zulu Bibles and Testaments which we held for the 
British and Foreign Bible Society, and also a new edition of the 
’Ngoni School Primer, which we had recently got from the Insti¬ 
tution printing office, the account for which has not yet been 
rendered. Perhaps the Society may bear the loss of the Bibles. 
I have written to Dr. Elmslie about this, and he will no doubt com¬ 
municate with them. The cost of the primer will appear as a 
loss in next year’s account. The value of the tools, school 
material, medicines, and instruments which v/ere destroyed does 
not, of course, appear in the account books, each department 
having been debited with the goods as they were received. 

WORK OF THE NATIVE CHURCH. 

Of the Church work in general I need hardly write anything. 
Dr. Elmslie, having been in charge the greater part of the year, 
will be able to tell you about this. Since he left the usual meet¬ 
ings and classes have been carried on and well attended. At the 

■close of the school session in November, a Preachers’ Class was 
organised, and the villages around have been systematically 
visited every Sabbath. The class is being attended by a large 
band of young men, teachers and others, and the work entered 
into very heartily. There were good results from a similar work 
in the month of June, and we have no doubt good is being done 
now'. Hezekiah Tweya has organized a similar class for the Njuyu 
district, and some of the teachers have done the same at the more 
distant schools. 

NATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS. 

In the financial statement I have placed the church-door col¬ 
lections of the two congregations as ^4$ 6s. lod., but from this 
should be deducted perhaps about ;£2 for marriage fees. To the 
Njuyu congregation has been added i from a suspense account 
brought over from last year. There are only a few small items in 
the expenditure, but, at a session meeting before Dr. Elmslie left, 
most of the Church money was voted towards the salary of the 
probationer, Hezikiah Tweya, the upkeep of schools, and the poor 
of the congregation. This will come into next year’s accounts. 
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In addition to the above, it should be stated that there has been- 
contributed to a building fund for a church, which we hope by* 
and-bye to erect at Ekwendeni, a sum of 14s- which 
X37 4s. lod. has been provided by the people, besides a large 
number of offers of free labour for the making of the bricks and 
other work in connection with the building. 

A sum of ;^i2 17s. 6d. has been noted as having been con¬ 
tributed as school fees. But, besides this, there has been a con¬ 
siderable quantity of contributions in kind, which has not yet been 
realised. The value of this when turned into money should be, l 

think, about 
THE SCHOOLS. 

The school year, on the whole, has been a good one. We 
have now six trained teachers from the Institution, and through 
them and the effects of the Continuation School the methods of 
teaching have improved very considerably. During the year we 
have opened eight new schools^ one of these in a district where we 
had a school some years ago, but which was ruined through the 
influence of a bad teacher. Our efforts to re-establish a school 
there were unsuccessful until our village preachers visited the dis¬ 
trict in the month of June, when the people made application for 
a teacher, and I recently had the pleasure of a visit from^a number 
of young people seeking admission to the Catechumens’ Class. 

Two new brick schools have been built during the year, and 
another enlarged, besides a number of more temporary erections 
of reeds. These were all put up by the people of the respective 
districts themselves, we having only to supply the brick-building. 

VALUE OF MUSCAT DONKEYS. 

In a letter to me some time ago you asked for further infor¬ 
mation about Muscat donkeys. The animal I have is very useful, 
not only for riding about the neighbourhood here, but for long 
journeys. The last time I went to the Institution I rode him^ 
most of the way, going and returning, and have used him a good 
deal in travelling among the schools. The Muscat is not to be 
confounded with the common brown donkey, which is not of 
much use in this country. Of course, some people prefer a 
machilla. It is an easy thing to call up a machilla team, while a 
donkey costs some trouble to look after. It is worth this, I think, 
not only in the saving of expense, but also in the healthy exercise 
of riding. Anyhow, if donkeys were good enough for Israel of 
old, surely they are good enough for us ! Just now it is, I believe, 
very difficult to get good Muscat animals. They are to be had in 
German territory, but meantime the Germans have forbidden ex¬ 
porting. The only way would be to get them from Zanzibar, via- 

Chinde. 
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THE FIRE AT EKWENDENI. 

The matter of the hre has been taken up by the Government. 
We had a visit from the Nkata collector over it, but we have not 
yet heard what is to be done in the matter. 

We are all keeping in very good health here. Mrs. Stuart 
joins me in kind regards. 

No. 20.—Rev. JAMES HENDERSON. 

OvERTOUN Institution, 

Livingstonia, British Central Africa, 

lotk yanuary^ igo^, 

CHANGES IN EDUCATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS. 

Rev. James Henderson writes:—In case Dr. Laws has over¬ 
looked it, I am sending you a copy of the new regulations affecting 
the Institution, which were accepted at the last Council, and have 
just been printed. It will let you see whereabout we are. V., 
VI., and VII. are our new departures. V. is more or less tem¬ 
porary, because our trained teachers are all really evangelists, and 
they will be still more so after this, as we have now decided to 
add six months of evangelistic study and training to their ordinary 
teachers’ course. Only a small number of evangelists will be 
required, and once native pastorates are formed the sphere for 
evangelists pure and simple will be still smaller. 

THE MEDICAL COURSE. 

The Medical Course must ultimately be a big thing. There is 
great need for it. Most of us, I believe, will at once admit that, 
considering how our Mission has been staffed with medical men, 
we have not done as much as we might have in the way of train¬ 
ing and using native medical assistants. In times of epidemics, 
as recently when small-pox marched at its leisure across the 
country, with an appalling mortality in some districts, this has 
been only too apparent. Our medical men have been concen¬ 
trated upon everything else except medicine, because of the 
exigencies of the situation when once the gospel took hold. But 
it is a course that will be developed slowly, and with due caution, 
in view of the obvious dangers. 

THE COMMERCIAL COURSE. 

The Commercial Courses are, we believe, very important in the 
interests of the native peoples as a whole, and no less in the 
interests of the Church. Our aim is twofolo. We desire to have, 
as far as possible, every important native post filled by men of 
Christian training—this for the sake of the Church; and we desire 
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also, for the sake of the people, that natives should be trained for 
every post which they have capacity to fill, so that their progress 
may not be retarded by the introduction of men of intermediate 
races, Chinese or Indians,for working directly under the Europeans. 
That we shall be successful we have this much of a guarantee, 
that companies, such as the B.S.A. and the A.T.T.C., which have 
given boys who had some training under us a fair trial under 
reasonable conditions, are satisfied that these young men have 
capacity enough for the work that we have prepared them for; 
and, what is equally important, those in authority in these 
organisations who take a broad view of the case, although in 
many instances making no profession of religion themselves, are 
fully alive to the desirability of having Christians in their 
employment, and of affording them the opportunities necessary 
for maintaining their spiritual life. This seems worth saying, 
because, as you know, every irresponsible globe-trotter makes a 
point of bearing testimony to the contrary. These courses will 
entail a heavy burden upon us until we have trained native 
teachers to share the work with us. I was greatly pleased to hear 
from Dr. Laws that you are still thinking of sending Mr. Cullen 
Young. He would be invaluable in this sphere. 

WHAT IS NEEDED FROM HOME. 

The Institution is growing into a very big and complex 
organisation, and the question of staffing and furloughs become 
more diflficult. I suppose we should not be justified in extending 
as we are if we had not such confidence in the capacity of our 
native assistants. They can be brought on to take a great variety 
of services. What we need from home is only a limited number 
of guiding minds and strongly impressive Christian characters. 
I am saying limited because we shall presently have to ask 
again for assistance; but it is not an asking that is to be endless. 

Many thanks for the books you have so kindly sent. I wish 
Dr. Stewart had been more dogmatic when he was about it. 
There are so many things bearing on African mission policy he 
knows as certainties that he did not state. 

I am enclosing you a copy of the rules for translations adopted 
at the last meeting of the Tumbuka Committee; it may be of 
some interest to you from the classical side. Dr. Elmslie’s “Mark” 
will be out in this language very shortly. 

We gather from the cablegram received this week about the 
Macalpine party that Miss Fiddes is to be one of it. This is 
good news to us, as you will realise from other letters that will be 
reaching you about the same date as this. I am afraid we are 
grudging to Mr Mackenzie Miss Lambert, whose work and 
influence in the Tn^^titution have been simply excellent 
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No. 21.—Mrs. MOFFAT. 

Livingstonea, 

Nyasaland, British Central Arrica, 

January lithi tgo4. 

Mrs. Moffat writes :—Our mail last night brought with it your 
kind letter of sympathy, and we do thank you for your kind thought- 
fulness. It is so pleasant, too, to feel in touch with home and home 
people, and your letter last night made myconscience a little uneasy. 
Perhaps I have not done what I could to keep up the interest be¬ 
tween us and home. But don’t you get tired of missionaries’letters? 
Are thev not pretty much the samel When I came here first every¬ 
thing was so interesting and new—subjects to write about seemed 
endless—but it is different now. I cannot write as a new-comer, 
and I don’t fee! wise enough to write as an experienced missionary. 
The only other course open to me I have taken up till now. 

Of course, my work this term is very different from last, and, 
of course, I like it much better; the old days and life were very 
happy, but I would not have them back again. As far as the 
people of this land are concerned, it is a distinct gain to be a 
married “ donna.” Last term, when I spoke or talked with the 
women, I expect my words were as wise as they are now, still they 
had not the same weight. The women and girls here really are 
a problem, the women especially, they are so conservative, and it 
is so difficult to get them out of their old ruts. One afternoon, 
when I was urging some of them to come and sevr and make 
dresses for their babies, one of them said, “ We cannot come just 
now, for we have our gardens to hoe; when they are finished we 
will come.” The cold season was near, and I tried to plead that 
the babies were more important than the gardens, but this idea 
was too new to be taken in all at once. _ Still, this oid order of 
things is passing away, and one does see big and little signs of im¬ 
provement all round. The other day I was quite surprised and 
amused at one of the herds here. He brought me a boy s little 
flannelette jacket that he had bought at the store, and begged me 
to turn it into a girl’s dress. “This is for a boy, he said and 
my child is a girl. Sew it for her, and I will pay you. Not so 
long ago he must have been quite unable to see any difference 
between boys’ and girls’ dresses. The boys and men constantly 
bring cloth for jackets, trousers, and shirts. I have stopped sew- 
inv for them now ; it is much better to cut the garments P™ 
them together, and hand them back with the advice to make their 
wives sew them, or, if they have no wives, to sew them for 

themselve^ Mrs. Elmslie and Miss Fleming are at home now, I 
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suppose, and enjoying real winter weather. Perhaps I ought not to 
say enjoying.—home cold must be too severe altogether after this 
climate and fever. We are in the middle of the rains here; and 
it is so hot, too. The combination makes “grand growing 
weather.'’ Three times this season I have sown seeds—flower 
seeds—on a Thursday afternoon, and they have been above the 
ground, tiny little bits of green, on the Saturday morning. I have 
often thought that it would be a good idea to plant maize and 
take a photo of it every month, showing the marvellously rapid 
way it grows. This year we had a happy Christmas and New 
Year, Presents are rather a puzzle in a land without shops, but 
we all managed very well I made elephants for all the bairns. 
Mr. Thomson, some time ago, gave Unwin a cloth elephant; it 
was unbreakable and untearable, and therefore survived. I cut 
it down for a pattern. But my elephants were of necessity all white 
ones ; still they looked first-rate. The exhibition of native work 
held on New-Year’s Day showed some very, neat workmanship. 
The boys in the carpenter’s shop made some things that made one 
think of a furniture shop window at home. 

I believe I have already said something about letters being 
tiresome, and I can easily imagine you opening this sheet to see 
how much more there is. Will you give my kind regards to Mrs. 
Daly. I wonder if she remembers me ? I was at that committee 
meeting of the Women’s Missionary Society v/hen they elected 
her president. Miss Mary Anderson took me to the meeting. It 
was Just shortly before I sailed for Livingstonia—that is over six 
yeans ago. Again thanking you for your letter and kind sympathy. 

No. Dr. ROBERT LAWS. 

Livingstonia, Lake Nyasa, 

British Central Africa, 

nth January^ 1^04, 

VISIT FROM MR, R. CODRINGTON, 

Dr. Laws writes:—On Friday morning we had a visit from 
Mr. R. Codrin^on, Administrator of North-East Rhodesia, who 
was accompanied by his secretary, Mr. Osborne. They spent 
the day with us, and, as Mr. Codrington has not been here for six 
years, he went over the station with me, and examined hastily 
but keenly our different branches of work, and, by comparison 
with his former visit, was able to see the advance that bad been 
made. Thereafter we had a long discussion on various points of 
business, the outcome of which I may summarise as follows:— 
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QUIT-RENTS. 

This has been asked for Mwenzo only, and any ground we 
■may yet obtain in North-East Rhodesia, outside the British Central^ 
Africa Protectorate, For the Institution grant, for the Karonga 
and Ngerenge grants of land, they do not ask, and had no inten¬ 
tion of asking, any quit-rent. Mr. Codrington explained the 
reason of the quit-rent as follows ;—The British South Africa 
Company in North-East Rhodesia are not only acting as a 
company but as a government, and in the latter capacity they 
may be superseded by the British Government. It is in their 
capacity as a government that they require quit-rent, and this 
quit-rent becomes part of the revenue of the country, to be 
handed over to their successors in the government of the country. 

In the North Nyasa district of the British Central Africa 
Protectorate they are simply landholders, and can hand over the 
land or sell it as they like, and hence give as free grants the land 
ifor the Institution and Karonga as mentioned above. 

MWENZO—KARONGA—LIVINGSTCNIA. 

(i) With regard to Mwenzo^ it will be necessary for us to pay 
a quit-rent. For the present block of about twenty square miles 
this will be pfij per annum. If, however, the Livingstonia 
-Committee prefer to have a smaller block and a smaller quit-rent, 
Mr. Codrington gives me time to obtain the decision of the 
Livingstonia Committee before fixing the block. 

{id) With regard to Karonga^ the square mile there will be 
free of quit-rent. 

iib) The square mile at Ngerenge he is willing to allow us to 
exchange for a square mile on the hills, as a hill station, the site 
of which can be fixed later. 

(3) With regard to the Institution^ a modification of the 
boundaries to the south, not lessening the area of the grant, but 
more convenient for survey and Mission purposes, has been 
agreed to by Mr, Codrington. 

(4) The material required to complete the telegraph loop-line 
(if in the country) will be supplied to us, so that this may be 

finished. 
TELEGRAPHISTS, CLERKS, ETC. 

(5) The British South Africa Company will make a grant 
sf £50 per annum for the training of pupils in the Institution as 
telegraphists^ clerks^ and postal assistants. As they can give em¬ 
ployment to twenty per annum of these it will be long ere there is 
a lack of outlet for pupils, and the sum given will meantime be a 
help to us in the training of those not fitted for teachers, but who 

■can take up our commercial courses. 
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(6) Mr. Codrington is to write to the British South Africa Com¬ 
pany in London, telling them he has been here and has arranged 
these land questions as above, and asking them to authorise him to 
confirm the titles for the land, leaving the details of boundary to 
be mutually arranged by him and by me in this country. 

He also asked that I should request I.ord Overtoun, as repre¬ 
senting our ^ivingstonia Committee, and already corresponding 
on the subject, to write in the same way to the British South 
Africa Company in London, asking them to authorise Mr. 
Codrington, as- early as possible, to confirm these titles, the 
adjustment of details being left to Mr. Codrington and myself 
here. 

SURVEYS. 

With regard to Mwenzo, I think the survey of the twenty 
square miles has been completed by the British South Africa 
Company’s surveyor (Mr. Hardie’s certificate from Zomba not 
being accepted in British South African territory, and vice-versa^ 
the British South Africa Company asking Mr. Hardie to survey 
for them in the British Central Africa Protectorate instead of 
their own surveyors, who have not the Zomba certificate). 

I may mention that most of the members of the Mission Council 
thought it wise to secure the twenty square miles, even at the 
quit-rent proposed. 

No. 23.—Rev. Dr. GEORGE PRENTICE. 

Kasungu, Fort Alston, 

British Central Africa, via Chinde^ 

14th January^ 1^04. 

FINANCIAL EXPLANATIONS. 

Dr. Prentice writes;—This mail takes home my Annual Re¬ 
port and Kasungu Station Schedule. I had hoped to give you a 
statement of building expenses as v/ell, but we are still in the thick 
of operations, and some material and accounts are not to hand. 

There are two items credited to the Medical Department mean¬ 
time which I may use for other work during 1904. I refer to the 
£6 sent out from home, and £$ los. contributed locally. These 
sums I may use for dispensary furnishing, or transfer to the 
Educational Department for the building of out-scbools. They are 
merely entered in the medical columns for the sake of convenience 
meantime. 

A few photographs are sent under separate cover. 
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KASUNGU DWELLING-HOUSE. 

You will be glad to know that we are into part of our new 
house, and that we find it a very great improvement upon the old. 
The saving it will effect in my wife’s time and ray own will be very 
^reat. Then it is a very great pleasure to entertain strangers ” 
in our new abode, and of this pleasant duty we get a very fair 
share. It is our hope that many a tired and weary servant of the 
Lord will find rest and refreshment in our nice home, and that 
our fellow-countrymen in other callings will find themselves 
stronger to fight Africa’s besetting sin after a stay here. Mrs. 
Prentice and I want to express our gratitude for the nice station 
we are getting by stopping out an extra year. About our proposal 
to stop out till 1905 I shall write you later on. Meantime I 
must get the mail off to Kotakota. 

No, 24,—Rev. D. R. MACKENZIE. 

Bandawe, January igo^. 

FURLOUGH CHANGES. 

Rev. D. R. Mackenzie writes :-~As you will no doubt learn 
from Dr. Laws by this mail or next, considerable furlough changes 
are in prospect since the last meeting of Council. On these pro¬ 
posals Dr. Laws has sent out a circular letter to all members of 
Council, and it seems probable that they will be agreed to. I am 
sorry that there have been so many charges made concerning me, 
but personally I have not any objections to the new plans. I 
think they are good. Briefiy they are these:—Dr. Prentice was 
to have been relieved by me after the return of Mr. and Mrs, 
MacAIpine to Bandawe; but he is very anxious to be allowed to 
stay on for another year, and has asked permission to do so, so 
that I will not be required at Kasungu if this is agreed to. The 
Rev. Mr. Henderson is in a similar case. He also appeals to be 
allowed to remain another year; so that I shall have to go home 
when ray three years’ term is up, viz., in July, and return as soon 
as possible to relieve Mr. Henderson. 

approaching marriage. 

Now, I understand Miss Lambert has told Mrs. Daly that she 
and I are engaged, and we hope to be married before leaving in 
July, I presume this is not beyond our rights, although the usual 
course is to marry after going home. We shall be travelling to¬ 
gether in any case, and there seems no good reason why our 
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marriage should be delayed for over a year and a-haif. Miss 
Lambert, as my wife, will not, I hope, be regarded as having' 
abandoned the service of the Mission, even although she is not 
completing the five years’ agreement as a paid agent. I hope her 
unpaid services will not be less valuable than her present ones. 
I may add that both she and I are in excellent health, and would 
be quite willing to remain and let the Hendersons go first; but 
the latter are very anxious to stay on for their children’s sakes- 

No. 25.—Miss AGNES E. LAMBERT. 

Livingstonia Mission, 

British Central Africa, January igo4.. 

RESIGNATION IN VIEW OF MARRIAGE. 

Miss Lambert writes:—You have already heard from me in¬ 
formally of my engagement to the Rev. Mr. Mackenzie, and ray 
consequent intention to resign my appointment at the Institution 
at the end of my three years’ term of service in July. 

I now wish to place my resignation formally in your hands, as- 
Local Secretary, and beg you to inform the Committee of the 
same. Though I am resigning my formal appointment on the 
Mission staff, I still hope to be able to help in the work of the- 
Mission, in which, during my short term of service, I have already 
found so much pleasure. 

No. 2d.—Dr, JAMES A. CHISHOLM. 

Mwenzo, Fife, North-Eastern Rhodesia,. 

January^ igo/f. 

Dr. James A. Chisholm writes;—During most of February I 
will be itinerating in the villages within three or four days’ journey 
of our station, and I purpose to keep this letter by me and write 
you a bit now and again as I find time. 

I have been busy lately making a map of the district and 
planning how best to dispose of my teaching material in the- 
villages. Our district comprises a haif-circlc, with Mwenzo as a 
centre, and the circumference away in the untouched Hinterland- 
It is a half-circle, as the Stevenson Road, v/hich is the practical 
boundary between German and British territory, cuts through the 
centre, and we haven’t as yet opened any schools in Germans 
territory. 
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As I told you before, my difficulty hitherto in working the 
district in any way satisfactorily has been the want of trustworthy 
teacher boys. I have now, however, got three trustworthy and 
well-trained Christian boys from our elder sister-station, Bandawe, 
and two of my own boys are now about equally qualified. These 
are certificated Institution-trained boys, and with these I have 
formed a new plan of campaign. 

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENTS. 

I purpose to throw out five lines from this as a centre—east, 
south-east, south, south-west, and west—and open schools in the 
most suitable villages along these lines. 

Each of these lines will be in charge of one of these tramed 
boys. His work will be to go from village to village, preaching 
the Gospel publicly and by conversation as he finds opportunity, 
to supervise the work of the monitors in the villages where 
schools are going on; to see that the place where school meets 
is suitable and kept clean, and to examine the children periodi¬ 
cally; and generally to see that the monitors are doing their 
work efficiently. He tries to induce the people to build a school 
for themselves, or at least to make school forms and a shelter 
from the rain. He has a notebook which he keeps as a diary. 
He writes in it what he has been doing every day, the names of 
villages, streams, chiefs, number of huts, number in school, any 
villages wishing teachers, and such like. He returns here at the 
end of each month, and I go through his diary with him, and 
advise him, and give him instructions according to circumstances. 
I myself, as often as possible, will visit the villages along the 
different lines, and when a new school is to be opened I will first 
go to see the village and speak with the headmen, and introduce 
the monitors and the teacher in charge. 

To-morrow I hope to leave with the teachers and monitors tor 
the west and south-west lines, going one way and returning the 

To-day I have had all the teachers and monitors gathered 
together, and find there are fifty available, many of them mere 
boys: but all can read and write their own language, and under 
strict supervision will be of considerable service. I showed them 
the list I had prepared of the villages where each had to go, and 
I was glad to see that there was not the least murmur ot 
complaint nor desire to be changed. I also showed them the 
revised scale of pay, and, although for many it meant a reduction, 
there was no complaint. Many of these boys could get three 
times their pay in other work, and I think it speaks well for them 
that they should so willingly continue in our employment. 
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Each of these monitors will have a school in two villages—it 
may be six or nine miles apart. The monitors will be in pairs. 
They will teach in one village in the morning and in another m 
the afternoon. I would like to have the certificated teachers also 
“ two by two,” but, meanwhile, that is impossible. They have, 
however, a youirg boy to go with them as a companiori. The 
Bandawe boys would soon lose their way here, especially as 
their language is quite different 

Well! I must now go and get ready my loads for to-morrow. 
January 28th —I am to-night at a village called Mutulamila. 

At sunset I had a serviccj to which most of the village turned out, 
as we had a school here for two years. I read to them Deu¬ 
teronomy xxx.j and spoke on it. They seemed to listen very 
attentively, and at the close I heard more than one say, “A 
mazzi mazima,” f.^., “ These are good words.” 

LIONS. 

After the service I was surprised to hear the death dirge 
suddenly beginning in the village. I asked, Who had died?” 
and was told that a woman had been killed by a lion 1 On 
further inquiry I found that the lion had been heard roaring this 
afternoon, that this woman had gone out at dusk to gather 
mushrooms, and, as she had not yet returned, they concluded that 
she had been destroyed by the lion. 

In this same village, less than a fortnight ago, a woman was 
attacked by a lion in daylight, Her husband rushed to the 
rescue with his spears, and killed the lion, but not soon enough 
to save his wife’s life. She died immediately, and he himself 
received a severe wound, which is slowly healing. This made 
the people more ready to believe that this woman also was 
destroyed by the lions. 

I tried to persuade them to get their spears and come out 
with me to look for the woman. I said, “ Perhaps she is in 
hiding somewhere, or up a tree, and if we go cut together and 
frighten the lions away sfse can return to the village,” but neither 
promises nor threats would move them. The only reply was— 
“ The night is dark, the grass is long, the lions are fierce, the 
woman is dead.” At last I started alone with my rifle, and cried 
on whoever wished to follow. Five (out of over 100) followed, 
and I was very glad to see that of these five three were the only 
boys out of the lot who have church connection, another was 
one of our own boys, and the last was the husband of the woman. 
We went out about half a mile, when the sudden growling of at 
least two lions brought us to a standstill. We listened breath¬ 
lessly, and found they were in high grass not a stone’s-throw 
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from us. I confess I felt that I went white with fear^ and for a 
moment felt as if my knees were giving way. The darkness of 
the night, the drizzling rain, the high grass, the sound of the 
death wail from the village, and the low growling of these fierce 
beasts, all combined to make my show of courage evaporate. 
But even when I pulled myself together I didn’t see what we 
could do, and I knew that if the poor woman was in the power of 
these animals she v/as beyond our help. The boys were eagerly 
waiting to see what I meant to do, and I know it was with a sigh 
of relief they heard me say, “ Tunyoke,” i.e.^ “ Let us return.” 

We have returned, and our appearance without the woman 
was the sign for that terrible v/ailing of the death dirge to start 
afresh, and it is even now rising and falling on the stillness of the 
night, like the moan of a lost soul—truly “ making night hideous.” 

I shall not soon forget my sensations coming back to the 
village, not knowing but that a lion might be dogging my foot¬ 
steps, for, as we drew off, the growling ceased, and we couldn’t tell 
where they were. My boys insisted on m*y sleeping in a native 
hut to-night, reminding me how a lion had torn down the tent 
Dr. Laws and Dr. Elmslie were sleeping in one night. 

So here I am, with sleep far away, for which you have to 
thank the inordinate length of this lion story. There are ten 
boys sleeping in the same hut (there was nowhere else for theni, 
and no one to-night is sleeping outside or on verandahs). It is 
an ordinary round hut, about nine feet diagonally, with rio 
windows and door barricaded, so when I do go to sleep I will 
probably have dreams suggestive of the “ Black Hole of Cal¬ 
cutta.” We must get up with the first streak of dawn, and trace 
these lions by their footsteps. Lions are getting very numerous 
now, perhaps owing to the strictness of the game laws. There 
were two lions going about at home before I left; they killed 
some cattle ; at another place near they killed seventy goats and 

sheep and seven calves. 
January 2ptk.—I am still in this village. At dawn there was 

a noble turn-out of braves (?), with spears, old guns, bows and 
arrows. We soon came on the lions’ spoor, and followed it here 
and there, but at last came on a human footmark, which somehow 
the men recognised as that of the missing woman. We traced it 
for a while, and at last found it going in a direction away from 
the village, and away from the lions’ spoor, so we began to hope 
sh- had escaped. We followed it for three hours, and at last came 
to a little hamlet in the bush, and found the woman herself there 
alive and well Great was the rejoicing, and many the.embracmgs 

the poor woman had to endure. . . 
After the excitement aroused by the revulsion of feeling was 

C 
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allowed to escape by the safety valve of a general dance we 
returned to the village, and here, when the women and girls saw 
their friends return safe and well, the excitement was intense, and 
the dancing, jumping, screaming, and embracing that followed 
can only be understood by one v/ho knows the volatile African. 
The attentions paid to myself were, to put it mildly, rather 
embarrassing. However, I took refuge in my tent both from 
them and from the sun, which was very hot. I felt very tired 
after six hours’ steady walking. 

I spent the afternoon examining the school. There are only 
about twenty pupils. Some of them have made good progress. 
Most of them can repeat the Lord’s Prayer and some hymns, and 
some of them many of the Commandments. I think I told you 
before that up here in the highlands we have no large villages as 
they have at some of our stations. Although the large majority 
of the children attend school v/e have very few schools—except 
the local ones—v/ith an average of forty. A village of sixty huts 
or so is considered a very large village here. Even these are 
not close together, so that it is impossible for me to travel 
without tent and machilla. We often travel for hours together 
without seeing a garden or hut, and then it may be only a little 
hamlet of half-a-dozen huts. However, the population is no 
doubt rapidly increasing, and by-and-bye the government may 
endeavour to form native locations. The people have nov/here 
any serious objection to schools—though there are always some 
ready to do all they can to hinder our work—and we alv/ays find 
that where a school is once started the people are very anxious 
for it to be continued. Schools are the getting in of the thin end 
of the wedge. The evil practices and the dark superstitions of 
the people cannot Sourish where there is even one bold witness 
for the Light. 

NATIVE SUPERSTITIONS. 

One of their superstitions was brought home to me very 
forcibly a few days before I left on this journey. An old man 
with grey hair and a long grey beard done up in plaits and 
ornamented with beads came to me one afternoon. He showed 
me many bad bruises over his body, and a cut in one of his 
fingers down to the bone, and a nasty gash in another. I asked 
him how this happened, and he told me his story. He is a man 
whom the natives believe to have been turned into a lion, with 
the power of a lion to destroy. Therefore, wherever he goes he 
is beaten and maltreated. He went to the head of his tribe, who 
sheltered him for a time; but one day the people set on him and 
beat him with their sticks, and threatened him with their spears 
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and axes. One of them did indeed strike at him with an axe, 
and gave him these severe cuts on his fingers. He ran away to 
another village, out of which he was driven in the same way. So 
he made for here to have his wounds attended to and for shelter. 
He slept out in the bush that night, in an empty hut the next 
night, and next afternoon reached here. I gave particulars to the 
native commissioner, who, I knov/, will do his best to bring the 
guilty persons to be punished ; but it needs more than the power 
of the “chikoti" to drive these superstitions out of the-native 
mind—it needs the “ expulsive power of a new affection.” 

DANCING. 

At sunset, when the people had returned from their gardens, 
I had a good service in this village. I spoke on Satan going 
about as a roaring lion,” and was congratulating myself on 
the attention and interest shown. But the amen of the last 
prayer had scarcely sent back its echo when the drums com¬ 
menced to beat, and I knew by the sound that it was for the 
“ Chikv/eta ” or obscene dance. 

I thought I would go and see for myself what it meant. In 
a letter like this I cannot describe what it means. I only stayed 
a few minutes, and that at the commencement, but 1 saw enough 
to know that these dances are one of the strongest powers the 
devil has in this country for enslaving the souls of its men and 
women. Children of all ages were playing about near the drums. 
It is very sad to think of them being brought up in the sight and 

sound of such things. 
I felt very disheartened, and went back to my tent sad at 

heart. I asked them to stop the dance, which they did at once and 
willingly at ir.y request, but, of course, only for this time. As I 
sat in my tent I felt very home-sick, but as I thought of the 
Christians and catechumens living a pure life in such surroundings 
I felt comforted. Then I remembered how many villages we have 
now where such things are never thought of, through the influence 
of Christian teacher boys staying in these villages. So I called 
the Christian boys who were with me, and we had a talk together 
about these things, and how best to keep the school children 
away from their influence. I suggested that they should encourage 
the people to dance the harmless dances where the songs and 
actions are not impure, but some of them thought all dances 
harmful unless when taken part in by one sex only. So I showed 
them how to point out the sin and danger and hemousness in the 
sight of God of such dances when conversing with the headmen 
in the villages, and told the teachers, whenever they heard the 
drums beating for evil dances, to gather the children together 



and have a “sing-song" or games with them in a distant part of 

^^^FelmryTsf.—We have spent the Sunday at a viiiage called 
Mbita. It is on the river Chozi, which at this time of the year 
is a broad, deep river, in which are hippopotami and crocodiles. 
As far as I can make out there has never been a white man in 
these villages, and some of the women and girls, who never go tar 
from home, had never seen a white man before. I spoke to a 
large gathering, from four villages, on the “ Prodigal Son. It 
was certainly “ news" to them, and I trust to some good news 
I spoke with the headmen, and they knew about schools and 
mission work, and seem sincerely anxious tnat I should .eave 
teachers with them, which I have done. There were thirty-eight 
children came together this morning to the opening of the school. 

We have been all this afternoon in a village called Chimncii. 
We had intended going farther, but the rain has been falling 
in torrents all afternoon. ' As I sit in my tent I can hear conver¬ 
sations going on between my boys and the villagers on ad sides 
of me, as they sit here and there on their verandahs. 

One boy is giving a minute account of our history to a group 
of eagerly listening women. They express great astonishment to 
hear I am married, and that there is a white woman at Mwenzo. 
They thought all white people had come out of the sea (the 
water of which had washed them white!), and that there were 
men only. As he went on to tell them of baby there was great 
excitement and many expressions of astonishment. 

Another boy—a Christian boy—is engaged to better purpose. 
His audience are a few of the old and chief-men, and he is 
telling them why we have left our homes and come to stay m 
this land. He is giving them a very good account of the Gospd 
and the great Bible truths. They are arguing the matter with 
him and some of them are reproving him strongly for having left 
the customs of his fathers. This boy is one of my best machilla 
men. He is a born evangelist. Whenever we reach a village he 
puts on his shirt, which is carefully kept clean while travelling, 
and sits down wherever he finds a few men together, weaving 
rope it may be, or making baskets, or it may be some women 
busy pounding grain.. After the usual salutations, which have no 
equivalent in English, but might be freely translated as follows— 
“Good morning, my mothers.” “Good morning, father. Are 
you well?” “Yes, we are well.” “Have you eaten well?” to 
which the answer usually is, “No, hunger is killing us; we have 
completely swept out our storebut it might be “Yes, we have 
finished; ” then, “ What’s the news ? ” “ (Things) are cold; ” or 
if any special nevrs is to be told, “(Things) are warm”—then 
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follows the tit-bit of newsj which is usually about the doings of 
the white man or some wild beast (there is no connection 
intended); then inquiries about mutual friends, and he conveys 
regards from friends he has met, who wished to be remembered 
to them; then he gradually introduces something about their 
customs or superstitions, and tries to show them that they are 
acting in ignorance, and leads them up to the story of the Gospel 
and salvation from sin in Jesus Christ. The questions they ask 
show they are interested, and that they are following hirm ^ I 
believe he sows in this way many a good seed that will bring 

forth fruit. , 
February gth.—I am now out on the south line, i have been 

home for the week-end and the Sabbath services. The church 
was well filled on Sabbath. In the afternoon we had i^ngljsh 
service for Europeans in the house. It has been very wet all day 
to-day so much so that we couldn’t put the tent up. I arn to 
sleep in a native hut to-night, but have it all to myself this time. 
This is a small village—a long day from Mwenzo—and there are 
only an average of twenty in the school. 

February iith.—We are camped on the banks of the Kalungu 
river to-night. Passed through severM small villages of a dozen 
to twenty huts yesterday and to-day. I saw m one of them a 
young woman with a large tumour. I operated successfully on a 
similar one a few weeks. ago. Her parents promise to bring her 
in for operation. I was out early this morning to see if I could 
get any game, but was not successful. There are many elephants 
about here. The men tell me they counted thirty m a herd 
yesterday. I saw their spoor everywhere this morning. It is 
Surprising to see the large trees they can pull down. Had the 
usual services here, but do not intend to leave teachers, aS there 

are less than a dozen children. 

MWANGA—CHIEF OF THE AWEMBA. 

Fehnmry Great excitement this morning crossing the 
Lukuogu in canoes. Our boys are not used to canoes, and were 
rather frightened in them. The canoes were scarcely worth the 
name The best of them could only carry two men, and had to 
be constantly bailed. You had to crouch cramped up in the 
bottom of the canoe in a poo! of water, and, no matter how much 

“pins .and needles” in your legs may annoy y™' 
move or you are capsized among the hungry crocodiles. On 
many of tL boys leeches had fastened, which they had to allow 
to suck their blood till they were landed on the other side. The 
river would be half-a-mile or so broad. When everyone got 
safely across we started off for the village of Mwanga, the bigges 



chief of the Awemba tribe hereabout. Even to Bandawe the 
news of this chief had reached—his fighting along with the Arabs 
against the white men, his cruelties in cutting off hands, ears, 
noses, &c., as punishments—and the Bandawe teacher boys were 
anxious to see him. He came to meet us, and showed us where 
to put up the tent, gave us houses for the boys to sleep in, and 
sent me a jug of milk. I arranged with him to come and speak 
to me in the morning, as it was sunset when we reached, ana 

raining heavily. 
February i^th.—I had a long talk with Mwanga this morning. 

He is very anxious for teachers to be placed in his villages, but I 
am not inclined to open schools in the Awemba country, while 
there are yet so many villages of the Winamwanga and Wiwa 
tribes (in whose language all the books we have are), where schools 
have been promised to be commenced as soon as teachers are 
available. These tribes were all conquered by Mwanga some 
years ago, and he says, “ Why do you have schools and teach my 
people before I and my sons have been taught?” He lives at 
present in a small scattered village, but he says he is this year 
going to gather his people into a large village, that he will build 
a school in that village and a house for the teachers. I said I 
was very glad to hear it, and when his new school was finished I 
would send him a good teacher who knew the language of his 
people. There is certainly an open door in this part of the 
Awemba country, and Mwanga has still great influence over his 
people; but I fear it would take me too far afield to enter there. 

To-night we are encamped in a V/iwa village. We have had 
a school here for two sessions, and we got a hearty welcome—the 
young men came out to meet us to carry the machilla and loads, 
with much singing and dancing. 

We had a good evening service, and I told them to gather 
their friends from the villages near for a united service to-morrow, 
being Sabbath. In the afternoon many brought presents of flour, 
nuts, beans, fowls, &c., for which they got return presents of 
matches, needles, brass nails, calico, &c. The people here are 
not much used to seeing white men, and are very bashful— a 
good fault. 

February —We had a large gathering on Sabbath fore¬ 
noon. I read to them the miracle of The man born blind,” and 
spoke on it. I was glad to see many of the children knew the 
hymns by heart, and most of the people could follow in the 
repetition of the Lord’s Prayer together.’ This morning re-opened 
school; children, 53. 

It was raining most of the night and to-day also. We were 
marching all day through a deep marsh, in which elephants had 
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been sporting and making pits for the unwary. At noon I met a 
policeman with a letter for me, telling me to come home as soon 
as possible, as baby was very bad with bronchitis and fever. I 
told the boys the news, at which they were very sorry. We were 
three days’ journey from home, but they at once said, “ Let us 
start now and travel all day and night, and we may reach 
to-morrow afternoon.” We were on our way to Kafwimbi’s 
village, who is the head chief of the Wiwa tribe, so we pushed on 
there to have some food and arrange for our all-night march. 

A VISIT TO KAFWiMEI. 

Kafwitnbi is a well-made, dignified man. He wears a crown 
of white shells. His village is by far the largest anywhere in our 
district. There will be about 150 huts. He has a separate 
enclosure for himself and his wives (who number about 40). 
This is surrounded by a very high and thick fencing, for it is (or 
rather was) a capital offence for any man to look upon a wife of 
the chief. They spend their lives in there with their children. 
The women of the village bring them the grain from the gardens, 
and they themselves pound and grind it. I had not time to pay 
him a ceremonial visit to day, so I will tell you about a former 

Mrs, Chisholm and I arrived there one Saturday afternoon on 
our way to Livingstonia. After we got settled down we went to 
pay a visit to the chief, having sent a messenger first to see if it 
would suit his convenience to grant us an audience. We went 
attended by all the men of our “ ulendo,” who at that time were 
about sixty, as we had a number of pupils going to the Institution. 
We passed through the gateway of this high fence and entered a 
weil-swept enclosure. Then through another gate and passage, 
through the enclosure for women, into the court where his own 
house was. He was sitting on a mat with several of his headmen 
about him. He got up and gave Mrs. Chisholm a stool to sit 
on and to me a rolled-up mat, while he himself sat on a large 
drum Our men arranged themselves in a half-circle at the 
circumference of the court. All the courts are m circles, as every¬ 
thing native is. After a few minutes, while everyone was settling 
down, during which no word of greeting had passed, as the 
custom of the native is, our headman came forward, '^y prone on 
his back, with his head at the chiefs feet, and clapped his hands 
over his head. As he clapped his hands everyone present, both 
our men and the chiefs, clapped their hands in unison, bowing 
themselves to the ground. Then he deftly turned over on to his 
knees, and towards the chief, and with his head almost touching 
the ground, repeated the hand-clapping, which was joined m by 
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all the others. This ceremony was repeated to me, and then he 
returned and sat with the others. Then the chiefs son got up, 
and the whole thing was gone through again, this time to me first, 
and then to his father, all the others joining in as before. 

Thereafter I got into conversation with the chief, telling him 
why we were in this land and answering many questions which 
he asked. He expressed a strong desire for a teacher at that 
time, and I promised to send him one; but soon after I reached 
home messengers arrived saying not to send a teacher, as his 
headmen v/ere angry at his consenting. He sent a goat in a 
present, and one of his sons to be kept as a boarder and educated. 

Mrs. Chisholm expressed a desire to see his wives, to which 
he consented. He called one of his young sons, who escorted 
her to the women’s court. I could hear her over the wall trying 
to teach the women to sing a hymn, but I couldn’t make out the 
tune, as they all tried to join in. 

What astonished them most was her hair, which she had to 
take down several times to show them! She asked them to 
come to the service which was to be held next morning, at which 
they emphatically shook their heads, and meaningly drew a 
finger across their necks and pointed upwards, signifying that it 
would be death for them to leave their enclosure. So she 
arranged to come to them next afternoon. 

The chief came to our tent that night, and eagerly asked 
questions about the land we came from. Somehow it came out 
in conversation that there were white men who were poor and 
sometimes had not enough to eat, I think that astonished him 
more than anything else I told him. He is a great beggar, and 
begged for my boots, mosquito-curtain, v/aterproof, and all kinds 
of things. He was very cunning, and said, “ You are richer than 
all the other white men. You have got a wife. I want a big 
present from you which I can show to the other white men who 
come here, and tell them it is from my friend the Doctor.” But 
I was forewarned, and was ready with evasive answers. He sent 
me a goat and three baskets of native food for my men; so I gave 
him what was at least equivalent to these in value, and no more. 

But to return to my journey of to-day. He came out shortly 
after my arrival with his headmen and a boy carrying an European 
chair, which no doubt he had begged from someone. After the 
usual salutations were gone through, I told him I was out with 
my teachers re-opening the schools, and opening new ones where 
they were desired. I asked him if his headmen were still 
objecting to a school being opened in his village, and he said 
they were afraid that the teachers would prevent beer drinking 
and dancing, that they were old riow, and could not change the 
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force anyone against their wills; that they would teach the people 
the commandments of God and His words; that the people could 
listen and judge for themselves, and if they thought them good, 
to follow and obey them; that they would teach their children to 
read and write, and then they could read the Word of God for 
themselves. He said, '‘Yes, that is good. I am wishing school 
very much. Did I not send my son to you, who now reads the 
books to us? I will return to the palace and speak with my 
headmen.” I told him not to be long, as I was leaving his 
Tillage very soon. He came back a little ago, and says his men 
.are willing, and to leave the teachers and he will give them a 
house and take care of them. 

Now the boys who are to travel with me to-night are busy 
stuffing themselves with “nsima” (native brose). They have 
cooked a fowl for me, but I have some fever to-day and no 
-appetite. Unfortunately it is raining, and heavy clouds are over¬ 
head, so I fear we will not have a pleasant journey. 

A NIGHT JOURNEY. 

February x/M.—Got home yesterday afternoon, and was glad 

to find baby much better. 
We had a terrible journey overnight. There has been so much 

rain lately that the whole place is simply waterlogged. Little 
streams are rushing torrents, and ordinary streams almost im¬ 
passable rivers. We had great trouble crossing the Lukungu. I 
had to put ofi my boots, climb a tree on one bank, go out on its 
biggest branch till I got hold of a branch of a tree on the other 
side, swing on to it, and climb down the tree. This was quite an 
acrobatic feat at three o’clock in the morning in the darkness and 
rain. We pushed on all night and all next day, reaching here 

about four o’clock. i.- u t 
We passed a lot of small villages yesteraay, amongst which i 

found boys who used to be in different schools, but who have now 
wandered into little hamlets far away from any school, borne ot 
these followed us, and asked to be allowed to come to Mwenzo as 
“ boarders,” and continue their education. I was sorry to have 
to refuse them, but our last Council had to cut off our estimate 
for expenditure in every possible way, owing to the state ot the 
Mission funds. Amongst other things it was decided that 
boarders should not be kept. They cost a little for food and 
-clothing and books, but they are well worth it, especially in a 
young station like ours, as they are continually under our super¬ 
vision and training, and away from village evil influences; and, 
in fact, our best teachers have been chosen from hoarder boys. 
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However, we must just do the best we can with the money en¬ 
trusted to us by you subscribers at home. 

A SERPENT. 

Mrs. Chisholm got a fright when I was away. One^ morning 
she lifted a cushion before sitting down on a chair, and found a 
serpent under it i The servants were all in the room at the time 
for morning prayers, and they rushed pell-mell out of the door. 
Mrs. Chisholm caught the serpent in the cushion and threw it 
over the verandah, and it was soon killed. 

March Now this letter is already, I fear, of a wearisome 
length, so I must draw to a rapid close. The head teachers of th® 
different districts have been in, and I have gone through their 
diaries with them. In my next letter I will give you some 
extracts from their diaries, which I think will be interesting and 
at times amusing. Let me finish up with some statistics. This 
session we have fifty-nine teachers and monitors, thirty-two 
schools, and an average attendance of a little over looo. This last 
month I have had nine requests for baptism. I hope to have a. 
large gathering in May for communion and baptismal services, 
when we are looking forward to a visit from one of the ministers 
of our Mission. 

March loih.—A mail has just come in which was delayed owing 
to impassable streams. I am delighted to tell you that I will be 
able to keep these boarders after all Have just received 
from Mr. Ritchie of the Stamp Bureau, for stamps collected by 
Mrs. Chisholm. We have to thank our European friends here 
for this sum, as they kindly keep all their foreign stamps and send 
them to Mrs. Chisholm. We did not expect Mr. Ritchie to send 
the money out here. We thought it would have been sent to the 
Treasurer, and sunk in the General Fund. However, we feel we- 
are justified in using it for this object, accounting for it through 
the station books in the usual way. 

27.—Dr. ROBERT LAWS. 

• Livingstonia, 

Laks Nyasa, British Central Africa,. 

26th January, jgo4. 

FURLOUGH CHANGES. 

Rev. Dr. Laws writes -A modification of the arrangements 
made as to furlough and occupation of stations, at last meeting of 
Mission Council, seems likely to take place. Miss Lambert has 
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become engaged to Rev. D. R. Mackenzie, and has sent me her 
formal resignation (which I enclose) at the end of her three years,. 

in July, 1904. , 
Rev. Mr. Henderson, instead of going home at the time pro¬ 

posed, is anxious to stay on, and proposes that Mr. Mackenzie 
should go home, and his own furlough should be taken on 
Mr. Mackenzie’s return. A note has been sent to members of 
Mission Council on the matter, but all the answers have not yet 
been received. Should this plan be accepted, nothing is to be 
gained, but the opposite, by delay on the part of Mr. Mackenzie 
to take furlough after the arrival of Mr. MacAlpine sets him free 
from Bandawe, and so it is likely after that Mr. Mackenzie and 
Miss Lambert will be married and proceed home on furlough. 
The Institution session will have completed ere that time, and I 
see no reason for delay till the end of July merely to finish the 
three years, when the months can be gained by the earlier date of 
return, should the members of Mission Council agree. 

Again, Dr. Prentice is anxious to continue at his station for a 
year longer before taking furlough, and asks that Mr. M‘Minn 
should go home on furlough first, and then perhaps relieve him 
at Kasungu. Pie proposes Mrs. Prentice should go home this 
year. Much, of course, must depend on the arrangements made 
regarding Bandawe, should Mrs. Boxer’s health, as seems to be 
the general impression, preclude the return of Dr. Boxer and her¬ 

self to this country. 
MISS FIDDES. 

We are glad to hear of the appointment of Miss Fiddes for 
work among the girls here. Whoever has this post to fill will find 
room for the exercise of the highest ability, and, at the same time, 
room for the greatest self-denial. The more I study this problem,, 
the more I am convinced that the personal supervision from 
morning to night of whoever is in charge of the girls is what is- 
chiefly needed, not merely telling how a thing should be 
but again and again personally showing them how to do it. Only 
in this way are habits of order, cleanliness and neatness, and 
Christian character, with God’s blessing, likely to be formed, i 
do not undervalue intellectual acquirements for the women ot this- 
or any land, but all such intellectual advance requires to be 
balanced, and well balanced, by methodical habits of mdustriat 
work done for Christ’s sake in a Christ-like way. 

MR. CULLEN YOUNG. 

We are very glad to hear likewise that there is a prospect of 
Mr. Cullen Young being sent out to us. We had given “P u°P® 
of this, and your letter was a pleasant surprise. Both Miss i iddes- 
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and Mr. Young will get a hearty welcome to Livingstonia, and 
find plenty of work awaiting them. 

WATER TURNED ON. 

On Saturday, i6th, the v/ater was turned on at the station. 
We hoped to have it in on Christmas or New-Year’s Day, but 
could not manage it. What a boon! and how we longed Lord 
Overtoun, Mr. Binnie, and all of you could have been present. 
The hearty cheers of Europeans and natives alike for Lord and 
Lady Overtoun told of the gratitude all felt for his precious gift. 
A good part of the clay pipe work will have to be re-done this 
year, as the pipes made did not burn as we hoped. The water is, 
however, in; and the natives admit that water can not only go 
down one hill-side, which they well knew, but can also climb 
another hill, which was more than their faith could well take in. 

Mr, Meldrum has, I am sorry to say, been having a good deal 
of fever, and is going with Mr. Mackenzie for a change, which we 
trust will perfect his recovery. 

No. 2S.-~Dr. GEORGE PRENTICE. 

Kasungu, Fort Alston, 

B.C. Africa, via Chinde, 3rd February^ igo^. 

Dr. George Prentice writes:—I was sorry to let ofi" my 
Annual Schedule and Report without a reply to your welcome 
letter of July 8th, and a statement of the cost of Kasungu 
buildings. Let me first of all refer to the matters mentioned by 
you, and then give you what information I can regarding the 
houses and their cost. 

TITLE DEEDS. 

These are in custody at Kondowi, and I haven’t a copy here, 
though I should like a photo, of the estate plan, and will endeavour 
to get one for this station and one for home. 

TIMBER TAX. 

I heard when at Kakoma lately that the Blantyre Mission is 
•exempt from this. We strove hard to get It reduced here, and 
finally were successful to a certain degree. I think 17 10/is 
the exact amount I have paid on behalf of this station—it might 
have been ^50 or more. We ought to ensure a good and 
cheap supply of timber in future by buying up land while it is to 
be had at 2/6 per acre, that being less than the royalty on a 
single good tree. 
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Your hope expressed for our comfort was not fulfilled whent 
the letter arrived. However, we ultimately got into our new nest 
—the building of which we had watched and taken part in with 
so much interest—and are very comfortable in it. 

ORIGIN OF KASUNGU. 

I did not get a copy of your handbook with your letter,, 
though I had a look at it somewhere. It did not strike me that 
the position and condition of Kasungu were clearly put. Kasungu 
is part of ’Ngoniland, but quite a new sphere so far as our 
Mission is concerned. Southern ’Ngoniland was handed over 
by our Mission to the Dutch Reformed Church Mission. 
Recently it has been fixed upon by the Roman Catholics, who are 
busy in it and in Central 'Ngoniland. My district lies between 
Central and Northern 'Ngoniland. 

HISTORY OF THE PEOPLE. 

The people belong to four tribes—the Achewa, Atumbuka, 
and Achipeta (all closely allied), and the Babisa (or Wawiza), 
who are incomers and quite distinct from the others. The 
Babisa look upon Kambwira’s as their home, though some of 
them tell me their old home—from which they were driven by 
the Amarabwe—is near Mwenzo, in the Tanganyika Plateau. 
The language in common use is Chichewa, though one frequently 
hears Chiwiza, and occasionally Chitumbuka. The Achipeta are 
so called because they live in the “ Chipeta ”—the term used for 
a country of tall grass and thick bush. Their home is south of 
the Bua river. They are a very timid people, and used to bolt 
into the bush whenever a white man approached their villages. 
However, they now turn out on the approach of a caravan, and 
give me a reception, which, whether real or affected, is certainly 
noisy enough. They were dreaded by the other tribes because 
of some very deadly poisons they possessed, and despised because 
they ate dogs. There's no accounting for some people’s taste. 
An Mchewa regards roast rat as a great delicacy, but can’t 

stomach ” dog. Both agree that the appetite of the Achigunda 
is vitiated, because they eat crocodiles. This recalls an incident 
Botomani, one of my boys, told me the other day. A traveller 
from Salsbury shot a crocodile out at the Bua. His boy 
immediately skinned the animal, cut the flesh into strips, and 
came on with the caravan. Arriving at the chiefs village, while 
the men were out at the gardens, they told the women to bring 
flour to exchange for hippo flesh. This the women quickly did, 
as they and their husbands are alike fond of a piece of game. 
When the men returned from the gardens they praised their 
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-wives for having procured and cooked a nice piece of meat for 
them, and soon sat down and ate their “nsima” and meat. 
They had just indulged to their hearts’ content when the news 
spread that the women had been deceived, and that the supposed 
game was in reality the flesh of a crocodile. I am glad I wasn’t 
in the village that night. Botomani’s description, as we travelled 
-along, of what followed almost compelled me to dismount. 

KASUNGU BUILDINGS. 

Thanks for copy of Mr. Slight’s note. You may have noticed 
that between your statement and his there is a difference of 
;^6o os. gd. Mr. Slight’s is in keeping with advices received by 
-me. Of the draft drawn by Dr. Laws, the sum of ^^90 15s. rod. 
IS Kasungu share. I had rendered an account for that amount 
before I knew that the money was to be sent to me direct. The 
Doctor mentioned some charges for surveying the estate; but 
•after paying for the 640 acres we own here, there was a balance 
left from the £100 set aside for land purchase big enough to 
meet the surveyor’s charges. 1 may say the estate was surveyed 
at a very reasonable rate by the Government Surveyor. I cannot 
give you the exact amount, but I think ;^i2 would cover the 
whole of his charges. 

The os. gd. disbursed by Mr. Slight, + £gi 15s. lod. 
“ ;^459 i6s. yd., which, deducted from the ;^iooo available for 
Kasungu Buildings, leaves a balance of ^540 3s. 5d. still to be 
forwarded to Mandala Bank on behalf of this station. Our 
buildings, consisting of a permanent dv/clling-house (with office 
under the same roof), school-church (large enough for our require¬ 
ments for many days to come), dormitory with store attached, 
:and a very nice dispensary, are nearing completion, and, although 
I cannot give you their exact, I can give you their approximate 
cost. The total cost to the Committee to date, so far as my 
-accounts are rendered, is ;^85i 14s. 8d. That pays for the 
whole of the material prepared locally; the roof and zinc for 
foundations from home; ridging for the roof, some sheets of 
corrugated iron, nails, paint, varnish, &c., ordered from Mandala, 
and for native labour. The second consignment of roof material 
from home is too late to be of use here, and will go on intact to 
Kondowi. No part of it has as yet arrived. 

I mentioned already that our buildings are nearing completion, 
^20 or less should meet all local expenses still to be incurred. 
That, added to the;£‘85i 14s. 8d. mentioned above, makes 
14s. 8d., or in round numbers That is as near as I can 
go just now; the rest I can only guess at. They are these:— 

1. Cost of windows, doors, mouldings, &c., from Kondowi. 

2, Kondowi charges for tear and wear of tools. 
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3. Kondowi charges for apprentices workirsg here. The apprentices 
have been paid here, but, in addition, we require to pay the Institution some¬ 
thing for each month a boy works at an out-station. The rate varies according 
to the year of the boy*s apprenticeship, and I haven*t a list of rates. 

4. Some disputed accounts. 

Kasungu Station. Statement referred to in letter. 

£AS9 16 7 

540 3 5 

;^lO0O o o 

Probable Total Cost of Kasungu Buildings when Complete. 

Cost of Buildings to Date, in so far as accounts 
are rendered, . . ... £906 14 8 

Less Specially Destined Contri¬ 
butions for my Dispensary,... 55 o o 

Feb. 3, 1904. 

Total of grant from Committee.;^iooc o 
Sums disbursed by Mr. Slight— 

Kasungu share of ^500 draft, ;^9i 15 10 
Paid to the A,L.C., Glasgow, 168 o 9 
Transmitted to Mandala Bank, 200 o © 

Balance due to Kasungu Station, and still to be 
forwarded by Committee. 

Amount payable from Committee’s 
Grant, ... ... ... ;^85i 14 8 ^4 8 

Institution Accounts yet to be met, probably ... 100 o o 
Probable Local Expenditure to complete buildings, 20 o o 
Other Expenses — freights, passages, overland 

travelling expenses, &c., say, . 28 5 4 
•Committee’s Grant, . ;^IOOO o o 

;^iooo o 0 £1000 o 0 

H©. 29.—Dr. ROBERT LAWS t© BISHOP TROWER. 

•COPY.l 
Ijli February, 11)03. 

Dear Bishop Trower, 
I have to thank you for your letter of 29th December, which 

-was long in reaching me, as steamers have been irregular lately. 
There has been no meeting of our Mission Council since I 

wrote to you, and, therefore, no opportunity for me to lay your 
letter before my colleagues. I have no doubt, however, that they, 
as well as I, wo’jld thank you for your kindly references to out 
Mission and its work, and certainly earnest prayer is offered at 

■our stations by Europeans and natives alike for God s blessing to 
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be granted abundantly on the work of your Ivlission, as we seek 

it on our own. 
With regard to your desire to visit the people you refer to at 

Nkata I have only to tell you that Bishop Hine wrote to Mr. 
MacAlpine making a similar proposal, to which, I understand, 
Mr. MacAlpine’s reply was in substance, if not in precise words, 
that he did not object, and hoped that when across he would be 
able to call in at Bandawe and pay them a visit at the same time. 
When Mr. MacAlpine told me of this I certainly heartily con¬ 
curred with him, and do so still. 

We were glad to hear of Mr. Eyre’s good health, and hope 
both he and you may pay us a visit ere long. As for Archdeacon 
Johnson, I fear, to expect to see him here is hopeless. 

With kind regards, in which Mrs. Laws joins me. 

I am. 
Yours sincerely, 

Robert Laws. 

No. 30.—Mr. DUNCAN TRAVERS to LORD OVERTOUN. 

Ths Universities’ Mission to 

Central Africa, 

My Lord, 

10th Decsmhr^ ^9^3- 

universities’ mission. 

At their meeting on Tuesday last the Committee—the Right 
Rev. the Lord Bishop of Rochester in the chair—had before 
them your Lordship’s letter of October 22, 1903, with reference to 
the Bishop of Likoma’s proposal to extend work on the west side 
of Lake Nyasa. 

I am directed to write and to thank you for your communica¬ 
tion, and I am asked by the Committee to say that a copy of 
your letter has been sent to Bishop Trowcr, upon whom rests the 
responsibility of action. 

The Committee, after correspondence with the Bishop, hope 
to be in a position to send a further communication to the 
Livingstonia Mission Committee. 

Those members who were present at our Committee meeting 
on Tuesday hoped that I would express to your Lordship their 
very earnest desire that the relations, which have always been so 
cordial, between the two Missions may be maintained, and there 
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is a great wish on our part, I can assure you, that nothing may 
happen to disturb the harmony of our relations. 

I am, My Lord, 

Your most obedient servant, 

Duncan Travers, Secretary, 

Lord Overtoun, Convener,, 

Livingstonia Mission Committee. 

No. 31. -BISHO? TROWER to Dr. LAWS. 

Malindi, 

Universities’ Mission, Lake Nvasa, 

B.C.A., via Chinde, qth January, 1^04. 

Dear Dr. Laws, 

KOTAKOTA AND THE UNIVERSITIES* MISSION. 

I have had forwarded to me from home the copy of a letter 
addressed to our Chairman, the Bishop of Rochester, by Lord 
Overtoun, on behalf of the Committee of the Livingstonia 
Mission. In this is ignored and treated as non-existent the 
arrangement I made with you about a northern boundary for our 
work from Kotakota, and the hope is expressed that we should 
withdraw altogether from Kotakota and the west of Lake Nyasa, 
as the Livingstonia Mission regard it as in the sphere to be 
worked by its Mission Council. 

The Universities’ Mission was formed to work amongst the 
tribes living on the Upper Shir6 and about Lake Nyasa, and 
Bishop Mackenzie was the first missionary, guided by Dr. Living¬ 
stone, to attempt such work. His death, and Bishop Tozer s 
withdrawal to Zanzibar, made a temporary check. But that the 
Universities’ Mission never ceased to regard this as a sphere to be 
worked by them is proved by Bishop Steere’s words and journeys, 
by Bishop Smythies’ four journeys to the lake, and by the actual 
arrival of Universities’ Mission missionaries, and the subsequent 
<:reation of the diocese of Nyasaland. Had the Universities 
Mission, on the ground of their published purpose and persistent 
efforts to reach the lake, protested against Scotch missionaries 
coming to work in those districts, and did they now express a 
hope that they would withdraw frorn work established, I do not 
see that it would be much more ridiculous than the letter of Lord 
•Overtoun. He speaks of a “ tacit understanding.” But an under- 
standing must be between at least two parties, and must be more 
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than tacit to bind future generations under changed circumstances.. 
He speaks of protests made and claims set up, but protests and 
claims do not establish rights. Article X. of the International 
Treaties guarantee freedom for missionaries of all denominations 
in all territories of English, German, and Portuguese Africa, and 
we have no more power to exclude Presbyterians than they to 
exclude Episcopalians. 

FOLLOWING UP CHURCH MEMBERS. 

The Church of England and the Free Church of Scotland are 
not, as I pointed out to you more than a year ago, in communion 
with one another, and we have no power to make terms of com* 
munion unauthorised by the Church whose ministers we are. 
The proposal to pass communicants from one to the other by 
the giving of a letter, which you suggested, and which is repeated 
in Lord Overtoun’s letter, I told you was incompatible with our 
vows and obligations. Mr. De la Pryme tells me that you 
recently suggested it to him with regard to some native members 
of your Mission living in the neighbourhood, I regret that you 
should think that it is possible for one of my clergy to do in a 
matter of Church Order what his bishop had already told you 
was inconsistent with the rules of our Church, 

I have been studious to consult your feelings, to avoid 
friction, and to preserve our friendly relations with the represen¬ 
tatives of your Mission, while being as explicit as I could about 
our obligations. We, too, have feelings, principles, and convic¬ 
tions to be respected. As you know in practice, I have sought 
to make friendly arrangements with you and Mr. Murray about a 
northern and southern border to our Kotakota v^ork, and have 
refrained from putting a teacher amongst our Church families from 
Likoma who have settled in the neighbourhood of Nkata Bay,, 
out of deference to your feelings; and in the matter in which I 
was unable to accept your suggestion, I showed you that principle 
and not perverseness was the cause. I do not think that, pre¬ 
serving such personal considerations and friendliness, we were 
in danger of clashing, or wilfully stirring up sectarian differences. 

But, of course, if you are without authority to make any agree¬ 
ment which may not be treated as non-existent by your Com.mittee 
in Scotland, and therefore overruled, I must simply trust to 
mutual good feeling and respect for one another’s aims to 
preserve good feeling between members of the two Missions. 

Believe me, 
Yours faithfully, 

Gerard Trower, 

Bishop of Likoma^ 
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No. 32.—Re¥. Dr. LAWS to BISHOP TROWER. 

Livingstonia, Lake Nyasa, 

Dear Bishop Trower, ^ 

I have to thank you for your letter regarding work around 

Lake Nyasa. 
At the outset let me tell you that in one point I may be to- 

blame in this matter, in not having sent to our Committee a copy 
of my letter to you, but only referring to what Rev. Mr. MacAlpine 
had written to Bishop Hine about Nkata, and leaving him, since 
he was at home, to give any needed explanations. 

I cannot look upon Lord Overtoan’s letter in the same light 
in which it appears to you. I do not suppose any Missioti -would 
ignore the provisions of the International Treaties to which you 
refer, but these treaties do not prevent Missions from coming to 
an understanding with each other as to spheres which they pur¬ 
pose working for Christ, and I conceive such mutual arrangements 
can be of great service for the advancement of our Lord’s king¬ 
dom. I may instance the case of the Ainus in Japan, where the 
Presbyterians handed over their converts to the Episcopalian 
Church rather than open churches where a sister Church was at 
work; and, again, of Melanasia, where other Missions have 
refrained from beginning work in unoccupied islands, because of 
Bishop Selwyn’s declaration of his intention to work them. \our 
own sound common-sense showed your appreciation of such 
comity in proposing the arrangement of boundaries you did. 

Perhaps you may not be aware that the proposal in Lord 
Overtoun’s letter is only what Bishop Maples himself had under 
consideration as possible, and, on his own initiative, wrote me 
asking whether we would take over the sites, &c., be had bought 
at the money he had paid for them. His unexpected death put 
a stop to the correspondence. With this m view, and/he fact 
that Bishop Pline and other members of the Universities Mission 
had expressed their disapproval of beginning work on the west 
side, it seems to me that when the matter came up again, in con¬ 

nection with your proposal, there was no f ‘r^^-Cn 
Mission, nor lack of appreciation of its work by Lord Overtoun 

and our Committee, in his offering this solution of 
and providing a means whereby the accentuation of denomi¬ 
national differences among native Christiaris might be avoided. 

Such a proposal, you can readily understand, ^ '“‘’■ 
had I wished, have made, involving as_ it might do w 

Kotakota to be occupied by us—an 
oar Mission, in which I had no right to involve the Livmgstonia 

Committee without their approval. 
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To my mind, then, the matter stands thus. This proposal 
going beyond the arrangement between us, has been submitted 
to your Committee by Lord Overtoun, and, if you and your 
Committee do not approve of it, you have only to say so. No 
one, either on our Mission Committee at home nor in the 
Mission here, that I know of, has ever claimed, or dreamed of 
•claiming, the right to say to any other Mission, thou shalt not 
come to Kotakota or the west side of Lake Nyasa. At the same 
time, I think it is quite within the competency of members of our 
Mission and Mission Committee, just as in yours, to hold an 
opinion as to the expediency or not of such a step, and to express 
that opinion in good faith and amity. 

Next, with regard to the subject of inter-communion, I do not 
forget your conversation on this point. On the other hand, I 
have a higher regard for the Church of England than to believe 
her to be bound by the laws of the Medes and Persians, which 
alter not, and the authority which can insist on debarring from 
the Lord’s Table on earth those whom they admit may be 
expected to sit down at it in Heaven has surely the power to 
relieve its ministers from a bondage which, in its strictest inter¬ 
pretation, you yourself have felt to be hardly in accord with the 
mind of Christ. The Churches at home have learned much from 
the work on the Foreign Mission Field, and may yet learn more, 
and not least in giving a wider interpretation to the Communion 
of Saints. I knew nothing of Lord Overtoun’s views on this 
matter. In ray letter to Mr. De la Pryme, I communicated the 
views of our Mission Council on the business brought up by his 
letter. In giving expression to their own views of what was best, 
our Mission Council in no way sought to dictate the course of 
action to be followed by Mr. De la Pryme, nor to interfere 
between him and his bishop. 

In conclusion, I have only to add that, as in the past, it has 
ever been to me a happy privilege to render any help I could in 
any way to any member of the Universities’ Mission, and to 
cherish the most friendly relationships with all, respecting their 
feelings and conscientious differences as I should like my own to 
be respected; so I hope still to continue in the same spirit, and, 
in saying this for myself, I am certain I am only expressing the 
mind of every one of ray colleagues in the Livingstonia Mission. 

With kindest regards, 
I am, 

Yours sincerely. 

Robert Laws. 
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No. 33-—Ke?. DONALD FRASER. 

Loudon, gth February^ igo4. 

The Rev. Donald Fraser writes:— 

A REMARKABLE PROVIDENCE. 

V/e have had to-day one of those gracious and awful signs of 
God’s protection and love which are not uncommon. We are 
finishing the cap on the second church tower; but this forenoon I 
took all the workers off that bit of work and put them on to 
another, which I thought was more needful. Well, this afternoon, 
while they were at work, a shower of rain came on, and they got 
into shelter of the church wall, three or four yards from the 
tower. Suddenly there was a blinding flash, with a crash of 
thunder immediately. The scaffolding on the top of the tower 
was struck and smashed, and the lightning ran down five of the 
corner poles of the scaffold and both of the sides of the great 
ladder, tearing the wood into splinters. Had the workers been at 
their work on the tower there would have been a group of 
builders and labourers on that scaffolding, and a child on almost 
every second step of that great ladder handing up bricks. But, 
as it was, no one was hurt. For God’s glory I would add that in 
the morning, before I left my room, I asked Kim to show me 
what pieces of work the people should do that day, and they were 
taken from that unfinished job on the tower to another. 

Do you think that we have not all been on our knees to thank 
the Father of mercies ? 

No. 34.—Mr. FRANCIS W. HARDIE. 

Livingstonia, 

B.C.A., z6(h March^ igo4. 

Mr. Hardie writes;—Life out here makes one very self- 
centred, so you will excuse me if I fill up this letter very much 

with my own doings. 

A SURVEYING JOURNEY. 

As I write this letter I am camped about twelve miles north 
of Loudon Station, and about 120 miles south of the Institution. 
I left the Institution about six weeks ago, and have been engaged 
surveying at Loudon and at several of our small estates. Last 
week I had a run down to Kasungu, and saw the work there. I 
have now visited every station in the Mission. 

At present we are having rains every day, and in consequence 
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travelling is not at all pleasant. The rivers are all swollen, and 
very dangerous to cross. On Friday I crossed one by lying 
along a bantboo pole, which was held above the men s heads, 
and it was all they could do- to. keep their feet. To feel the mule 
you are riding go down under you, and find your feet caught by 
the stirrups, is not altogether a pleasant experience. 

When I received your letter I was camped on the lake shore 
to the north of the Institution, among the Wa-Nkonde people. 
For nearly six weeks I did not see a white man, and heard only 
broken English and the vernacular. I had to be doctor, teacher, 
preacher, &c., &c., to them, and had altogether a very nice time 
with them. I used to have a leopard come to visit me almost 
every night there. He would grunt away about ten yards from 
our fire, until we would go out and chase him away. 

After leaving that place I was about a month at Karonga, and 
saw signs of a very good work going on there. If I remember 
rightly, there were about twenty-five baptisms and thirty-five 
admissions to the catechumenate while I was there—not only 
young people, but old, grey-haired grandmothers. 

I crossed the Nyika Hills and travelled for six days along the 
Stevenson Road to Mwenzo, and found very encouraging work 
going on there, both among the natives and Europeans. I could 
almost write a book about that journey alone, but I may have an 
opportunity to give you a verbal description of it later. It occu¬ 
pied from June till the end of October. I expect to finish this 

journey about June. 

THE WATERWORKS A SUCCESS. 

You will have heard, I suppose, that our waterworks are a 
success so far. It was a great load lifted off my mind when I 
saw the water coming spouting out of the pipes. The natives 
think I am some sort of magician, and whenever they see me 
with my theodolite or level they look for wonders. Of course it 
is the instrument that works the magic. I let one of the ’Ngoiii 
chiefs have a look through my telescope the other day; his eyes 
and mouth opened with astonishment when he found he could 
not touch with his hand what seemed so near to his eye. 

THE NEW ROAD. 

The new road from the lake, although not quite completed 
yet, has been thoroughly successful. Wagons and oxen can now- 
go where formerly a man could scarcely crawl. 

Hora, 20tk March. 

I have had to lay aside this letter for several days, and now 
resume from a new address. 
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This station has been for over a year nearly deserted. The 
native has peculiar methods of tillage which compel him to move 
about a great deal, and, of course, the Mission follows. 

About two miles away is Hora Mountain, the scene of the 
great Tumbuka massacre about 1880. On the top of the hill the 
bones are still bleaching, while at the foot of the hill is a fully- 
equipped Mission Station. Oppressor and oppressed now sit 
together in the schools round about, and the strife is forgotten. 

The language question has been to me a great difficulty. I 
have been so constantly moving about among different tribes that 
I have not been able to study any one sufficiently well to speak 
with freedom in it. 

To-day I conducted a service where the hymns were Chi- 
Ngoni, the prayers Chi-Henga, and the address English; and I 
have attended services where two or three other languages have 
been used besides. 

There is a very great and widespread work going on here 
among the Atumbuka and 'Ngoni. Mr. Fraser told me the 
other day that he expects about a thousand people to come 
forward this year seeking baptism. 

Among the Atonga, on the lake shore, the awakening has 
been the same; and, in fact, at all our stations the people are 
becoming roused. 

GLORIOUS OPPORTUNITIES. 

Away in front of me are tribes that have only been touched; 
there is scope for several new stations among the Senga and Ba 
Biza and A-Wemba, and away beyond, where they have never 
heard the Gospel. There are glorious opportunities if we could 

only use them. 

Ho. 3S.—Rev. D. R. MACKENZIE. 

BanDAWE, April Si ^904. 

BANDAWE AND LIVENGSTONIA—A COMPARISON. 

Rev. D. R. Mackenzie writes :—Nothing of very striking 
interest has happened since I wrote the Annual Report in January. 
I daresay the fact which most impresses itself upon one coming, 
as I did, from the comparative seclusion of the Overtoun 
Institution to a densely-populated district like Bandawe is the 
enormous power of the evil which has to be fought against. At 
Kondowi, in striving for the cause of righteousness and of God, 
I hardly felt conscious of an opponent at all—in the sense of a 
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concentrated power of evil directly opposing itself to all that is of 
God. The great evil which had to be faced is better described as 
“inertia” than as direct opposition, and the work was charac¬ 
terised in my mind with buoyant hopefulness. That hopefulness 
has not left me at Bandawe, but in some way one becomes more 
awake to the fact of a personal power at the root of evil, whether 
it express itself in active opposition or in mere “passive resistance.” 
At Kondowi the sphere of operations was strictly limited, 
especially on the station ; it was possible to watch one after an¬ 
other coming under the power of the Gospel, and to look hopefully 
forward to the time when all should “know the Lord ” (of course 
1 am speaking exclusively for myself, and in no sense for those 
who were my fellow-workers there). Here in Bandawe one finds 
himself flung into the midst of a dense population, with a power¬ 
ful Native Church, possessing a wonderfully-perfect organisation— 
a net-work of school connections, hearers’ classes, daily morning 
and evening prayers. From the verandah here can be heard on 
a still evening, as the sun sets, the note of drum or horn calling 
the people of Kamwara to worship. Beyond and southwards 
the summons from Chituka, and more faintly that from Chifira, 
can be heard, and in other directions from the close-lying villages 
of Lichenga, Mchaya, Bandawe, Mabungwi, and, though not 
audible to us, throughout all Tongaland. The people gather in 
the village school, or elsewhere, and some one leads in prayer, 
and resids from God’s word. The organisation is marvellously 
complete, and yet here I have felt more than ever before the 
enormous power of the adversary. Where this conscious¬ 
ness has its root is not easy to say, unless it be in the fact that 
here is a vigorous Native Church throwing itself energetically 
into the battle with sin, and in taking a share in that battle 
one feels more conscious than before of resisting forces. 
The Institution has an energetic congregation, but there, through 
being confined the whole week to the station, and not coming 
into direct contact, except at intervals, with the sphere of 
aggressive Christian effort, and as a consequence of not being in 
the front rank, the full heat of the contest was not felt As Mr. 
M'Minn said to me a day or two ago, in a note from a district 
where he is presently examining the schools, “ the distinction 
between Christian and non-Christian is becoming more distinctly 
marked here.” Where that is the case it is clear evidence that 
both sides are conscious of conflict. 

ITINERATING IN THE RAIN SEASON. 

Itinerating in the rain season is carried on under great 
difficulties. In some places the lake has spread itself out over 
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the flat sandy stretches, on which many villages are built, and 
here and there, at least, the houses of many people must be 
inundated, and frequently the path is actually in the water. The 
great rainfall creates marshes inland also. In a journey I 
recently undertook to Nkata Bay we entered on a great stretch 
of marshy ground surrounded by hills and covered with water, 
taking the men up to the knees. It was four in the afternoon 
when we entered, and we reached the other side just at sunset, 
only to find that we had missed our path, and we had to re¬ 
traverse the whole marsh in absolute darkness j splashing as best 
we could through the water, and bitten by innumerable mos¬ 
quitoes, one felt, nevertheless, enlivened by the myriad fireflies 
that flitted uncertainly over the whole region. It was almost ten 
when we reached our destination, having passed, after leaving the 
marsh, a wood, in which fallen trees and overhanging branches 
made walking difficult and slow. The Mission boat is very 
useful for lake shore villages, and between boating and machillaing 
it has been possible to visit a good many villages, returning by 
evening to the station. 

We had Communion here on March 20th. It was intended 
at first 10 leave it over till the arrival of Mr. MacAlpine, but, on 
learning that he was not to reach us as soon as was expected, we 
thought it better to go on with it about the usual time. Some 
account of our Communion time has been written for the Auro7’a, 
and it need only be referred to here. We expect Mr. and Mrs. 
MacAlpine about the end of May, and, as you are already aware 
through my last letter, it has been decided that, immediately on 
their arrival, I am to take furlough, previously to which I hope to 
be married to Miss Agnes Lambert, of Overtoun Institution, as I 

informed you some time ago. 
Bandawe has not in the least impaired the excellent health I 

have maintained during the whole period of my stay in Africa. 

D 
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Sederunt. 

Minutes. 

The Late Sit 
William 
Hendeison. 

Lord 
Overtone’s 
Recovery. 

[i.B.—Statutory Meetings: 

2nd Tuesdays March, June, September, and December. 

At Glasgow, within the Convener’s Office, 7 West George Street, on 
Tuesday, Kth June, 1904, at 3.30 p.m. 

34 Sederunt.—The Convener, Lord Overtoun ; Revs. Dr. George 
Reith,'Dr. George Robson, and W. S. Swanson; Professor Workman 
M.D. : Messrs. Thomas Binnie, Hugh Brown, Wm. A. Campbell, 
Fred. L. M. Moir, Joseph Russell, William J. Slowan, and John 
Stephen; Dr. George Smith, C.I.E., Robert M‘Clure, and Rev. J. 

Fairley Daly. t t?! 
The following missionaries were also present;—Miss M, j. l*iemmg 

and Mr. Wm. M. Murray. 
Apologies were received from Revs. Principal Lindsay, Dr. Corbett, 

Dr Wells, James Buchanan, and R. Hill; and Messrs. Robert Brodie, 
Charles C. Duncan, J. R. Miller, J. C. Robertson, A. Ellison Ross, 

and James Thin. 
The meeting was opened with prayer by the Rev, George Robson, 

D.D. 

35. Minutes.—The Minutes of kst meeting, being in the hands 

of members, were confirmed. 

36. The Late Sir William Henderson.—The Convener called the 
attention of the Committee to the less they had sustained in the death 
of Sir William Henderson. Though residing in Aberdeen, Sir William 
Henderson frequently attended the meetings of Committee, and 
expressed his deep interest in the Livingstonia ^lission, and ins high 
sense of the value of the work being done there. As one of the 
original promoters of the Mission, he long and generously contributed 
to its funds, and only a year ago arranged a meeting of all the coLec- 
tors in Aberdeen in his own house to meet the Honorary Secretary, 
and deepen the interest of the Churches in the Mission. His counsel 
was always helpful, and his wise judgment was much relied upon, 
though he invariably gave his opinion with a modesty and gentleness 
very striking and beautiful. His death is a great loss alike to hiis 
family, his city, and the Church he loved so much and served so well. 

37. Lord Overtoun’s Recovery.—Mr. Thomas Binriis and Dr. 

George Robson, in name of_ the Committee, c'ongratulated Lord 
Overtoun -on his recovery to health and strength after his serious 
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14th accident. They expressed their gratitude to God for his miraculous 
1904. escape, and trusted he might be long spared to continue his faithful 

and devoted labours, not only for the Livingstonia Mission, but the 
many good causes in which he was so much interested. 

38. New Committee.—Mr. Daly laid upon the table the new list New 
of members from the Foreign Mission Committee. Revising the eommittee. 
Glasgow list, a letter was read to the Committee from Mr. Robert 
Brodie stating his inability to attend the meetings owing to a per¬ 
manent engagement on the same day and hour. The Committee 
accepted his resignation with regret, and desire to express their warm 
appreciation of his great interest in and generous help to the Living¬ 
stonia Mission during many years past. The Committee for the current 
year now stands as follows ;— 

Rivht Hon. Lord Overtoun, 7 West George Street, Glasgow, Convener. 
Robert M'Clure, Esq., 146 St. Vinaent Street, Glasgow, Hon. Secretary. 
Rev J Fairlie Daly, B.D., 232 St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, Kon. Secretary. 

From Foreign Mission Committee. 

Rev. James Buchanan, Edinburgh. 

Rev. D. Christie, M.A., Glasgow 

Rev. A. Henderson, D.D., Crieff, 

Rev. I’rindpal Lindsay, D.B., Glasgow. 

Rev. Alex. Miller, B.D., Buckie. 

Mr. J. R. Miller, Glasgow. 

Mr. Duncan M‘Laren, Edinburgh. 

Rev. George Robson, D.B., 'Edinburgh. 

Mr. Joseph Russell, Port-Glasgow, 

Mr. W. J. Slowan, Glasgow, 

Dr. George Smith, C.LE., Edinburgh. 

Mr. John Stephen, Glasgow, 

Mr, James Thin, Edinburgh. 

Ex-Provost Wilson, Greenock. 

Professor Workman, M.D., Glasgow. 

From Glasgow. 

Mr. Gilbert Beith, Glasgow. 
Mr. Thomas Binnie, Glasgow. 
Mr. Hugh Brown, Glasgow, 
Rev. James Brown, M.A., Glasgow. 
Mr. T. Stark Brown, Glasgow. 
Mr, W, A, Campbell, Glasgow. 
Rev, Joseph Corbett, D.D., Glasgow. 
Mr. Charles C. Duncan, Dundee, 
Rev. R. Hill, M.A., Renfrew. 
Rev. R. Howie, D.D., Govan. 
Rev. Geo. Laurie, Castle-Douglas. 
Mr. Stodart J. Mitchell, Aberdeen. 
Mr. F. L. M. Moir, Glasgow. 
Mr,. R. D. MaeSwan, Glasgow. 
Mr. Walter Maclean, Glasgow. 
Rev. G. Reith, D.D., Glasgow. 
Rev. W. S. Swanson, M.A., Glasgow. 
Rev. G. W, Thomson, D. D., Edinburgh. 
Rev. James Wells, D.D., Glasgow. 
Rev. John Young, M.A., Edinburgh, 

Alexander Ellison Ross, Esq., United Free Church of Scotland Offices, 
15 North Bank Street, Edinburgh, Treasurer. 

The Business Sub-Commitsee was re-appointed as followsThe 
Convener, Lord Overtoua; Rev. Principal Lindsay, Messrs. John 
Stephen, Thomas Bianie, Joseph Russell, Fred. L. M. Moir, Robert 
M'Clure, T. Stark Brown, and Rev. J. Fairley Daly. 

' 39. Miss ' Fleming and Ms. W. M. Murray.—The Convener MissFieiMg 

conveyed to Miss Fleming and _ Mr. Murray the sympathy of the Mr. W. 
Committee on the death of their fathers. 'He expressed to them ^ the 
Committee’.? best wishes for their complete recovery after sennas ,954,) 
illness, and thanked Miss Fleming for the valued and varied services 
she had rendered at Livingstonia. He spoke of the pleasure with 
which the Committee heard from the doctors of the state of their 
health, and hoped that by the December meeting it might be possible 
to arrange for their return to the mission field. 
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Quarterly 
Statement. 

40. Quarterly Statement of Funbs.—The following Quarterly I4th Jyne, 
Statement of Funds was subfuitted, and, being in the hands of members, 

was carefully gone over :— 

GENERAL FUND. 
1903. nummY. 

£711 18 7 Cr. 

3S2 16 4 • 

£1,104 14 11 

119 1 3 

£132 17 6 
259 18 iO 

£111 19 7 
7 1 8 

£985 13 8 Or. 

£985 13 
MARCH. 

i Or. 

£112 19 5 
361 12 6 
10 0 0 

474 U 11 • 

£1,460 5 7 

£0 0 0 
0 0 0 
7 1 8 

£1,453 3 11 Or- 

APea. 
£1,453 3 1^ Or. 

balance at 31st January, 1904, 
Receipts for February— 

Congregations, . 
Donations,. 

Expenditure, per Accountant’s Note— 
IVavelling ^Ixpenses, . 
Mission Expenses, . 

Balance at 29th February, 1904, ... 

Balance at 29th February, 1904, 
Receipts for March— 

Congregations, . 
Donations, . 
Legacies,. 

Expenditure, per Aceoimtant’s Note- 
Salaries. 
Travelling Expenses, ... . 
Mission Expenses, ...- . 

Balance at 31st March, 1904, . 

Or. 

1904. 
£897 17 11 

364 5 8- 

£1,817 9 7 

. £213 1 2 
. 61 6 9 

£0 0 
7 10 

274 7 11 

£1,172 6 10 

7 10 0 

£273 11 2 
90 14 6 

0 0 0 

Balance at 31st March, 1904, 
Receipts for Apiil— 

Congregations, . 
^Donations, . 

Legacies, . 

Cr. £1,164 15 10 

Cr. £1,164 15 10 

£211 15 4 
149 10 0 
142 3 5 

603 8 9 

£1,668 4 7 

£71 6 8 
434 12 0 

13 13 2 
519 11 10 

Cr. £1,148 12 9 

Cr. £1,148 12 9 

£67 6 5 
789 4 0 
500 0 0 

Expenditure, per Accountant’s Note— 
Salaries, . 
Travelling Expenses, . 
Mission Expenses. 
Specially Destined Contributions, ... 

1,356 10 5 

£2,605 3 2 

£1,113 10 0 
3 3 0 

464 17 4 
116 7 5 

Balance at 3Gth April, 1904, .. 

' Tbig incjuijes for salary of Mr. T. Cullen Young, C. A,, to be spread over four years. 

CAPITAL ACCOUNT. 

There are invested in name of General Trustees, 

1,697 17 9 

£807 6 5 

£5,204 10 2 
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1903. 

£54 19 10 Dr. 
3 15 11 

£31 3 11 
281 4 9 

£332 3 8 Dr. 

1903. 

£554 7 1 Gr. 
0 0 0 

£554 7 1 

60 0 0 

£434 7 1 Cr. 

INSTITUTION BUILDINGS ACCOUNT. 1904. 

Balance at 3Ist January, 1904, 
Heceipta—February to April, ... 

Dr. £1,014 13 4 
56 2 1 

Expenditure, per Accountant's Note, 
£958 li 3 

142 10 0 

Balance at 30tli April, 1904, Dr. £1,101 1 3 

STATIOK BUILDINGS ACCOUNT. 1004 

Balance at 3ist January, 1904, . Cr. £1,208 5 3 

Receipts—Februaiy to April, . . 0 

£1,208 5 3 

tExpenditure, per Accountant’s Note, ... . 1,400 3 5 

Baliuice at .30th April, 1904, . Dr. £191 18 2 

t Includes Loudon Mis.sion Hou.se, £800; Kasungu Buildings, £&40 3s. 6d. 

41. Annual Report, 1903.—Mr. Daly laid on the table a copy of Annual 

the Annual Report for 1903, explaining that owing to the late arrival of '-9°^ * 
the reports from the Livingstonia Station it had been impossible to 
complete the Annual Report in time for the Assembly. He hoped,^ 
howeverj that as all the necessary material was now in the printers’ 
handSj it would be issued in a few days, and he understood a summary 
would be included in the second issue of the Church Reports. The 
figures in the annual schedules show a gratifying increase in almost 
every detail, but the returns from congregations still show^ that only 
one^third of the Church contributes anything to the Livingstonia 
Mission, and of that third one-half send contributions from juvemle 

societies. 

42 Annual Meetings en Edinburgh.—-The Annual Meeting of Annual _ 
the Livingstonia Mission was held as usual in St. George^ United 
Free Church, on Sabbath, 29th May. In the absence of the Convener, ^ 
through illness, the Rev. George Robson, D.D., ex-Moderator of me 
General Assembly, presided. The meeting was addressed by Rev. Dr. 
W A Elmslie, Dr. E. A. Boxer, and Mrs. Boxer. Dr. Robson 
addressed Mr. T. Cullen Young, C.A., going out to act as Accountant 
in connection with the Mission. His father, the Rev. John Young, 
M. A., solemnly set him apart by prayer. There was a large attendance, 

and the collection amounted to , . 
The Annual Afternoon Tea to Presbyterial Conveners was neid m 

Edinburgh Caf6, 70 Princes Street, on the following day, and was 
attended by about twenty conveners. In Lord Overtouns absence. 
Principal Lindsay and Mr. John Stephen presided. Ac interesang 
conference followed, several suggesting .the visjtetion of Presbyteries 
by deputies, and the circulation of more literature’. 
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Livingstonia— 
Appointment 
of Mr. T. 
Cullen 
Young, C.A. 
(Cp. Min. 41, 
1903, and 
15, 1904.) 

Livingstonia— 
Claim for 
Insurance on 
Electric 
Plant 
Damaged 
Rejected. 

Livingstonia— 
Replacement 
of Electtic 
Plant Lost. 

Livingstonia— 
Another 
Teacher 
Required. 

43. Livingstonia—Appointment of Mr. T. Cullen Young, I4tb 

C.A.—Report of Business Siib-Comfuitiee,—Tiie Business Sub-Corn^ 
mittee met on Wednesday, April ISth, and ag.iin on Monday, May 
23rd, 1904, and having considered the corresp >ndence between Mr. J. 
Thomson Faton and the Honorary Secretary, resolved that it is 
expedient to appoint an Accountant to take charge of the business and 
financial affairs of the Livingstonia Mission in Africa, and to devise a 
suitable system of accounting. 

The Committee having received an off'er of service from Mr. T. 
Cullen Young, C.A., and believing him to be well able to do this work, 
accept his offer, and appoint him as one of the regular missionaries, 
with a seat in the Mission Council, to rank under Class II., at the 
usual salary of ;^170 for the first three years, and thereafter at ;^200 
unmarried, or ^^250 married, it being always understood that if his 
services give satisfaction the appointment becomes a permanent one. 

The Committee is able to make this appointment in consequence 
of the very generous gift of ;^750 by a friend for the payment of the 
salary of an Accountant, and when the gift is exhausted the Committee 
will continue to provide for the same. They instruct Mr._Young^on 
his arrival to take charge of all the work connedted with the Mission 
accounts, office and store. Until he is thoroughly acquainted with the 
details of this work, they hope his colleagues will render him all the 
assistance they can. They recommend the Senatus to consider how far 
Mr. Young’s services can be used in the Institution in connection with 
the Commercial Classes without interfering with the work to which he 
is specially appointed. 

The Report of the Business Sub*Committee was adopted, and the 
appointment confirmed. The Livingstonia Committee desire that Mr 
Cullen Young should be placed on the Widov/s^ Fund' in virtue of his 
diploma as a C.A., and request Dr. George Smith to see if this can be 
done. 

44. Livingstonia—Claim for Insurance on Electric Plan-T 

Damagsu, Rejected.—A letter was read from the African Lakes Cor^ 
poration. Limited, explaining that they had tabled the claim of the 
Livingstonia Mission with the Insurance Company for the electric 
material damaged and destroyed in transit. The Company promptly 
and absolutely declined to entertain the claim (1) because of the .length 
of time that had elapsed between the loss and the notification of claim, 
arid (2) because the document of claim had not been drawn upon the 
necessary lines. The Committee regret this loss, and trust that any 
future claim will be rendered in good time in accordance with the 
instructions of the African Lakes Corporation, Limited. 

45. Livingstonia—Replacement of Electric Plant Damaged. 

—A letter was read from Dr. Laws to the African Lakes Corporation, 
Limited, ordering electric plant to replace what was damaged in transit 
to Livingstonia. The cost of above- will amount to about ;^80, includ¬ 
ing transport. • ■ ' ■ 

It was agreed to sanction this order. 

46. Livingstonia—Another TeacIisr Required.—Several letters 
were read showing the urgent necessity for another certificated teachey 
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14th June, (male or female) being sent out at once to the Overtoun Institution at 
19C4. Livingstonia, It was agreed to ask Dr. Robson to make this known to 

the Church through the Record^ and to take any other steps to secure 
someone suitable to fill Miss Lambert’s place, for which “Two Friends 
in Edinburgh” provide the salary. 

47. Ekwendeni Fire.—A letter was read from Mrs. Edwards, Ekwendeni 
Muswell Hill, London, N., sending cheque for losses by fire at 
Ekwendeni. This money was collected by the North London ’Ngoni 
Sewing Meeting in response to a circular issued by Mrs. Henderson 
and Mrs. Edwards. The Committee desire gratefully to acknowledge 
this generous donation from the North London ’Ngoni Sewing Meet¬ 
ing, and instruct Mr. Slight to send out the money as desired to Mr. 
Charles Stuart. 

48. Loudon —Grant of ^^800 from the Station Building Loudon— 
Fund.’—The Convener called attention to Letter 18, 1904, from the 
Rev. Donald Fraser, requesting a grant of p^SOO from the Building 
Furid to build his dwelling-house, and so complete the permanent Building 
buildings at Loudon. He further, asked for an answer by cable, as the Fund, 
building season begins in May, and a large band of builders, sawyers, 
and joiners now on the station must be paid off and dispersed if the 
matter is delayed. The Convener explained that, after consulting 
several member.? of the Business Committee who were accessible, he 
cabled the permission asked, as, owing to the special urgency of the 
case, there was no opportunity for Mr. Fraser remitting the matter in 
the usual way through the Mission Council. The Committee approved 

of the action of the Convener. 

49. Request for Loan of ;£500 to run Store.—A letter was Loudon- 
read from the Rev. Donald Fraser, Loudon, asking the loan of ^600 
for the paroose of running a local store. He explains the isolated 
position of his station, there beitrg no whites in the country and no 
African Lakes Corporation Stores. He offers to pay five per cent, 
interest out of the proBts, and to pay back ^100 at least each year to 

the Mission Fuads. , . . t- c 
The Committee, while sympathising with the objects Mr. iraser has 

in view, and appreciating the circumstances which rendered, such 
action necessary, recommend that he bring the matter up through the 
Mission Council, advising that, before any definite permanept steps 
are taken, the African Lakes Corporation should be consulted te see 
whether they would not be prepared To start a. store of their^own.in 
Loudon in view of the great development of that station ana _ neigh¬ 
bourhood, and so save the missionaries time and labour m superintend- 

ing a store. ^ 

50. Kasungu.—Mr. Daly stated that, on receipt of Dr. Prentice’s Kasungu. 
letter (Letter 28.1904), he had, with the consent of the Convener, asked 'Cp- »”• 
the Accountant to remit the sum of £m 3s, Sd being the balance 66.1903.) 

as stated, still to be forwarded by the Committee, thus making the tota 
amount given to Kasungu buildings ;£1000. As the Mission Council 
was not to meet till October it was considered inadvisable to aelay this 
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matter any longer, Under the circumstances it was agreed to sanction 
the remittance. 

61. The Universities Mission—Correspondence between 

Bishop Trower and Dr. Laws.— A correspondence was read 
between Bishop Trower and Dr. Laws in connection with a proposed 
extension of the Universities Mission on the west side of Lake Nyasa. 
(Letters 29 to 32, 1904.) The Convener reported that he had called at 
the office of the Universities Mission when in London, and read to the 
Secretary and one of the Directors present the correspondence referred 
to above. They expressed their regret that the Bishop had written as 
he had done and their appreciation of the courtesy and kindness of 
Dr. Laws’ reply. They promised to write Bishop Trower on the 
subject at issue, but admitted that they had not much power to inter¬ 
fere. The Convener had replied that the Livingstonia Committee 
regretted very much the position taken up by the Universities Mission, 
that under the circumstances his Committee could only carry on their 
work in the sphere they occupied as they had done in the past, while 
endeavouring to maintain the friendly relations which had always 
existed between the tv/o Missions. 

62= Quit Rents—Mr. Codrington at Livingstonia.—A letter 
was read from Dr. Laws giving an account of a visit from Mr. R. 
Codrington, Administrator of North-East Rhodesia. (Letter 22, 1904.) 
He explained that Quit Rents have been asked for Mwenzo only, and 
any ground we may yet obtain in North-Eastern Rhodesia outside the 
B.C.A. Protectorate. There the British South Africa Company are a 
Government, and Quit Rents become part of the revenue of the 
country, to be handed over to their successors in the government of 
that country. In the North Nyasa district of the B.C.A. Protectorate 
they are simply landholders, and can hand over the land or sell it as 
they like, and hence gave as free grants the land for the Institution and 
Karonga. 

The Convener reported that he had seen Mr. Jones, Secretary of 
the B.S.A. Company, who spoke warmly of the work done at Living¬ 
stonia, and read the Minutes of his Directors confirming the arrange¬ 
ment come to between Dr. Laws and Mr. Codrington, and promised to 
send copies to Glasgow of these Minutes, 

It was agreed to point out to the Mission Council that twenty square 
miles of land was a very large tract' of country for the Mission to hold 
at Mwenzo, which would bring with it growing responsibilities and 
anxieties. Unless, therefore, the Mission Council can show good 
reason why so large a portion of land should be rented, the Committee 
would recommend that the'ground taken from the B.S.A. Company 
should be much more limited in extent, and only what is absolutely 
necessary for carrying on the work of the Mission. 

53.' Native Labour Traffic—The Convener’s Interview 

WITH'Mr. LyttletoNj the Colonial Secretary.—The Convener 
stated that he had a very pleasant interview with the Colonial Secretary, 
Mr. -Lyttleton, when in London, in reference to the native labour traffic 
in Centra! Africa. He told him of the great work done by Dr. Laws 

- and the Livingstonia- staff, and of the splendid Achievements resulting 
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14th -June, from thirty years’ devoted labour, adding that the Committee and the Lyttleton, 

1904. Church, which had given so much time and thought and spent so 

much money on the Mission, counted on the support and co-operation Mins, 
of the Government. He expressed to him our disappointment that the 23, 39, 1903, 
Government had decided to recruit again labourers in Central Africa and 33, 1804.) 
for the Transvaal, raising the number this time to 5000. 

Mr. Lyttleton replied that he had an open mind, and that he would 
like some facts which would reconcile the statements made as to the 
mortality and demoralisation with the Government reports. He 
admitted that he was much impressed by what he had heard of the 
work done, and asked that a report should be sent him. He invited 
correspondence as to any points of difficulty, and assured the Convener 
of his sincere and appreciative interest in the Mission. 

54. Second Missionary Conference m Central Africa.-- 

Mr- Daly reported that on October 15th representatives of Missions in jn 
Central Africa, both British and German, would meet at Blantyre to cgfuj-al 
hold a Conference. This would be the second conference of Mis- Africa, 

sionaries in Central Africa, the first having been held at Livingstonia 
in October, 1900, under the presidency of Dr. Elmslie. The Com¬ 
mittee heard this announcement with pleasure, and instructed the 
Honorary Secretary to convey to the Conference the warm greetings of 
the Livingstonia Committee, and to express the hope that the Con¬ 
ference will be very successful and prove most useful and stimulating 
to the brave and devoted missionary workers in Central Africa. 

55' African Lakes Corporateon, Ltd.—Freights.—The fol- African Lakes 

■Ip.wing letter was received on March 29th from the African Lakes 

Corporation, Ltd.:— 

Rev. J. Fairley Daly, B.D, 
Glasgow. 

Dear Sir, 

45 RSNFI2LD Street, 
Glasgow, ^dth March, 1904- 

Freights. 
(Cp. Min. 
10, 1904.) 

LIVINGSTONIA MISSION. 

With reference to our letter to you of 14th January last, 
relative to rates of freight and passage, we are now pleased to inform 
you that, owing to circumstances which have arisen, it is possible for us 
to revert to the old arrangement, and you will therefore feelgood enough 
to consider our commutrication of 14th January as cancelled. 

We are, Dear Sirs, Yours faithfully, 

(Signed) Fred. L. M. Mois, Secy. 

The Committee expressed gratification that the African Lakes 
Corporation, Ltd., had seen their way to revert to the old rates. 

56 The National Bible Society—Gospel op Mark in The National 

Tumbuku.—The Rev. J. S. Nisbet reports that the above Society has ““f 
cordially agreed to bear the expense of printing ^ 2000 copies o. 
Tumbuku Mark, now passing through the press at Livingstonia. Mark in 

The Committee desire cordially to acknowledge this kind and ^mteku. 
generous gift, and instruct the Honorary Secretary to convey their 

thanks to Mr. Nisbet. 
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No, I,—Re?, A. G. MacALPINE. 

Bandawe, B.C.A., vis Chinde, 

snd August^ igo4. 
RECENT INGATHERING. 

The Rev. A. G. MacAlpine writes—You will, I am sure, be delighted 
to hear news of our recent ingathering here both into the church and class. 
We had arranged to have a very short series of meetings preparatory to 
our Communion, which was to be held on the 17th of July. The meetings 
began on the Thursday afternoon, July 14, with a meeting for prayer, our 
usual weekly prayer meeting being shifted from the Wednesday to the 
Thursday for the occasion. There was a nice earnest gathering of 470 
odd people, whose prayers, as led by several of the elders, were definite 
and pointed. 

There were two meetings on the Friday, preparatory to the Communion 
on the Sabbath, but, unfortunately, the weather was bad—stormy and 
wet~so that we had only some 802 at the forenoon and 890 at the after¬ 
noon gathering. The services were, however, helpful, and seemed to be 
enjoyed by all. The theme was: “My body broken for you.^^ 

On Saturday we began our work with a session meeting, at which our 
examination of candidates for Church membership during the past few 
weeks was reviewed by the elders, each name being gone over individually, 
and candidates being accepted or rejected according as they were known 
to have approved themselves or not as Christians in word and deed. It 
was very pleasing to hear the testimony given regarding some of them. 
Mr. M'Minn and I were exceptionally pleased with some of those whom we 
had had to deal with, especially some of the old people. One could not 
help smiling at one old woman’s happy face, radiant with joy notwithstand¬ 
ing the old scars of heathenism, as she told of her blessed assurance. I 
asked one old woman, “ What do you make of Christ, then ? ” and she 
replied in her graphic way, “Mtima wose pake ci”—i.e.^ “Let go ray 
whole heart on Him.” In her own words the idea is very vivid, and what 
a joy it was to hear such from one who was not long ago in the darkest 
heathenism! These darkened minds become wonderfully illumined by 
grace. 

Well, 
102 CANDIDATES WERE ACCEPTED 

by the session, and these were baptised and received into Church fellowship 
at the service held at 3 p.m. on Saturday. It was a fine sight. I wish 
some of our Committee and friends of the work would come and see such 
for themselves. The men were not many, great numbers being away 
working at a distance from their homes at present—only 22 out of the 102 
were men. One old grandfather was baptised, and next after him came 
his youngest son, a lad of about eighteen. One of the most pleasing 
things about the additions to our membership nowadap is this rounding 
off of families inside the Church of God. In that family, e.g.^ first of all a 
daughter was converted, then the mother, and now father and son have 
come in together. One of the young women baptised was blind, a former 
boarder in our school here. 

THE COMMUNION SERVICES. * 

Sabbath had three services, all well attended, the audiences counted at 
each being 1158 in the morning at 8-30, 3286 at ii o’clock, and 822 in 
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the afternoon at 3. The mid-day service was CommunioHj at which 632 
partook of the Lord’s Supper* fully equal to three-quarters of our member¬ 
ship, and that when so many are absent at work. At the Thanksgiving 
Service in the afternoon, we had the baptism of infants, which I 
always like to associate with the thanksgiving. Sixty-five little ones were 
presented to the Lord. We were very tired but very happy at the close 
of the day. Will you join with us in praise for these additions, and for the 
217 new members added to the Catechumens’ Class on the Sabbath 
following, when they publicly renounced heathenism and professed to be 
the Lord’s. Pray, also, that as they have been drawn, they may now be 
kepi and used, 

INCREASE OF NATIVE ELDERS AND DEACONS. 

The best bit of my news I have given first, but I must not omit to tell 
you of the strengthening of our church organisation we have recently had 
in the increase of our native elders to sixteen, four more than we formerly 
had, while the number of our deacons has been doubled, it now being 
twenty-four. These increases in the two courts are called for by the 
growth of the church, and by the simultaneous widening out of our parish, 
so that with the spreading out of the people from their old haunts work 
becomes less and less easily overtaken. These were elected at a church 
meeting on the 2nd of July. 

TEN days’ tour. 

Six weeks ago Mrs. MacAlpine and I were on a ten days’ tour among 
•our river villages, and had a most enjoyable time, the people coming out 
well to hear the Gospel. In most of the places where we spent a day 
there were more or fewer enquirers to be dealt with. During the past two 
months I have dealt myself personally with over ^go enquirers. 

No. 2.—Miss JESSIE FIDDES. 

Livingstonia, Florence Bay, 

Lake Nyasa, B.C.A., September, igo4. 
BEAUTIFUL SURROUNDINGS. 

Miss Jessie Fiddes, L.L.A., writes ;—In my last letter I promised to let 
you know more particularly about the work I am engaged in. Before doing 
so I shall tell you about my house and its beautiful surroundings. 
Livlngstonia is a perfect paradise. I shall never forget my first impres¬ 
sions of it when I made my triumphant entry propped up in my machilla, 
and carried by fifteen or sixteen men who kept continually springing into 
the air, singing and shouting, thus showing that they realised to the full 
that they v;ere importing something this time! At a certain spot on the 
road I had time to look around and take in the panorama. Since then I 
have frequently compared my first impression with that to which my eyes 
have now become accustomed, and I can only say it is not a disappointment. 
Every rising and setting of the sun imparts a different shadow or glow to 
these everlasting hills and lakes; those glens green with coffee, inaize, and 
beanj that magnificent highway lined on either side with Mlanji firs 5 and 
then add to that the sound of a pail and of a water-tap being turned on, 
and surely you will agree that here is the abundant reward of many days of 

happy toil! 
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“my house.” 

As regards my own house, I believe it has been condemned, but I say 
if I get my choice of all the houses on the station, including the new stone 
house, I should prefer my own three-roomed dwelling. It was built over 
ten years ago. The ceiling is very high, the rooms are large, with brick 
floors and very heavy thatch on the roof, which all conduce to keep one 
delightfully cool inside. I told you that my house was riddled with rats, 
and I believe that seven have been seen at one time. Since it has under¬ 
gone repairs, and since I have entered it, I have seen only one rat. I 
thoroughly enjoy my house. I have no window in my sitting-room, but a 
glass door which opens out on to the verandah, and here I have a monkey, 
a tricky wee thing, attached to one of the beams. Across the path on the 
other side is my garden, with numerous pine apples, and a fowl-house to 
the right, which a leopard entered the other evening and relieved me of 
seventeen fowls. I am afraid my poor pen will fail to describe what lies 
beyond my garden—a great vast, silent wooded country, with the deep 
indigo of Lake Nyasa behind, and the Livingstone heights rising up on the 
farther margins—truly a scene enough to lift one up “far above all.” 

THE BOARDING-SCHOOL GIRLS. 

To the right are the boarding-school girls’ quarters. Their dormitory 
is indirectly joined to my house by passages. Then the dining and 
sewing rooms, pounding and cooking sheds, &c., are isolated in the com¬ 
pound, and the latter is a vast spacious piece of clearing where tv/o 
beautiful lemon trees grow, and the girls’ great delight is to take twO’ 
lemons off these trees every other evening and throw them to each other. 
I very often join them in this and other games, for I thoroughly enjoy all 
kinds of out-of-door sports, and, besides, it enables me to throw myself 
into every side of their nature and their life. We have at present twenty- 
nine girls in the boarding-school. We have accommodation for ten or 
fifteen more, but we do not encourage big girls from other villages to come 
who are only in the infant reader, for at the Institution these would have 
to sit side by side and compete with little girls. Some of these are the 
children of Christian teachers, and are all round little sharpers, and, be¬ 
sides, we have good out-schools where these late beginners may learn 
alongside of their equals. Our boarding-school girls come from different 
places, some from Karonga, Bandawe, Lake Shore, and ’Ngoniland. Most 
of the ’Ngoniland girls have large holes in the lobes of their ears, and over 
and over again I have noticed when they receive a letter from a friend, 
having no pocket to stow it away in, they will just roll it up lengthwise and 
push it through the hole in the ear—very handy ! To school they wear a 
simple print jacket and “ sari,” which is a piece of navy blue calico, draped 
gracefully round their figure. When they come back from school they 
generally take off their jackets, and are ready for their industrial work, 
which involves at present the art of picking up sundry things, instead of 
yielding to their natural inclination of passing these things over and letting 
them remain so henceforth and for evermore. The art of wringing a cloth 
shows up another phase. Their method is that of rolling it into a nice 
round ball between the palms of their hand and then squeezing. With the 
exception of the already initiated, they nearly all have the same idea about 
washing woodwork, in that if they cover it completely with water then they 
think that it is washed. When one sees the natural aversion most of these 
girls have for sound, honest manual work, and the tendency to sit down 
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and gaze into vacancy when half finished with a prescribed duty, one is 
forced to conclude that there are one hundred and one things to be con¬ 
sidered in the training of these girls, things which come before and stand 
higher from a moral point of view than any attempt to prosecute the 
different branches of an industrial curriculum. Many of them are splendid 
scholars in the day-school, and compete well with the boys, and two Fifth 
Standard girls have been given the responsible position of teachers in the 
evening school. But brain knowledge may come while wisdom lingers, 
and mere extent of information is not the elixir of life; strength and dig¬ 
nity of character are more dependent upon the quality than the quantity 
of our ideas. 

AN INDUSTRIAL PROGRAMME. 

A splendid and varied industrial programme has been drawn up, 
purposing to instruct the girls in sewing, pounding, sifting, preparing 
“ufa” (the native “ staff of life),” pottery, gardening, practical sick nursing, 
when the opportunity lends itself, &c., and these different branches I take 
up each afternoon with the girls. They thoroughly enjoy these different 
branches of work, so long as it is interesting and not too prolonged, hence 
•our idea is to grant each girl a certificate showing her proficiency in these 
branches after she has passed a satisfactory examination. But, as I said 
before, there is another side of the girls’ nature and life which we desire to 
see developing, that which bears its own indelible mark, which requires no 
certificate to certify its presence—in short, we desire to see our young 
African sisters emerging into womanhood with their consciences keeping 
pace with the development of their minds, with the unmistakable reflec¬ 
tion of the image of Christ on their souls—young women who will be a 
power for good wherever they may go, and whose every word and action 
tell of Him whose they are and whom they serve. 

No. 3.—Rev. Dr. ROBERT LAWS. 

Blantyre, October^ igo4. 

MINUTES OF MISSION COUNCIL. 

The Rev. Dr. Laws writesHerewith I enclose copy of the Minutes 
of the meetings of our Livingstonia Mission Council, held at Bandawe, and 
a summary of our Budget. 

I presume you will have had correspondence with Rev. Wardlaw 
Thompson regarding the subject of Minute 8. We hoped to go north 
after the Conference at Blantyre, but a telegram from the London 
Missionary Society at Kawimbe, and from Mr. Thompson, seem to point 
to a later date being more suitable. 

Minute ii.—The best boundary to secure water supply is the reason 
for being put in as quit-rent. It may be only if within the 3000 
acres, but this cannot be settled till a new survey is made. I trust the 
Committee will find this meet their wishes. 

Minute 21.—In view of any question arising as to insurance or infor¬ 
mation as to risks being required when the matter was taken up at indi¬ 
vidual stations, the proposed plans were asked to be sent to the Mission 
Council Secretary in the first instance. It is a serious question, with the 
high rates quoted, how far insurance should be undertaken. 

Minutes 39 and 40.—These have been brought forward through the 
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changes necessary for manning Mwenzo and Kasungn. Both are on the 
road, and Europeans are very frequent visitors there, and it was felt we 
could not send a man of Class III. to hold these places, and continue the 
relationship to Europeans already existing, without giving him help to do 
so. The Mission Council are unwilling to introduce anything like a system 
of grants, but these exceptions demand exceptional treatment, and three 
conditions are attached to such, which circumscribe any idea of a general 
principle of indiscriminate grants being given. 

Minutes 67*69 (Hinterland).—The Minutes and enclosed copies of 
correspondence should make these matters plain. We are not ail quite 
clear yet on the question of one-man stations, but we are clear that now, 
with increased facilities for communication and better native helpers, the 
area to be overtaken from a single centre can be very much enlarged, and 
we may yet be able to reduce to one man stations in some localities. At 
anyrate, we are cautiously feeling our way in this direction. 

Further correspondence with Mr. Codringtcn will clear up matters a 
bit on some points. 

At both Mission Council and Presbytery a large amount of business 
was done, which will, I hope, be for the good of the Mission and the 
advancement of Christ’s cause. 

No. 4.—MINUTES OF MISSION COUNCIL. 

At Bandawe, the 3rd day of October, 1904; which day the Livingstonia 
Mission Council met and was constituted with devotional exercises 
conducted by the retiring Chairman, Dr. Chisholm. 

Sederunt.—Revs. A. G. MacAlpme, James Henderson; Drs. Chis¬ 
holm and Innes; Messrs. C. Stuart, R. M'Minn, T. C= Young, and Dr, 
Laws, Secretary. 

1. A letter from Dr. Prentice explained that, owing to the recent 
serious illness of his child, he was unable to attend the meeting of Mission 
Council, but that, in view of the important matters connected with 
Kasungu and the west, he had asked Mr. J. M. Henderson to come to 
Bandawe, so as to be able to give the Mission Council information on 
these subjects. 

2. Rev. Mr. MacAlpine proposed, and Mr. M‘Minn seconded, that 
Mr. C. Stuart be Chairman for the coming year. This was unanimously 
agreed to, and he took the Chair. 

3. It was proposed, and heartily agreed to, that Rev. J. S. Moffat, C.M.G., 
who had been paying a visit to his son at Livingstonia, should be invited 
to associate himself with the Mission Council Mr. J. M. Henderson and 
Mr. Wm. Thomson were also associated with the Mission Council. 

4. The Mission Council Chairman welcomed Revs. A. G. MacAlpine 
and Dr. Innes on their return from furlough, and Mr. T. Cullen Young on 
his joining the Mission Staff and Council, and Miss Fiddes to her work in 
Livingstonia. 

5. In the notice calling this meeting of the Livingstonia Mission 
Council, due intimation having been given that representatives were to be 
elected to the General Assembly of the United Free Church of Scotland 
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of 1905, the Mission Council elected the Rev. A. Dewar as representative 
minister and Mr. R. M'Minn as representative elder for that Assembly. 

6. It was agreed that more time should be given to devotional exer¬ 
cises at the beginning of the meetings of Mission Council, and that the 
retiring Chairman should give an address on that occasion. 

?. The Mission Council then proceeded to consider the extension of 
mission work westwards. Letters from Mr. R. Codrington, Administrator 
of N.E, Rhodesia, were read by the Secretary, the one having reference to 
delimitation of mission spheres for the missionary bodies, and the other 
oSering to the Livingstonia Mission a reserved tract of country in the 
neighbourhood of the place where Livingstone died. Reports were re¬ 
ceived of the extension work to the west, and of the country thus covered, 
from Rev. J. Henderson, Mr. C. Stuart, Dr, Chisholm, Dr. Innes, and 
Mr. J. M. Henderson. A small committee was appointed to draw up a 
Minute which might be laid before Mr. Codrington, with a view to a 
boundary between the French White Fathers and the Livingstonia Mission. 

8. The Secretary intimated that he had received a letter from Rev. 
Wardlaw Thompson and the Directors of the London Missionary Society, 
asking him to undertake a Commission dealing with their Mission at Lake 
Tanganyika. The Mission Council warmly approved of his undertaking 
this work in the interests of the cause of Christ, and recommended him to 
take Mr. T. Cullen Young with him. 

The meeting was closed by prayer. Charles Stuart, Chainnan. 

Robert Laws, Secretary. 

At Bandawe, the 3rd day of October, 1904; which day the Livingstonia 
Mission Council met and was corrstituted. 

Sederunt.—Revs. J. S. Moffatt, MacAipine, Henderson; Dis. Chis¬ 
holm and Innes; Messrs. Stuart, M'Minn, J. M. Henderson, Young, and 
Dr. Laws, Secretary. 

9. The Mission Council took up the consideration of lands for the 
Mission. The Secretary informed the Mission Council that Mr. Codring¬ 
ton had paid a visit to the Institution, and that he had informed the 
Secretary that for the grants of land to be handed over to the Mission by 
the British South African Co. in the British Central Africa Protectorate 
no quit-rent would be asked, but that the grants were free of burden. On 
the other hand, in N.E. Rhodesia, the land to be acquired would be sub¬ 
ject to an annual quit-rent of per 1000 acres, which would be a 
government revenue for the British South African Co. while administering 
the country, and be passed over to their successors should they withdraw 
from the administration of the country. This at present affects Mwenzo, 
and would deal with any land subsequently acquired in N.E. Rhodesia by 

the Mission. 

10. Mr. Codrington had agreed to allow the Mission Council time to 
communicate with our Home Committee as to the amount of land to be 
acquired for Mwenzo. He also agreed to the exchange of Ngerenge for 
one square mile of land on the hills for the site of a hill cottage for 
Karonga, and confining oar choice to the part presently occupied. 

11. Since quit-rent is to be imposed on Mwenzo, and important 
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changes have taken place in the development of our work since the 
larger grant was arranged for, the Mission Council, in answer to the Living- 
stonia Mission Committee’s Minute 52, 1904, recommend that the land 
asked for be reduced to 3000 acres, more or less, as boundaries may suit, 
thus not exceeding a rental of ^4 per annum. 

12. With regard to the hill cottage at Karonga, it was agreed to ask 
Dr. Innes and Dr. Chisholm to visit Kasumbi and MIenga, and, if possible, 
the district behind Mvua, to decide on the place or places to be selected 
in exchange for Ngerenge. 

13. Mr. J. M. Henderson reported that, along tvith Dr. Prentice and 
representatives of the Dutch Reformed Mission, they had agreed on a 
boundary between the Missions, which the Livingstonia Mission Council 

confirms. 

14. Dr. Prentice asks that the Livingstonia Mission should secure two 
small blocks of land, one on the road to Kotakota, in the British Central 
Africa Protectorate, and the other at Kapayinzi's, in British South African 
territory. The Mission Council authorise Dr. Prentice, in correspon¬ 
dence with the Secretary, to learn what is the smallest block of land that 
can be profitably occupied by the Mission, and to ask the Livingstonia 
Mission Committee to sanction their securing the same. 

15. The Mission Council confirms the Ekwendeni block of land, as 

surveyed by Mr. Hardie. 

16. That, with the view of securing needed timber for Bandawe, one 
or more plots of wooded land should be acquired, the price of which should 

not exceed 

17. The Mission Council agreed that the same series of English 
school books should be used at all the stations, and they ask the Institution 
to choose these and send the list to the stations. Eighteen months’ notice 
to be given of a proposed change. 

18. The Mission Council ask the Institution to keep a stock of school 
material at the Institution for the use of the other stations, and to obtain 
the lowest rates of cost. Orders amounting to as nearly as possible the 
full amount required for the year should be given after the passing of the 
year’s estimates, and that these, as far as possible, go direct to the stations. 

19. In the same way stocks of tools and ironmongery material should 

be kept at the Institution. 

2D. Smaller orders are to be considered as retail, the former as 

wholesale orders. 

21. The Mission Council, in connection with Minute No. 14, regard¬ 
ing fire insurance, ask the missionary in charge of each station to make a 
sketch plan of the station, marking the buildings and their relative value 
for insurance, and that these plans should be sent to the Secretary for any 
further correspondence. 

22. On the whole subject, taking the rates quoted for insurance into 
account, the Mission Council .is of opinion that at these rates the Mission 
would probably pay more for insurance in two years than has actually been 
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lost by Are during the whole history of the Mission. In any case, the 
Mission Council recommend that the most valuable buildings only be 
insured. 

23. The question of how far medical work should be carried on at a 
station, in the absence of the medical men of the station, was brought up 
for discussion, and the medical men of the Mission Council were asked to 
confer with Mr. MacAlpine and Mr. M‘Minn, and deal with a reference 
from Bandawe on the subject. The Mission Council decided that, in the 
case of a medical man taking furlough, the arrangements for carrying on 
medical work in his absence should be made by the Mission Council. 

24. Several matters in connection with teachers’ certificates were then 
brought up for discussion, but decision on these was deferred till next 
sederunt. 

The meeting was closed with prayer. 
Charles Stuart, Chairman. 

Robert Laws, Secretary. 

At Bandawe, the 4th day of October, 1904; which day the Livingstonia 
Mission Council met and was constituted. 

Sederunt.—As before. Rev. Donald Fraser arrived at midday. 

25. The Mission Council resumed the consideration of teachers and 
their certificates. Dr. Innes brought up the case of Andrew Nkonjera, 
who, through sickness, had not been able for work during part of the three 
years of probation. It was decided that he should serve other nine months’ 
probation. 

28. It was agreed that the pay of teachers holding certificates should 
be graded according to the divisions of the class. 

For the Second-class, Division A, being 25/ per month. 
{? ti B, II 23/ II 
ii II C, li 21/ 11 

For the Third-class, n A, n 20/ n 
If 11 B, I' 18/ !l 
Ii If C, II 16/ n 

2T. in teacher-probationers’ certificates the annual school reports 
give the school or schools, with their average attendance, in which the 
teacher has been employed, and a general estimate of his work^ The 
reports are to be graded as “excellent,” “very good,” “good,” “fair,” 
“pass,” or “failure.” On completing the third report the missionary in 
charge, if he judges it advisable from all the circumstances, may recom¬ 
mend a further period of probation. 

28. The adjudication of diplomas be entrusted to the Board of 
Management at the Institution, their decisions to be passed through the 
Council, to whom any question arising therefrom is to be submitted 

29. In the case of students receiving the teacher-probationer’s certifi¬ 
cate while under twenty-one years of age, the salary be paid at a rate less 
by one shilling for each year that is short of that age than the rate fixed 

for his class. 



30. Students of the Normal Course going out for training as pupil 
teachers are to be paid at the rate for acting teachers of the same clas^ 
Books which such students have had in use at the Institution, and required 
for their further study, must be purchased at half-price by payment through 

their stations. 

31. The Mission Council next took up the question of furloughs and 

staffing of the stations as follows :— 

32. Rev. Mr. Henderson and Mrs. Henderson to take furlough on 
the return of Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Mackenzie. 

33. Dr. and Mrs. Prentice to take furlough now, and that Mr. J. M. 
Henderson and Mrs. Henderson take up work at Kasungu, and that Dr. 
Prentice should arrange with Mr. and Mrs. Henderson as to what instru¬ 
ments and drugs should be reserved, and what left open for use, the nature 
of the medical work to be undertaken, and also regarding the dispensary 

boy. 

34. The furlough of Mr. M'Minn is due in a few months, and it was 
left to Mr. MacAlpine and Mr. M'Minn to arrange the date of leaving 
which would be most suitable for the work at Bandawe, on the unaer- 
standing that he would leave before the rains. The Mission Council 
desire to express its high appreciation of the services of Mr. M‘Minn in 
evangelistic, school, and translation work. 

36. The Secretary then intimated that Mr. McGregor had expressed 
his desire to return on a second term, and to do so married. The Mission 
Council record their satisfaction with the work of Mr. McGregor, and 
recommend his being re-engaged. 

36. Mr. Sutherland has also intimated his willingness to return for a 
second term. The Mission Council record their appreciation of the value 
they put on his personal influence with the natives at work under him. 
They recommend his being re-engaged for a term of three years, which 
may be extended to five years, according to the requirements of his work, 

37. Mr. Gauld, on finishing his term, resigns his connection with the 
Livingstonia Mission. The Mission Council desire to record their high 
appreciation of the work he has done, his personal influence, and wish him 

well in his future. 

38. The Mission Council receive, with regret, the resignation of Mr. 
Moffat as Agriculturist at the Institution. As he still desires to be 
engaged in mission work, though of a more direct character, the Mission 
Council ask him to consider whether he would not be willing to under¬ 
take another terra, on the understanding that he will be employed in 
station work, for which be has shown an increasing fitness. If this is not 
agreeable to him they desire an answer from him within three months, 
and agree to his request to be at liberty to look out for other work. 

39. That, in the case of an agent of Class III. being sent to take the 
place of an ordained or medical man, to be alone in charge of a station, 
having responsibilities to a European population, for a period exceeding 
six months, a grant at the rate of year of occupation should be 

allowed t© him. 
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40. In the present instance this would be required for the two stations 
of Mwenzo and Kasungu. 

41. The furlough of Dr. and Mrs. Chisholm is due, and the Mission 
Council agreed to send Mr. and Mrs. Moffat to take their place at Mwenzo. 
Arrangements for the conduct of medical work by his successor to be 
arranged by Dr. Chisholm for Mwenzo, on the same lines as by Dr. 
Prentice for Kasungu. 

42. The Mission Council desire to record their high appreciation of 
the large district work carried on by Dr. and Mrs. Chisholm, and also of 
the distinctive influence they have exercised for good among the Europeans 
of the plateau. 

43. Proposed publications in the vernacular should be submitted 
for the approval and recommendation of the Mission Council 
To facilitate this the Mission Council appoint as Language Committee 
the missionaries at work in the various language areas, and to these they 
delegate the above powers of approval and recommendation, except where 
a language area is represented by one man only, in which case he 
must submit his translation to the Mission Couricil. In the case of 
translations of portions of Scripture to be published, communications and 
arrangements for this by a Home Society should be made through the 
Secretary. 

44. The Mission Council ask the delegates to the Missionary Con¬ 
ference at Blantyre to confer with the Bl^tyre brethren as to the 
advisability of combining The Aurora and Blantyre Life and Work, and 
to report to next meeting of Mission Council 

45. The Mission Council authorise The Aurora to be published at 
i/6 per annum, plus postage. 

46. It was agreed that the native paper should be begun, and Mr. 
Fraser undertook the editorship. 

47. The question of commercial trading having been referred to the 
Mission Council, the Council declares that, while it seeks to avoid handi¬ 
capping its influence or operations by any commercial trading, the purposes 
of economy or education may sometimes demand the carrying on of a 
store on efficient lines, and it feels that the stores at Loudon and at the 
Institution should in the meantime be carried on owing to these con¬ 

siderations. 

48. The Mission Council then received the station estimates for 
1905, and carefully considered these, reducing the amounts wherever 
possible so as to approximate to the total of last year’s estimates. 

49. In addition to the total amount of the estimates, there may be 
required a sum to make up an apparent deficit on the Rarnnga expenditure 
for the present year, which Mr. Young is asked to inquire into. 

The meeting was closed with prayer. 

Charles Stuart, Chairman. 
Robert Laws, Secretary. 



At Bandawe, the sth day of October, 1904; which day the Livingstonia 
Mission Coiincil met and was constituted. 

Sederunt.—As before. 

§0. The Minutes of last meeting were read and confirmed. 

51. The consideration of the Budget was continued. 

52. The expenses connected with the meetings of Mission Council, 
possible continuation of journeys to and from home, and other expenses 
met by the local Treasurer, require a sum to be sent to meet these. 

53 From the Station Buildings Fund the expenditure towards the 
new house at Kasungu has to be met. 

54. Also the survey fees for Mwenzo, and the sums for the plots of 
land proposed to be acquired for trees at Bandawe, and those at Kasungu. 

56. From the Institution Buildings Fund there falls to be met the 
amounts required for the work detailed for the year in the Minutes of the 
Institution Board already sent home. 

56. In view of the fact that Mr. Moffat does not see his way to under¬ 
take the agricultural work at the Institution for another terra, and his 
transference to Mwenzo, the Mission Council resolve to ask the Living¬ 
stonia Comrnittee to look out for a scientifically-trained agriculturist, fitted 
to instruct the natives in agriculture and forestry. To afford more time 
for finding such a man, in the case of Mr. Wm. Murray returning, he (Mr. 
Murray) might take Mr. Moffafs place temporarily, and allow of Mr. Moffat 
going to Mwenzo about the end of May, 1905, to relieve Dr. and Mrs. 
Chisholm. 

57. The Mission Council consider that, in the case of a member of 
the Mission staff going home in ill-health, the opinion of the medical 
members of the staff should be taken by the Secretary for the guidance of 
the Livingstonia Committee as to the advisability of his return. 

* * * 

62. It was agreed that the arrangement and rearrangement of boun¬ 
daries between station spheres should be decided by Mission Council. 

63. The Mission Council appoint Rev, D. Fraser and Rev, A. G. 
MacAlpine members of the Institution Board for the coming year. 

64. In view of the crisis brought about by the decision of the House 
of Lords in the Church case, the Mission Council affirm their belief that 
the union of the Churches was of the will of God, and they are ready to 
share with their brethren at home whatever may be involved in that union. 

The meeting was closed with prayer. 

Chari.es Stuart, Chairman, 

Robert Laws, Stcreiary, 
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At Bandawe, the 6th day of October, 1904; which day the Livingslonia 
Mission Council met and was constituted. 

Sederunt—"Revs. A G. MacAlpine. James Henderson, D. Fraser; 
Messrs. Stuart, J. M. Henderson, ard Dr. Laws, Secretary. 

65. It was proposed that the medical members of the Mission be 
asKcd to review the past and present medical history of the Mission, with 
a view to finding what indications can be got for the acceptance or rejec¬ 
tion, on medical grounds, of candidates for work, in Livingslonia. 

66. It was agreed that notice of overtures for important business at 
Mission Council should be sent to the Secretary, probably three months 
before the meeting, for mention on the agenda, and, at anyrate, a 
notice should be given at the Mission Council before the matter be discussed. 

87. In connection with work to the west, it was proposed that a 
small house might be put up in the N.-W. Hinterland, to which Mr. Stuart 
and Dr. Slmslie, from Ekv/endeni, might go for a month or two annually 
to supervise work from Ekwendeni, as headquarters. 

68. In order to carry out the plan of extension resolved upon by this 
Mission Council it is proposed that the stations of Kasungu and Bandawe 
and the Chitambo district should be wrought by a combined staff, 
composed of Rev. A. G. MacAlpine, Dr. Prentice, and Mr. M'Minn. 

60. With regard to the offer by Mr. Codrington of the Chitambo 
district to the Livingslonia Mission as a sphere of mission work, the 
Mission Council recommend the Livingslonia Committee to accept this 
offer, and propose that the work be begun as early as possible by native 
agents from Loudon and Kasungu, with the idea of occupation by a 
European missionary after Dr. Prentice's return. 

70. In connection with the above two Minutes, in the event of a 
European salary becoming vacant, an ordained man should be sent out. 

71. Mr. Stuart asked advice as to building at Ekwendeni. Having 
heard Mr. Stuart's statemerit, the Mission Council advise his re-roofing the 
dispensary this year, leaving the store, which may require to be rebuilt, 
till next year. 

72. The following Minute, regarding missionary spheres, was sub¬ 
mitted and confirmed :— 

73. The Secretary of the Livingslonia Mission Council having read 
correspondence with Mr. Codrington, the Administrator ofN.E. Rhodesia, 
regarding the allotment of spheres for missions at work in the country, the 
Mission Council desire to lay before Mr. Codrington their views on this 
point as affecting the Livingstonia Mission. 

74. Though aware of the provisions of the Berlin Treaty, whereby the 
country is open for work to all missions, they desire to express their 
appreciation of Mr. Codrington's idea of having definite spheres of work 
allotted to individual missions, while so large a portion of the country is 
unoccupied, and so preventing needless overlapping. They also recognise 
that eventually, through the movement of native converts from one district 
to another, there will come to be an intermingling of different agencies in 
this country as at home. This should not, however, be needlessly 
stimulated. 
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75. The Livingstonia Mission Council desire respectfully to ask Mr, 
Codrington for a different boundary from that shown in his map, for the 
following reasons:— 

78. Until the present correspondence arose the Livingstonia Mission 
Council had no official information of any such proposed boundary limiting 
their work, and so had no opportunity of expressing their views on the 
matter. This opportunity they now embrace and desire to point out. 

77- That, in giving money for the survey and construction of the 
Stevenson Road, the late Mr. Stevenson, one of the earliest and most 
steadfast supporters of the Livingstonia Mission, did so with the view of 
the Livingstonia Mission joining hands and working in harmony with the 
London Missionary Society across the Nyasa-Tanganyika plateau. 

78. That, with a view to the development of the work of the Mission 
generally, they have expended on the buildings and equipment of the 
Central Institution, and in the Clerical, Medical, Educational, and Indus¬ 
trial Staff connected with the Institution’s work, a sum amounting to 
between ;£so,ooo and _;^4o,ooo. 

79. That the system of schools and other work connected with this 
Institution, has been extended westward year by year at the rate of about 
an additional day’s journey annually, as the supply of native teachers has 
become available. 

80. That more than a year ago they had already overtaken the district, 
shown on the map, allotted to the Livingstonia Mission, by schools in all its 
chief villages. They feel that farther extension westward, which they have 
always had in view, is necessary for realising the purpose of the Institution. 
Now, on the western side of this boundary lies a very large tract of 
country entirely unoccupied between them and the ground occupied by 
the French Mission. Part of this ground they are able to occupy imme¬ 
diately. la no case have they occupied a single village where any other 
missionary body is at work, nor do they desire to do so. They therefore 
propose that the boundary should be so drawn as to admit of the Living¬ 
stonia Mission connecting with the London Missionary Society along the 
Stevenson Road, and also that, following the head stream of the 
Chambezi, as indicated in the Administrator’s map, it should include for 
the Livingstonia Mission the whole of the Mirongo adminstrative 
district. In part of the Mirongo district the Livingstonia Mission has 
been at work for six years, while no work has been begun in it by 
any other Mission As far as their Information goes, no work is being 
done by the French Mission within a day’s Journey west from the 
Chambezi. The Wemba living in it are a section of the great Wemba 
tribe, but have for generations existed as a separate entity, under a semi¬ 
independent chief, the Chambezi being the recognised boundary between 
the two. The language is closely allied to that in use in the Livingstonia 
Mission at Mwenzo. 

Having the sanction of their Committee, the Livingstonia Mission 
Council are now prepared, subject to the Administrator’s approval, to take 
the initial steps for opening a European station in the Mirongo district, 
probably somewhere on the Luvu tributary of the Chambezi. 

The meeting was closed with prayer. 

Charles Stuart, Chairman, 
Robert Laws, Secretary, 
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At Bandawe, the 7th day of Octobers 1904; which day the Livingstonia 
Mission Council met and was constituted. 

Sederunt.—Revs. A, G. MacAlpine, Henderson, and Fraser; Messrs. 
C. Stuart, R. M'Minn, J. M. Henderson, and Dr. Laws, Secretary, 

81. The Minutes of former meeting were read and confirmed. 

82. The Mission Council agreed that the small houses proposed for 
out-stations be begun in the following order:—Kasungu, Loudon, Ekwen- 
denij and west of the Institution. That a small three-roomed house be 
the type, and the same for all, and be built by the same native staff, who 
should be supplied with windows from the Institution, except in the case 
of Kasungu, where it is hoped a contribution of these may be given. The 
cost of these houses to be defrayed locally. 

Mr. Fraser asked that arrangements be made for the building of his 
house at Loudon. It was remitted to the Institution Board to arrange for 
this. 

The next meeting of Mission Council to be held at Livingstonia on 
the second Wednesday of October, 1905. 

The Minutes of this meeting were read and confirmed. 

The meeting was closed with prayer. 

Charles Stuart, Chairman. 

Robert Laws, Secretary. 

1^0, g,—-Rev. Dr. ROBERT LAWS. 

The Blantyre Mission, 

B.C.A., 2Sth October^ 

THE BLANTYRE CONFERENCE. 

Br. Laws writesOur Conference closed last night, and a remarkable 
gathering it has been. For good feeling and general unanimity it has been 
a striking example of how amid great diversity there has been much of 

harmony. . , ^ as ■ 
I am sending you a programme of the meetings, ana a Central Ajnca 

Times, with report so far of the proceedings. As this was revised by the 
Publications Committee, it may be accepted as fairly correct. In the 
Central Africa Times-'jm will find a photo, of the Conference members. 

We had a meeting with a view to a united Synod of Blantyre and 
Livingstonia, and this is likely to come about in due course. 



No. 6.-Re7. Dr. ROBERT LA¥/S. 

Livingstonia, B.G.A., 

^rd November^ igo4. 

RETURN FROM BLANTVRE. 

The Rev. Dr. Laws writesWe got back here on the afternoon of 
I St November, but were unable to call at Bandawe on account of the 
south-easter blowing in the early part of the day. 

FOREIGN MISSION COMMITTEE'S LETTER, 

A number of letters were waiting my returns and I am sorry the one 
from Dr. Smith and Mr. Buchanan did not reach rne ere I left, so that a 
wire might have been sent earlier. Though the Mission Council Minute 
on the subject will soon be in your hands, I intend sending a telegram m 

the morning. . ^ ... 
The many items in your letter must wait replies for a mail, where not 

already answered, as a telegram to-night tells us the steamer will be south 

in the morning, and I have to meet her. 
PROPOSED VISIT TO TANGANYIKA FOR LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY. 

A telegram to me, at Blantyre, from the London Missionary society, 
Tanganyika, and Mr. Wardlaw Thompson's reply cable to mine, have led 
me to defer going to Tanganyika till the rainy season is over, if all is well. 
This will enable me to be here for the beginning of the session, and one 
of the London Missionary Society's missionaries I expect to see on the 

steamer to-morrow morning, 

TWO FIRES-—KARONGA AND FLORENCE BAY. 

The news of two fires met us on onr return—the one of the Karonga 
school-church, and the other a saw-pit and stock of sawn timber near the 
lake here. The latter was specially good wood, and I have been part of 
to-day seeing some natives about it j the former, I suppose, Dr. Innes will 

have given you the details of. 

STOPPING WORK. 

We are trying to carry out the wishes expressed in your lettep, though 
to stop work entirely would be a great loss for the future. Brickmaking 
is stopped for the season, and soon our outdoor workers will be fewer 

also for some months. 

N®. 7.—Rev. A. G. MACALPINE. 

Bandawe, B.C.A., yrt Nmmber, 1^04. 

ANOTHER EVANGELISTIC TOUR. 

The Rev. A. G. MacAlpine writes:—I had yours of igth August 
while our Mission Council was sitting, and hope to reply to you with the 
usual Quarterly Report by next mail We have had an exceedingly busy 
time since returning from furlough, and have been off on another evan¬ 
gelistic tour since Council rose, and returned from it last week. I have 
thus overtaken the whole of Bandawe’s extended parish since my arrival in 
May. We are now looking forward to Communion at Kasungazi at the 
end of the year, but before that I am to go up to ’Ngoniland and assist 
Mr. Stuart at the Ekwendeni Commimion this month. 
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MR. MCMINN. 

The principal reason for my writing you this brief note is to inform you 
of Mr. M'Minn’s leaving on furlough by this coming steamer. It was 
agreed at the Council that he should take furlough as soon as could be 
arranged, and he goes now rather than iwo or three months later, so 
as to get out of the country before the rainy season begins. He is 
much in need of his change. He has done splendid service, as others 
also besides myself can testify, and we hope to see him back in due course. 
We will much miss him, and will have to work alone, I fancy, till his return, 
unless some other arrangement unthought of can be made. Mr. M^Minn 
will take this letter with him and post it in England, as there is much delay 
in the transmission of our mails at present. 

“the church case.” 

We all eagerly look for fuller details regarding the issue of the Church 
difficulty, for we do not suppose that the Lords' decision has settled the 
matter, or done much more in the way of settling it than forcing ail to see 
that there is much to be righted as regards the past, and a great deal to be 
done in putting things on a right basis for the future. Our Mission 
Council was united for the union as of the will of God, and by the union, 
and alongside our brethren at home, we resolved to take our stand. What 
all the other missionaries not at Council may do we, of course, do not 
know. I hope and believe that most, if not all, will take up the same 
position. You must not think that because—from want of information as 
to details of the case partly—we drew up only a brief Minute on the sub¬ 
ject that we passed the matter over lightly. It was constantly in our minds 
throughout the Council, was twice before us, and on the evening when we 
passed our Minute was the subject of a very prolonged discussion. Our 
Council adjourned at its close, about 12-30 a.m. 

m, a—MEMORIAL MISSION TO DAVID LIVINGSTONE. 
Compare Mission Council Minutes 67*70. 

[copy,] 

Administrator's Office, North-Eastern Rhodesia, 

Fort Jameson, 2nd Atsgusi^ igo4. 
Dear Dr. Laws, 

For some time past I have reserved a portion of 
North-Eastern Rhodesia, in the vicinity of Old Chitambo, to be granted 
to a mission in memory of David Livingstone. Dr. Prentice called upon 
me this morning and offered, if I would allow your Mission to start work 
within that sphere, that they would commence immediately. I therefore 
offered to the Livingstonia Free Church of Scotland Mission the sphere 
referred to, the offer to hold good until the 30th September, 1905, when, if 
my offer was not taken up, I should feel at liberty to offer it elsewhere. 
It has always been my idea for a medical mission to work there, and, as 
an inducement to start medical work at once, I will recommend to the 
Livingstone Memorial Committee to make a grant of £ioq from their 
surplus funds, if your Mission so desire. 

Yours sincerely, 

(Signed) Robert Codrington, 
Adminisirsdor, North-Eastern Rhodesia, 
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■ [copy reply.] 

Livingstonia, Lake Nyasa, 

joM Auiusli igo4> 

Robert Codrington, Esq., 

Administrator, North-Eastern Rhodesia, 

Fort Jameson. 

Dear Mr. Codrington, 
I have to thank you for your letter of 

and August, with its offer of a sphere of mission work in the vicinity of 
Old Chitambo, and telling also of your readiness to recommend a grant 
of ;^ioo from the surplus funds of the Livingstone Memorial Committee, 
to help in the commencement of a medical mission there. 

As such work will involve a permanent increase of our expenditure, I 
cannot answer on my own responsibility, I shall, however, lay your letter 
before our Mission Council, which meets in October, and your letter and 
the opinion of the Mission Council will be sent home to our Committee 
for consideration and decision. 

With hearty thanks for your kindness in this matter, 

I am, yours sincerely, 

(Signed) Robert Laws. 

/ 

No. 9.—LIMITATION OF MISSIONARY SPHERES. 

Compare Mission Council Minutes 72-80. 

[copy of MR. CODRINGTON’S LETTER TO DR. PRENTICE.] 

Administrator’s Office, North-Eastern Rhodesia, 

Fort Jameson, is^h igo4. 
Dear Dr. Prentice, 

In reply to letter of 7th July, I now forward 
yot a copy of the map showing the various missionary spheres according 
to pur ideas. 

I think you understand that within these spheres no encouragement 
be offered by me to other missionary societies to acquire land and 

staA mission work, unless with the consent of the society to whom the 
sphere has already been allotted, and I can, therefore, offer no encourage- 
merjt to Dr. Laws’ Mission to come in towards the Chambezi. 

As regards Kambwire’s, there is no doubt whatever of the White 
Fathers starting there, and three of their number have already commenced 
buildiW operations at that place. 

Yours sincerely, 

(Signed) Rsbert Codrington, 

Adminisiratsr. 
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[copy of dr. laws’ reply.] 

Livingstonia, Lake Nyasa, 

nth August^ I go4. 
Robert Codrington, Esq., 

Administrator, North-Eastern Rhodesia, 

Fort Jameson, 

Dear Mr. Codrington, 

Dr. Prentice has forwarded to me your letter 
of E5th July to him with accompanying map. About the time he wrote to 
you he sent to me a letter saying that he had heard something about the 
delimitation of a missionary sphere for the Livingstonia Mission. Your 
letter and map are, however, the first intimation I have had of there 
having been any limit placed on our work westwards. The only intimation 
I have had as to any required procedure was the circular sent from Fort 
Jameson to me, which is also printed in the Gazetie^ the terms of which 
we have adhered to. 

I understand that the desire of the British South Africa Company 
was that we should extend as far westwards and as speedily as we possibly 
could. As this was our own desire, we have been urging,this on our 
Home Committee, and, having received their sanction, we have accord¬ 
ingly extended our schools and work, being guided therein by the terms 
of the circular referred to above. 

Another reason inducing us to push westward from here was to further 
your desire of getting trained natives likely to remain in the British South 
Africa service. We found it difficult, with regard to applications for such 
received from Mr. McKinnon, Mr. Young, and others in the west, to get 
boys from the lakeside to take up work in the west in the same way 
as we could do were we able to select suitable lads from our schools 
situated in these localities, and hence felt the more of these we could 
begin over a wide area the more likely we were to be able to forward your 
interests and fulfil our object of evangelising the people. 

In this connection I may add that an addition has been made to our 
stag” here with the special view of taking up the commercial side of training 
for lads in the Institution, and we expect him to have already reached 
Blantyre, if not Fort Johnston. 

With regard to the boundary proposed on the map, knowing nothing of 
such we have had schools at points beyond it (unless I am far mistaken) 
for a considerable time, and those now open are a further extension. In 
no case, however, have we opened a school where any other mission is at 
work, nor have we purposed doing so. 

As, however, we expect to see you here later in the year, an opportunity 
may then be found of discussing these matters and expressing our 

respective views regarding them. 

I am, yours sincerely, 

(Signed) Robert Laws. 
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Administrator’s Office, 

North-Eastern Rhodesia, Fort Jameson, 

September^ igctf. 

Dear Dr. Laws, r a * 
I have receiveG jrour letter of rith August, iue 

missionary spheres were laid down on my map simply for my own guidance 
in considering applications for the acquisitiors of land from the various 
missionary societies, and the idea was adopted in order to limit the 
operations of the French Fathers, whose avowed intention it is to occupy 
the whole country. For instance, I intended to oppose any grant of land 
to the French Fathers in the sphere set apart for your Mission, and ma- 
versa, but, of course, there is nothing to prevent any mission from acquiring 
land anywhere from private holders. ’ I understood that this scheme m 
reserving spheres for the present and immediate future was considered 
satisfactory by the various societies; but if you do not care to agrM to it, 
and assert your intention to push westwards into the French Fathers 
sphere, I shall offer no opposition, and the French Fathers will, of course, 
be at liberty to establish themselves in yours. 

Yours sincerely, 
' (Signed) Robert Cobrington. 

Reply by Dr. Laws, 
A simple acknowledgment and reference to 

the Mission Council. 

No. to—Rgv. Dr. FRHKTiCE. 

Kasungu, Fort Alston, 

B.C. A., via Ch!NDE, sSiA SepUmier, tgo^. 

The Rev. Dr. Prentice writes: — 

FURLOUGH BELAYED—ILLNESS OF CHILD. 

We had the carriers written on for our journey to the lake, and had 
hoped to make a start yesterday for home, travelling via Bandawe for the 
sake of the Council meeting there. However, our little daughter took 
seriously ill, and, instead of travelling homeward, we are called upon to 
watch by the bedside of a little patient. The disappointment to me is 
not that we aren’t getting home so soon as we had hoped, but that I 
am prevented from taking part in the Council meeting. One realises 
something of the importance of the matters that are to be up for discussion. 

THE WHITE FATHERS—NEW STATION. 

I wrote you once that I was shut oat of Chentinda’.s, and that the 
White Fathers were creeping up to within two days of Kasungu Station. 
Then I wrote that we might get as far west as Kambwire’s. ^ Later on I 
had to report that Kambwire’s was being occupied by the White Fathers. 
The fact remains that Kambwire’s might have been ours had I had the 
means of occupying it when I wrote you to that effect. But the White 
Fathers evidently got word of our intentions (from a friend in Fort 
Jameson, I imagine), and they sent in white men to occupy it, their time¬ 
limit not having expired. When they pressed their claim the Administrajor 
kindly gave us Chenunda’s and the Wakhuada country. The former 
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borders on British Central Africa, and is a part of this healthy plateau. 
The latter is in the hot, low-lying Loangwa Valley, and must be worked 
from a hill station. Quite near to Chenunda’s village is the village of 
Kapayinzi, and near to it there is an ideal site for a mission station. It is 
a long day’s journey from Fort Jameson on the main road to the north 
and north-west. It is within three days’ journey of our present western 
limit on the Loangwa, and is just the same distance from Kasungu as 
Kasungu is from Loudon. Judging from what we saw when travelling, 
and from information given us by the Civil Commissioner at Fort 
Jameson, Mr. Henderson and I have formed the opinion that 20,000 
people could be reached from Kapayinzi’s. Perhaps an equally suitable 
site has been found farther north by one or other of our colleagues on 
their recent tour, but, so far as Mr. Henderson and I know the Marambo 
(and we have seen a great part of it), we have seen nothing to equal 
Kapayinzi’s. Then, as I already wrote you, I am, for several reasons, 
very anxious to see a station somewhere near to Fort Jameson, and 
Kapayinzi’s is about as near as we could go, taking into consideration the 
position of the Dutch stations, the population, water, and timber supply. 

THE NEW SPHERE OFFERED. 

But possibly more important than the district immediately to the west 
of us is the new sphere offered to us away over the Muchinga Mountains. 
I do hope the Council will see its way to accept of the Administrator’s 
offer with regard to that sphere; but Council news will reach you presently, 
and you will hear what is proposed, 

JOURNEY THROUGH OUR OWN DISTRICT. 

To return to our own district. We got a fine welcome in the Wakunda 
country. Though they are supposed to have a dialect of their own, the 
people understood Chichewa perfectly. We preached and gave lantern 
lectures, and talked “schools” with the people. How the country we 
were opening up was to be occupied and worked was rather a puzzle to 
Mr. Henderson and myself; but our journey taken, we believed, at the 
call of the Master, would be followed up we were perfectly certain. We 
were not so much depressed by the condition of the heathen as gladdened 
by the thought that light was about to shine on that dark land. 

HELP FROM BANDAWE. 

Mr. MacAlpine had already given a hint that help might be coming. 
When Mr. MacAlpine gives such a hint there’s something at the back of 
it. You can imagine our joy when on our return we found the pick 
of the Bandawe workers waiting their marching orders. We straightway 
made a call upon our little Kasungu band, and now Atonga and Achewa 
Christians are working hand in hand in eight fresh centres; in fact, we 
now occupy a line of out-stations right west to the banks of the Loangwa, 

No ri.-EXTRACTS FROM A NATIVE EVANGELIST’S DIARY.- 
R. M. M. 

Livingstonia, sSlh September, igo4. 

On Monday, 20th June, I passed Ekwendeni, and reached Elangoni, 
where Mr Daniel Jere entertained me and gave me a house to sleep in. 
Starting from there I went through Njuyu, where Dr. Steele laboured 
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about fifteen years ago. I reached Hora, a station under Rev. Donald 
Fraser. We praised the buildings of that place. One of the teactim 
showed us a house to sleep in. I started at half-past four m the ^^^rning 
for Loudon. I reached the place at nine o^clock m the evening, ah. 
what a great noise we heard when we approached the citj and ^ ^ 
grand city it is. There are many people working m the different depart¬ 
ments. The church, which has been built recently, is as grand as 
anything. There is no other church in ail the Livmgstoma Missions, it 

is a very good church, and a well-built one. 

THE BIBLE SCHOOL AT LOUDON. 

The Bible School for teachers only was going on there. There were 
more than thirty certificated teachers, indading myself. Adding togehier 
with the acting teachers from Standards II.-VI., there were more than 
coo. The school was going on successfully under Messrs. John M. li. 
Henderson, Chas. Staart, R. D. M'Minn, and the Rev. Donald Fraser. 

BAPTISMS—lord’s SUPPER—COLLECTIONS. 

At the end of our Bible School there was a large gathering. On 
Saturday, 2nd July, 316 adults and 118 children were baptised. On the 
Sabbath day they counted the people, and the number was 45^7- Now, 
Mr. Fraser’s custom is to give to each of the Christians a vessel, in order 
that at the end of the work each may give something in his or her vessel. 
The collection of that Sabbath day amounted to 17s- which wa^ 
quite separate from the monthly collections. Now, adding together with 
the collection of that month (for vessels were brought in on that very 
day)s the sum amounted to i7S' bd. The number of the Christians 
who sat at the Lord’s Table were 904. Thus Loudon was full of the 

people. T. 1 u 
Many of the ’Ngoni teachers were there from different schools; they 

had with them sheets of paper full of their native songs. Mr. Frasp 
asked them to sing so that the people might hear. Ah 1 what a splendid 
week that was, bearing many different joyful songs, which were sung by 

different companies. ^ h 

After this people had to go to their villages, I started for Bandaws, 
and reached it on the ist of July. Mr. D. M'Minn, too, came down 
from Loudon the same day. 

BANDAWE COMMUNION-—HYMN SINGING. 

Now at Bandawe the Communion Services were going on, and there 
was a great movement among the people. On the 17th July we had 
the Lord’s Supper—103 people were baptised. All Christians who sat 
the Isold’s Table were 632. *The number of all the people who came on 
that day were 3200. After the Communion the services were going on still 
in all the villages round about Bandawe. I was very busy in those days, 
speaking with the people from village to village. In some large meetings 
my boys and myself sang our Kinkonde hymns. We chose three only, vis, 
No. 14, ''There are Angels hovering round” j No. 28, “When the Roll is 
called ”; and the new one, which was lately translated by the Rev. Alex. 
Dewar (Songs and Solos, 148), “Take the name of Jesus, thou child of 
sorrow,” In this way many people came to hear ns-—not only the 
preachings but the hymns also. On the 24th of July 217 people entered 
the Catechumens’ class. 
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A PRAYER MEETING ON A HILL-TOP. 

One lovely Saturday Y. Z. M, and P. K. A. called me to go away from 
villages to have a secret prayer. We went up to the top of the hill called 
Makuzi, which is near Bandawe, and there we sat down all of us. Yesaya 
led us in prayer, and so did all of us. Then Yesaya said, “ Brothers, I do 
not see anything why God would not give us the thing which we may ask 
Kim ? ” V/e opened our Bibles. Yesaya read some verses which describe 
hinderances to prayer, viz.:— 

Hinderance. 

Isaiah lix. i, 2, I5,. 
Psalm cxxxix. 23,] 
Ezekiel xiv. 3, - Idols, 
ames iv. 3, - - Ask amiss. 

Hinderance. 

{Wavering. 
Double-minded. 
Unstableness. 

Mark xi. 25, Unforgiveness, &c. 

After the reading of all these different books all of us prayed. We 
remembered chiefly those who are away from the Saviour, and that on the 
Sabbath day, when the preachings shall be going on, many may be brought 
to Christ. 

PRAYER ANSWERED. 

Then on the Sabbath, after the public meeting was over, we went to a 
village called Mphamba. On the way we met a wicked man who was a 
polygamist. He saluted us. One of us said to him, “How are you getting 
on with your terrible sickness?” The man said, “ I have never felt any 
pain in my body all these days.’* “ No, you are very sick indeed, and are 
at the point of death if you don’t run quickly to the Physician.” “What 
about you, friends?” asked the man, “We were once in the same 
position as you are, but as soon as we heard that there is a great Physician, 
who is willing to save those v/ho are terribly ill, we ran to Him and asked 
Him to heal us. To-day we are getting better, and are not so bad as 

you are.” 
The mao, on hearing these words, sat down with a sorrowful face to 

confess that he was a great sinner, and that perhaps Jesus would not receive 

“ No, Christ is able to deliver you. He is able, He is willing. He 
came into the world to save sinners, to give rest to all who are weary and 
heavy laden. God is now ready to forgive you; go to Him and you shall 
find rest for your soul.” The man stood up with somewhat a glad face. 
He went home and dismissed all his wives, save the first one. Thus the 
man was saved with the connection of the prayer on that yesterday hill. 

“ Ask and it shall be given unto you.” 

No. 12.—Mr. JOHN M‘GREGOR. 

OVERTOUN Institution, 

Livikgstonia, October^ 1^04. 

Mr. John M'Gregor writes 

A REVIEW OF FIVE YEARS. 

It will be five years to-morrow (5th October) since I landed at Florence 
Bay, and I am giad that during all these five years I have enjoyed very 
good health; indeed, I do not remember of being off my work with illness 

for a single day during the last three years. 
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On my arrival here in October, 1899, I was immediately sent on to 
Karonga to finish the mission house, but after being some months there i 
was recalled to the Institution, owing to the illness of the late W, D. 
M‘Gregor. At the begininng of 1902 I returned to Karonga, and 
finishing the work there I proceeded to Bandawe and put in the doors and 
windows of the church, as well as executing some repairs on the manse 

and doctor’s house. ^ , 
After being seven months at Bandawe I went on to Loudon to begin 

there, but on ray arrival at Loudon I found a letter from Dr. Laws telling 
me to proceed to Kasungu at once. 

On reaching Kasungu, at the end of September, 1903,1 found Mr. iVmrray 
had got the roof on and the windows fixed in their places, and Mr. Gauld 
was busy plastering the rooms. I immediately started to work, and got 
the verandah roofed and some of the rooms finished, and had the pleasure 
of seeing Dr. and Mrs. Prentice get out of their old house and into part of 
their new house before the heavy rains came on. After finishing the work 
of the Kasungu house and dispensary, I left Kasungu on the 3rd of March 
and reached Loudon on the 5 th. 

I have been a little over six months at Loudon, and have got the 
church roofed and thatched, and also the doors and windows of the 
church and hospital fixed in their places, as well as other work done on 
the several other buildings. 

DIFFERENCES OF EXPENDITURE ON BUILDINGS. 

You must often be surprised at the differences of expenditure on 
buildings at the different stations, as well as the time taken to build the 
stations, and I feel that a little explanation would help you to understand 
matters perhaps a little clearer. 

At Karonga, Livingstonia, Bandawe, and Kasungu the ordinary 
worker’s pay is 3/ per month, and bis food costs i yd. (4^-) per week, 
while shop apprentices receive 6d. in cash per week for buying food. The 
first month’s pay of the ordinary worker must be paid in cash, so that he 
may pay his hut tax, and not very many ordinary workers stay longer than 
a month. At Loudon the monthly wage of an ordinary worker is 2/ per 
month and food money (3d. per week), all of which he receives in cloth 
or beads. Shop apprentices at Loudon received 4d. in cash per week 

as food money. 
When the work began at Loudon Mr, Fraser sent word to all the 

chiefs asking them to tell their people to give two weeks free labour 
towards the building of the mission buildings at Loudon, and so afterwards 
all that came for work had to give two weeks’ free labour. Now 1000 
workers at Loudon working one month, and giving two weeks free labour, 
represented a wage bill of ^^50, or without free labour ^100, but at any 
of the other stations that I have named 1000 men workers would mean a 
wage bill of 50. 

We cannot at any of the other stations ask the chiefs to tell their 
people to give free labour, as they are under the Government, but both at 
Bandawe and Karonga many of the people voluntarily gave free labour in 
the building of Bandawe church and Karonga house, as well as the brick 
school at Rupembe. 

Mr. J. M. R. Henderson, who went to Loudon to assist Mr. Fraser in 
the school work there, gave his entire time to the building of church and 
hospital, as well as several smaller buildings; but at other places it has 
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been the carpenter who has had to do the building, as Mr. Murray did at 
Kasungu up to the time of his leaving for home. 

Another thing that has much to do with the expense of mission build¬ 
ings is the making of bricks and the getting in of timber. At Loudon the 
clay, water, and firewood were at our hand, and our farthest out sawpit 
was only two and a-half to three hours out, while at Kasungu the sawpit 
was a day away, and at Karonga it was five hours away. Bricks at Loudon 
only cost about 3/ per 1000, but at Karonga and Ekwendeni they cost 
8/6 per 1000. At Karonga the clay and water was at the door, but the 
firewood was a good distance away, and much the same obtains at 
Ekwendeni, Bandawe, and Kasungu. At Loudon labour was always fairly 
plentiful, but both at Karonga and Kasungu I had great difficulty in getting 
labour, and was thereby greatly hindered in getting forward with work. 

Now, I hope my explanation will help you to understand a little the 
reason why the expenditure on buildings at the different stations vary so 
much, and also to understand some of the difficulties we have to overcome. 

No. 13.—Rev. Dr. GEORGE PRENTICE. 

8th October, rgo/f.. 

THANKS FOR COMMISSION’S LETTER. 

A copy of the Commission’s letter to the Church’s missionaries came 
to hand last evening. The sympathy, the encouragement, and the 
assurance it brings are very welcome to the Church’s agents here. We 
greatly appreciate the thoughtfulness of those who, with great anxieties of 
their own to bear, seek to bear the burden of the Church’s representatives. 
It has been an anxious time for us, and will be until equity takes the place 
of what the English judges have been pleased to call justice. But I think 
our anxiety is greater for the Church at home than for the work out here. 
Scotlarid will surely never tolerate such a monstrous act. We are anxious 
to hear what Parliament has to say on the subject. A recent telegram led 
to the hope that a satisfactory arrangement was likely to be arrived at, but, 
if the newspaper reports now to hand are correct, the victorious minority 
appear to be in no mood for concessions. 

We are prouder of our Church and her leaders to-day than ever before, 
and if a great sacrifice should be required at this time for our Church and 
her Head I suppose the missionaries will have the privilege of bearing 
their part. 

No. 14.—Rev. D. R. MACKENZIE. 

Sycamore Villa, Juniper Green, Mid-Lothian, 

1st February, jgos. 

Rev. D. R. Mackenzie writes;— 

URGENT NEED FOR TRANSLATIONS OF THE BIBLE. 

The great success which has, by God’s grace, followed the work of the 
Livingstonia Mission creates many serious problems which must, sooner 
or later, be faced. One of these it seems to be time to consider—I mean 
the problem of providing the people with suitable literature. There 
are now in Central Africa thousands of men and women able to read, but 
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we are in the sorry position of having nothing to ^ 

English is a luxury open only to the ““f '“t Lt 
higter course of education, and it is not on their behalf that I speak but 
for the great mass of our educated people who know nothing of English, 
and are turned out of our schools in great numbers every year awe to r M 
and keenly eager to do it, but entirely destitute or any means of patifymg 
their thirst for knowledge. We have, as a matter of .act, been too 
successful in our educational policy. Education, to put it m ™°*her way 
has been pushed beyond the limit of the materials we possessed to “ed me 
newly-awakened desires of our people; and vjhile we 
their faculties we have provided for them nothing on which .hese trained 

faculties can be exercised. The desire for^ knowledge has been 
and the key placed in the people’s hands, out when the palace is entered 
it is found to be empty; no materials are there that are of any use to them. 

Now, I submit that v/e are called upon to do more than merely teach 
the people to read; indeed, till we do more than that we cannot claim 
that we are really educating them at all in any degree which is worthy ot 
the name. The work which is being done m evangelistic and .ormahy 
educational effort must be consolidated, and it is idle to talk ol con¬ 
solidating by merely placing teachers at certain distances from one another 
and visiting them periodically. That stage is past in all our existing 
stations, and we must now carry this consolidation into the homes of the 
people. I know from personal experience how deep is their thirst for 
Lmething they can understand; indeed, it appeals to me as one of the 
most pathetic things I knew of, this great, daily-increasmg number of 
oeople able to read and in danger of losing the faculty for lacx of use, 
keenly eager to read and yet absolutely unable to lay their hands on 
any material. They will devour with avidity anything which comes within 
their reach, painfully spelling out scraps of English newspapers even, 
giving us at this moment a magnificent opportunity of helping to .orm m 
the coming generation a taste for good and true literature. 

Now, in what I have said I do not at all forget that in Angoniland 
there is the Zulu Bible, and in other parts of our sphere Dr. Laws 
translation of the New Testament—a blessed book, and a great monument 
of one man’s industry—and single Gospels in other languages. In 
Chinyanja there is also the “Pilgrim’s Progress." These have hitherto 
formed what might be called the “objective” of our elementary teaching; 
but, apart entirely from other considerations, it is obvious, as soon as their 
limits are indicated, that they are totally insufficient to meet the needs of 
the people. The Angoni are fortunate in having the Old Testament, 
but it is of no use to other tribes. Think, then, what a revelation it would 
be to these to read the Book of Psalms ! And think of a Christian 
community ignorant of the Psalms, or of Isaiah’s passion for his people’s 
redemption, or Hosea’s yearning for national righteousness to meet 
God’s tender love ! Our tribes will enter a new world when at last the 
Old Book is in their hands. But when will it be ? And when shall we 
have the New Testament in the language of the people? It is of the most 
urgent importance that this should be done with as little delay as possible, 

and already the delay is too long. 

OTHER CHRISTIAN BOOKS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE. 

Then, again, in addition to Scripture, there are many other books 
which ought to be available for our Christian people. There is a great 
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demand} even in the English originals for such books as “ The Peep of 
Day,” “Line upon Line,” “Jesus, the Carpenter of Nazareth,” “Bible 
Promises,” and other books of a similar nature. These, if translated, 
would meet with a very rapid sale if the price could be made at all 
reasonable. But even if such works could not be translated for a long 
time, parts of them could be done, or even good tracts prepared. (I could 
guarantee a useful sphere for them.) The Children's Special Service 
Mission have very kindly offered to pay the cost of printing tracts, but, 
unfortunately, they will print only translations of existing English ones, and, 
after a careful examination of a large number submitted to me, I was 
reluctantly obliged to inform them that not one would be of the least use 
in Livingstonia. 

I do not apologise for bringing up this subject at the present juncture 
when extension has been resolved upon. The subject of giving the people 
the Scriptures in their own tongue does not yield in importance even 
to extension. V/e need the Word of God, as I have said, for consolidating 
the work already done; we need it, too, to meet the rapidly advancing 
material civilisation of the country—not, I say, to defeat this civilisation, 
but to enable the natives to give it its true place, as being founded upon, 
and not itself the foundation of, the Gospel which we preach. 

All the staff in Africa recognise the importance of what I have been 
trying to point out; but the great problem is—How is it to be done ? 
Everyone is so fully occupied that it is difficult to find time to devote to 
translations. A decision of Council was recently made directing certain 
members of staff to devote not less than one-tenth of their time to trans¬ 
lation, but the results so far have not been very great. A literary genius 
must sooner or later arise who will devote the main part of his strength to 
this work, but meantime the people are being educated towards practically 
no objective, and something should be done. I believe a word of 

■encouragement from the Committee to our Translations Committee would 
be of great value; and if even a small sum could be allowed for this work 
in the ArADual Estimates it would go far towards helping us out of our 
present situation. Surely there are some in the Church who would be glad 
to help in this matter? 
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Natal Missia l5^.'C^:nference. 6 
\ 

Dear Sir, ( r 

I am instructed by -the Natal Missionary 

Conference to convey to all Foreign Mission Societies 

in America and Europe, thr~toITowTng“vote passed at 

thT" 29th Annual Meeting of this Conference, June 

23-27th, 1911 : 

“that in view of the serious over-lapping In 
the work in Natal and Zululand, and the 

evils arising therefrom which called forth 

the just criticism of the Edinburgh 

Conference, and because of the confusion 

caused in the minds of natives, both 

heathen and Christian by the presentation 

of Christianity in so many varying forms, 

it is in the opinion of this Conference 

desirable that any new Society contem¬ 

plating the opening of work in Natal or 

Zululand should before doing so com¬ 

municate with the President of the 

Natal Missionary Conference." 

This action is not to be taken as a proclama¬ 

tion that the Evangelization of Natal is completed, 

but that Its Evangelization will be best advanced by 

the strengthening of agencies already at work, while 

any further multiplication of agencies will hinder rather 

than hasten the desired result. 

'Yours sincerely, 

JAMES DEXTER TAYLOR, 

Secretary. 

Impolweni M. S., 1st August, 1911. 

Natal, South Africa. 


